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Abstract
The position sensorless controllability of the reluctance synchronous machine (RSM) is investigated in
this thesis with the focus on industry applications where variable and dynamic torque is required from
startup up to rated speed. Two low speed as well as one medium to high speed position sensorless control
(PSC) method for RSMs are investigated. These methods are extended to operate in the entire rated
speed region with a hybrid PSC structure that makes use of phase locked-loop synchronisation and a
hysteresis changeover method.
It is shown in this thesis that PSC of the lateral rib rotor RSM is not possible from zero up to ± 0.2 p.u
current. It is shown through finite element (FE) simulations that PSC of the ideal rotor RSM however,
is possible at zero reference current. A novel construction method is used to build two ideal rotor RSMs.
Measured flux linkage curve results of the ideal rotor RSMs correlate well with simulation results and it
is shown that the electrical angle of the machine can be tracked successfully at zero reference current.
The FE simulation package is used to compare the saliency of the RSM on a per-unit scale to three
types of field intensified permanent magnet (FI-PM) synchronous machines and a field weakening interior
permanent magnet synchronous machine. It is shown that the saliency of the RSM is larger than that of
the investigated PM machines from zero up to rated load. It is thus concluded that the RSM is well suited
to saliency-based PSC (SB-PSC) methods, which are used to control synchronous machines at startup
and low speeds.
The hybrid PSC methods developed in this thesis, are tested and evaluated on three proposed industry
applications. The first is a reluctance synchronous wind generator with an inverter output LC filter. The
LC filter allows long cables to be used and reduces the voltage stress on the stator windings of the machine.
The combination of the LC filter and hybrid PSC method allows the power electronics and controller to
be stationed in the base of the turbine tower. A new stator quantity estimation method is derived to omit
the need of current and voltage sensors on the machine side of the LC filter. Good maximum power point
tracking laboratory results are shown with the high frequency injection-assisted hybrid PSC method.
The second application investigated is a position sensorless controlled variable gear electric vehicle
(EV) RSM drive. Simulation and measured results show good torque capabilities of the position sensorless
controlled EV RSM. It is shown through simulation results that the fundamental current harmonic is
dominant in the demodulation scheme of the high frequency injection position sensorless control (HFI-
PSC) method due to the high current rating of the proposed RSM. The HFI-PSC method is extended to
reduce the effect of the fundamental current harmonic in the demodulation scheme without adding any
additional filters.
The final investigated application is a novel mine scraper winch, which uses two position sensorless
controlled RSMs to retrieve ore from the blast site underground. The new design improves on the safety,
efficiency and durability of the current scraper winch design. Measured results show that the position
sensorless controlled winch RSM is able to deliver rated startup torque with both investigated SB-PSC
methods. Finally an automation method is implemented and tested to limited the applied force on the
scraper and automatically free itself when stuck.
iii
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Uittreksel
Die posisie sensorlose beheer eienskappe van die reluktansie sinchroonmasjien (RSM) word in hierdie tesis
ondersoek met die fokus op industrie¨le toepassings waar varierende dinamiese draaimoment vereis word
vanaf stilstand tot by ken spoed. Twee lae spoed- en een hoe¨ spoed posisie sensorlose beheer (PSB)
metodes vir RSMe is ondersoek. Hierdie metodes is uitgebrei om twee hibriede PSB metodes to skep wat
die RSM van stilstand tot by kenspoed posisie sensorloos kan beheer. Die ontwikkelde hibriede metodes
maak gebruik van ’n histerese oorskakelings skema en fase geslote lus sinchronisasie
Daar word in hierdie tesis bevestig dat die laterale rib RSM nie beheer kan word met die geondersoekte
PSB metodes by nul stroom nie. Eindige element simulasie resultate wys egter daarop dat die ideale rotor
RSM wel beheer kan word met die geondersoekte metodes by nul stroom. ’n Nuwe konstruksie metode is
voorgestel om twee ideale rotor RSMe to bou. Gemete vloed omsluiting kurwes resultate korreleer baie
goed met die´ van die eindige element simulasies. Gemete resultate wys ook daarop dat PSB van die nuwe
masjiene moontlik is by nul stroom.
’n Eindige element pakket is gebruik om die speek-koe¨ffissie¨nt van die RSM te vergelyk met drie tipes
veld-versterkte permanent magneet masjiene, asook een veld verswakte permanent magneet versinkte
masjien. Die simulasie resultate wys dat die RSM se speek-koe¨ffissie¨nt hoe¨r is as die van die geondersoekte
permanent magneet masjiene. Die RSM is dus geskik vir speek-koe¨ffissie¨nt georienteerde PSB metodes,
wat hoofsaaklik by stilstand en lae spoed gebruik word.
Die ontwikkelde hibried PSBmetodes is getoets en gee¨valueer met drie voorgestelde industrie¨le toepass-
ings. Die eerste is ’n reluktansie sinchroon wind generator met ’n omsetter uittree laagdeurlaat filter. Die
laagdeurlaat filter laat toe dat langer kabels vanaf die omsetter na die generator gebruik kan word. Die
kombinasie van die laagdeurlaat filter en die PSB metodes laat toe dat die drywingselektronika en die
beheerders in die toring basis geplaas kan word. Dit kan die gewig van die nasel verminder. Goeie mak-
simum drywingspunt volging laboratorium resultate word getoon met die hoe¨ frekwensie ondersteunde
hibried PSB metode.
Die tweede geondersoekte toepassing is ’n posisie sensorlose beheerde, varierende ratkas elektriese
voertuig RSM. Goeie simulasie en gemete draaimoment resultate van die RSM word getoon. Simulasie
resultate toon dat die fundamentele q-as stroom harmoniek dominant is in die demodulasie skema van
die hoe¨ frekwensie PSB metode, as gevolg van die hoe¨ ken stroom van die motor. Die hoe¨ frekwensie
PSB metode is uitgebrei om die fundamentele stroom harmoniek te onderdruk in die demodulasie skema
sonder om enige filters by te voeg.
Die finale toepassing is ’n nuwe myn windas wat van twee posisie sensorlose beheerde RSMe gebruik
maak om klippe ondergronds te verplaas vanaf die ontploffings area. Die voorgestelde ontwerp verbeter die
huidige ontwerp ten opsigte van die veiligheid, energie effektiwiteit en robuustheid. Gemete resultate wys
dat ken draaimoment moontlik is met altwee speek-koe¨ffissie¨nt metodes. ’n Automasie metode, wat die
maksimum draaimoment op die windas beperk en automaties homself bevry indien hy vasval, is voorgestel
en gee¨valueer.
iv
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Nomenclature
Acronyms
αβ Two axis stationary reference frame
ABC Three phase stationary reference frame
AC Alternating current
BPF Band pass filter
CCAC Constant current angle control
DC Direct current
DFIG Double fed induction generator
DTC Direct torque control
dq Direct quadrature - synchronously rotating reference frame
EV Electrical vehicle
FE Finite element
FG Fixed gear
FI-IPM Field intensified interior permanent magnet
FI-PM Field intensified permanent magnet
FOC Field oriented control
FW-IPM Field weakening interior permanent magnet
HEV Hybrid electrical vehicle
HF High frequency
HFI-PSC High frequency injection position sensorless control
IM Induction machine
IPMSM Interior permanent magnet synchronous machine
LPF Low pass filter
LUT Lookup table
MPPT Maximum power point tracking
PI Proportional integral
PLL Phase-locked loop
PM Permanent magnet
PMSG Permanent magnet synchronous generator
PMSM Permanent magnet synchronous machine
PSC Position sensorless control
PWM Pulse width modulation
RPS Rapid prototyping system
viii
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RSG Reluctance synchronous Generator
RSM Reluctance synchronous machine
RTAI Real-time application interface
SB-PSC Saliency-based position sensorless control
SCIG Squirrel cage induction generator
SM-FI-PM Surface mounted field intensified permanent magnet
SPMSM Surface mounted permanent magnet synchronous machine
SRM Switched reluctance machine
SVPWM Space vector pulse width modulation
UCG Uncontrolled generator
UDDS Urban dynamometer driving schedule
VG Variable gear
VSD Variable speed drive
VSI Voltage source inverter
WEC Wind energy conversion
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Symbols
Symbol Description
i Current [A]
θr Mechanical rotor angle [rad]
θe Electrical rotor angle [rad]
ωr Mechanical rotor speed [rad/s]
ωe Electrical rotor speed [rad/s]
t Time [s]
p Pole pairs
T Reference frame transformation matrix
u Voltage [V ]
ψ Magnetic flux-linkage [Wb-turns]
rs Phase resistance [Ω]
Ld, Lq d-and q-axis self-tangential inductances [H]
Lds, Lqs d- and q-axis secant inductances [H]
Ldq, Lqd d- and q-axis mutual inductances [H]
Tm Mechanical torque [Nm]
J Orthogonal rotation matrix
Jeq Mechanical inertia [kg.m
2]
βeq Mechanical friction [N ]
TL Load torque [Nm]
Udc DC bus voltage [V ]
Fs Switching frequency [Hz]
fs Sampling frequency [Hz]
Ts Sampling time [s]
φ Maximum torque per ampere current angle [◦]
UdAV G Average d-axis voltage [V ]
ML Applied load [Nm]
ωc Carrier frequency [rad/s]
Lm Mean inductance [H]
∆L Inductance Saliency [H]
uc Injection voltage [V ]
kp Current proportional gain [V/A]
Ti Current time constant [s]
kpPLL PLL proportional gain [rad/s]
TPLL PLL time constant [s]
LPFi Current LPF [rad/s
LPFPLL PLL LPF [rad/s]
kps Speed proportional gain [Nms/rad]
Tis Speed time constant [s]
LPFs Speed LPF [rad/s]
L´ss Inductance derivative with respect to θe
ωp Speed changeover threshold [rad/s]
YΣ Isotropic admittance [S]
Y∆ Salient admittance [S]
usL Isotropic voltage vector [V ]
∆isFM Fundamental current circulation [A]
∆isHF Saliency current circulation [A]
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esprd Current prediction error [A]
uinj Arbitrary injection voltage [V ]
θCC Compensation curve [degrees]
ωh1 Lower speed changeover threshold [rad/s]
ωh2 Upper speed changeover threshold [rad/s]
θS Electrical angle acquired from the SB-PSC method [rad]
θFS Electrical angle acquired from the FS-PSC method [rad]
Pin Input power [kW ]
Pm Shaft power [kW ]
PLosses Power loss [kW ]
η Efficiency [%]
Ldq Mutual inductance [H]
γ Saliency shift[o]
ζ Saliency ratio
Pt Turbine power [kW ]
ρair Air mass density [Kg/(m
3))]
rb Radius of the sweep are [m]
Vw Wind Speed [m/s]
Cp Turbine power coefficient
λ Tip speed ratio
β Blade pitch angle [rad]
wm Blade tip speed [m/s]
dabc Switching states
Zc Tower cable impedance [Ω]
Pcu Copper losses [W ]
Piron Iron losses [W ]
Rf Series filter resistance [Ω]
fo Cut-off frequency [Hz]
Lf Filter inductance [H]
Cf Filter capacitance [F ]
ui Inverter voltage vector [V ]
ii Inverter current vector [V ]
dabc Inverter switching states
λopt Optimal tip speed ratio
Cmaxp Maximum turbine power coefficient
Tmopt Optimum generator shaft torque [Nm]
Kopt Wind turbine constant
uew End-winding inductance voltage drop [V ]
Lew End-winding inductance [H]
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Indices
s, r Stator and rotor respectively
a, b, c Stator phase axis
α, β Stator fixed frame
d, q Rotor fixed frame
∧, ∗ Estimated value and reference value respectively
δ Injected direction
i Inverter quantities
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Fossil fuels are currently the primary source of energy across the globe, but are in limited supply and
will one day be depleted. Carbon dioxide pollution is caused by the burning of fossil fuels. Carbon taxes
are placing governments under pressure to reduce CO2 emissions within their respective countries. Safer
and environmentally cleaner ways of harvesting energy are thus required to provide electrical power and
reduce the CO2 emissions.
Renewable energy sources can be used to reduce the demand for fossil fuel energy. Wind and solar
energy are both currently the most widely deployed and commercially used renewable energy sources.
Renewable energy should not be the only area of focus in the campaign to reduce fossil fuel emissions.
Energy efficiency is equally important. An estimated 60% of all electrical energy is consumed by electric
motors and drives. Industrial electric motors such as pumps, fans etc. are proven to be more efficient
when controlled with variable speed drives (VSDs). The power consumption of these VSD controlled
pumps and fans can be reduced by half by dropping the flow rate by just 20% when full capacity is not
needed.
The combination of renewable energy sources and energy efficient drives can contribute towards a
sustainable clean energy usage cycle while reducing the carbon footprint.
1.1 The Reluctance Synchronous Machine
Permanent magnet synchronous machines (PMSMs) are widely used, especially in wind generator and
electric vehicle (EV) research and applications. The PMSM is an attractive alternative to the induction
machine (IM), which is currently the industry workhorse, due its high efficiency, good power factor and
high torque density. Rare earth PM material is expensive due to a limited- and delayed supply chain. A
new focus on non-PM machines for industry applications has led various researchers back to one of the
most simple electrical machines, the reluctance synchronous machine (RSM).
The RSM consists of a standard, non-salient 3-phase stator and an unexcited salient rotor. The RSM
has no rotor windings, hence is brushless. The RSM is advantageous from a manufacturing cost point of
view due to it not having any rotor conductors or PMs. The RSM design is thus truly robust, affordable
and well suited to harsh environments like mines.
The IM is still the industrial standard despite the advantages of the RSM. The RSM was never
seriously considered as an alternative to the IM due to its poor performance when operated with open
loop V/Hz control. The advances made in semi-conductor technology and VSDs have led to a rejuvenated
investigation in the field of RSM technology. It is shown in [7] that a RSM delivers 50% more torque than
an IM with the same stator volume. Investigations by Vagati [8, 9] and Kamper [10] on the performance
of the VSD fed RSM with vector control followed. Both authors concluded that the RSM is more efficient
than the IM, thus reopening discussions about the viability of the RSM drive for industry applications.
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Soon more research followed on RSM designs, their efficiency and comparison to other AC ma-
chines [11–16]. It can be concluded from literature that the RSM has a 10%-15% higher torque density
than the IM, which is a more modest conclusion than presented in [7], but still shows the value of the RSM.
The advantages of the RSM drive are summarised as follows:
• The reliability of the RSM is higher than that of PM machines due to it not suffering from demag-
netisation.
• No high voltages occur under uncontrolled generator (UCG) operation as with PM machines. UCG
voltage is important from a safety point of view.
• The excitation field of the machine can be adjusted, thus allowing for field weakening at high speeds.
• No possible arcing can occur in the rotor between broken rotor bars and the laminations as with
IMs. This positive characteristic is important for certain mining applications.
• Constant current angle control and maximum torque per ampere curves, that are generated from
finite element analysis, can be used to operate the RSM drive at optimum efficiency [17].
• High torque pulsations under short circuit inverter conditions are not a problem for RSMs, unlike
with IMs.
• The RSM has a 10%-15% larger torque density than IMs
• The RSM efficiency is higher than that of the IM [12].
• The RSM does not have brushes or slip-rings.
• The RSM does not have any rotor conductors or PM material. This is important from a manufac-
turing costs point of view.
Some drawbacks of the RSM are summarised as:
• Accurate knowledge of the rotor position is required for optimum vector control as with all syn-
chronous machines.
• The power factor of the RSM is lower than that of PM machines, hence a larger kVA rated drive is
required.
• The power density of the RSM is smaller than that of PM machines.
• The performance of RSMs with large Ld/Lq ratios compares well to that of IMs in the extended
constant power speed range [18]. The constant power speed range ratio of the RSM is however still
much lower than that of interior PM machines.
It can thus be summarised that even though the RSM does not have the efficiency of the PMSM, it
does have the advantage of not having any expensive rare earth PM material. Not only is it possible to
manufacture the RSM more cheaply than the IM, but has been shown to have superior efficiency as well.
For the RSM drive to be seen as a viable alternative to the IM however, certain criteria need to be met
as identified by [17]:
1. Energy efficient performance in the entire speed range.
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2. Position sensorless control.
3. Good dynamic response.
4. Robust design of machine.
5. Low audible noise.
1.2 Problem Statement
The item in the list of requirements, as listed above, that still needs to be addressed is number 2, namely
position sensorless control (PSC) of the RSM. The topic of position sensorless controlled RSM drives is
definitely not novel, dating back to 1991 [19]. The question raised in this thesis is, “has the research
and development of PSC methods for RSM drives come far enough to be used in industry applications?”
Various companies have started marketing and selling the RSM drive in the last few years as an alternative
to the IM for fan and pump applications. Most of these products operate position sensorless. Implementing
PSC on fans and pumps, which does not require high startup- or dynamic torque, is less challenging and
can even be implemented with open loop V/Hz control. It it to be shown in this thesis however, that the
RSM applications are not limited to fans and pumps, but that they can be used in applications where
dynamically variable torque is required from startup up to rated speed.
A summary of PSC literature on synchronous machines is shown in Table A.1, in Appendix A. It
is shown in Table A.1 that the majority of research concerning PSC methods for RSM drives is tested
and evaluated on RSMs with power ratings of 5 kW or smaller. It is also shown in Table A.1 however,
that this stems true for all types of synchronous machines. The average power rating of the literature
summary, concerning RSM drives, is 2.2 kW. Also one should note that only a few of these publications
are aimed at specific industry applications. Smaller rated machines provide a good platform to implement
and evaluate PSC methods. These methods should however be tested on larger machines to asses their
industry readiness especially for variable torque applications. It is thus proposed in this thesis that some
of the PSC methods for RSM drives be evaluated with medium power range machines with industrial
applications.
It is stated in the introduction of this chapter that it is necessary to reduce our carbon footprint to
protect the earth. With this goal in mind, three areas of focus are chosen for this project namely:
• Renewable energy.
• Reduction of CO2 at the point of use.
• Energy efficiency.
An industry application is chosen for each area of focus:
(i) Position sensorless controlled reluctance synchronous wind generator with an inverter
output LC filter: The challenge with this application is implementing the PSC methods with the
inverter LC filter. The purpose of the LC filter will be explained later in this thesis.
(ii) Position sensorless controlled reluctance synchronous machine for a variable gear elec-
tric vehicle: The challenge with this application is the startup torque required.
(iii) Position sensorless controlled mine scraper winch: The challenge with this application is
the high startup torque required from the machine. Automating the entire scraping and retrieval
process without a position sensor will also be challenging.
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1.3 Thesis Layout
Chapter 2: A mathematical model is derived for the RSM. Some theory behind
machine control with VSDs is briefly discussed.
Chapter 3: The non-linear aspects of the RSM are highlighted in this chapter. The
finite element properties of the RSM are laid out and compared to the
results of a measured analysis that is performed on the RSM. The simula-
tion process is discussed. Finally an inventory summary of the machines
investigated in this thesis is provided.
Chapter 4: The alternating high frequency injection PSC method is discussed and
evaluated.
Chapter 5: The arbitrary injection PSC method is discussed and evaluated.
Chapter 6: The fundamental saliency PSC method is discussed and evaluated.
Chapter 7: Two hybrid PSC methods are derived and evaluated.
Chapter 8: Finite element software is used to investigate rotor modifications to im-
prove the PSC performance of RSM drives. Two experimental machines
are built and evaluated. The performance of these machines are evalu-
ated under various different circumstances.
Chapter 9: Finite element software is used to compare the position sensorless con-
trollability of different synchronous machine topologies on a per unit
scale. Design improvements are proposed and investigated.
Chapter 10: A PSC method is derived for a reluctance synchronous wind generator
with a LC inverter output filter.
Chapter 11: The investigated PSC methods are implemented and evaluated on a
RSM for a variable gear electric vehicle drivetrain.
Chapter 12: The investigated PSC methods are implemented and evaluated on a
position sensorless controlled mine scraper winch.
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Chapter 2
Modelling and Control of the RSM
Drive
A brief explanation of reference frame transformations, as used in drive systems, is given in this chapter
followed by a mathematical derivation of the RSM in the discussed reference frames. This is followed
by background knowledge regarding the control strategies implemented on the RSM drive in this thesis.
Field oriented control is discussed first, followed by an overview of basic current- and speed controllers as
implemented during this research.
2.1 Clarke Transformation
The Clarke transformation is used to transform three phase circuits to a stationary two-axis orthogonal
reference frame [20]. The Clarke transformation is also known as the αβ transformation and is written
as:
iss =

iαiβ
io

 = 2
3


1 −1
2
−1
2
0
√
3
2
−
√
3
2
1
2
1
2
1
2



iaib
ic

 (2.1)
where iα and iβ are components in an orthogonal reference frame and io the homopolar component
which is zero in a balanced system. This reference frame will be referred to as the stationary reference
frame in this thesis. The subscript s, in (2.1) refers to stator quantities and the superscript s, denotes
the quantity to the stationary reference frame. The transformation is shown in vector form in Fig. 2.1.
The current vector iss rotates with angular velocity ω.
2.2 Park Transformation
The park transformation is used to transform three phase AC circuits to two phase DC quantities in a
synchronous rotor reference frame. In other words, all parameters are defined in a reference frame running
synchronously to the rotor [21]. The park transformation, which is also known as the dq transformation,
is derived as in (2.2).
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Figure 2.1: The Clarke Transformation.
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
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This reference frame is referred to as the rotary reference frame in this thesis. Superscript r, in (2.2)
denotes the current in the rotary reference frame. The electrical rotor angle of the machine, θe, is
calculated as in (2.3), where θr is the mechanical angle of the rotor, ωe is the electrical rotor speed and p
the number of pole pairs.
θe = pθr =
∫
ωe dt (2.3)
The convention of the rotary reference frame as well as the abc reference frame are explained with a
two pole RSM in Fig. 2.2. The direct axis is chosen in the direction with the most rotor steel and the
quadrature axis is chosen in the direction with the least rotor steel, as seen in Fig. 2.2.
The rotary reference frame is more suitable for complex control systems of electrical machines than
the abc reference frame [22]. The transformation to the rotary reference frame eliminates all the time
varying inductances in the machine equations [22]. The signals of the control loops are DC quantities in
steady state, making it easier to design the control system. The transformations above are not only used
with the stator current, but also apply in general to other variables like voltage and flux linkage.
It is also handy to be able to transform current, voltage or flux linkage from the αβ (stationary)- to
the dq (rotary) reference frame and vice versa. This transformation is the one that is used during the
course of this thesis to highlight various concepts. Transformation from the dq reference frame to the αβ
reference frame is done with T (r → s). For conversion from the αβ reference frame to the dq reference
frame, T−1 (s→ r) is used. The two transformation matrices are defined as in (2.4) and (2.5).
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Figure 2.2: Rotary and abc reference frames of a 2-pole RSM.
T =
[
cos(θe) − sin(θe)
sin(θe) cos(θe)
]
(2.4)
T−1 =
[
cos(θe) sin(θe)
− sin(θe) cos(θe)
]
(2.5)
2.3 Mathematical Modelling of the RSM
System modelling is important to understand and control the RSM. The equations in the following
subsections describe the RSM mathematically and are used to model and control the RSM drive.
2.3.1 Voltage equation
The RSM has a standard distributed winding 3-phase stator. The stator voltage vector is derived with
Faraday and Ohm’s law as:
uabc =
dψabc
dt
+ rsiabc (2.6)
where rs is the phase-resistance, uabc the phase voltage vector and ψabc the flux linkage vector [23].
The RSM has no PM’s or rotor windings, thus the only source of flux linkage is the stator coils as shown
in (2.6). Equation (2.6) can be transformed to the rotary reference frame using (2.2) [23]:
ud = rsid +
dψd
dt
− ωeψq (2.7)
uq = rsiq +
dψq
dt
+ ωeψd. (2.8)
Assuming that the 3-phase system is balanced, uo equals zero. Theoretically the transformation of the
flux linkages to the rotary reference frame should remove all dependencies on θe [17]. The flux linkages
however, still remains a function of θe due to stator slot openings as shown in Fig. 2.3 [17]. Furthermore,
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Figure 2.3: Flux linkage dependency on the electrical angle.
cross saturation and cross coupling is also present in the machine and needs to be taken into account
when modelling the RSM [17]. Thus the d- and q-axis flux linkages are functions of id, iq and θe, i.e.:
ψd = f(id, iq, θe) ψq = f(id, iq, θe). (2.9)
The derivative of the d- and q-axis flux linkages can be expanded to partial derivatives as in (2.10) and
(2.11) [24].
dψd
dt
=
∂ψd
∂id
did
dt
+
∂ψd
∂iq
diq
dt
+
∂ψd
∂θe
dθe
dt
(2.10)
= Ld
did
dt
+ Ldq
diq
dt
+
∂ψd
∂θe
ωe
and
dψq
dt
=
∂ψq
∂iq
diq
dt
+
∂ψq
∂id
did
dt
+
∂ψq
∂θe
dθe
dt
(2.11)
= Lq
diq
dt
+ Lqd
did
dt
+
∂ψq
∂θe
ωe
The partial derivatives of the flux linkages are represented by Ld and Lq, which are the self-tangential
inductances [17]. Furthermore M ′d and M
′
q are the d- and q-axis mutual-inductances [22,23].
If the RSM rotor is skewed, the change in flux linkage due to rotor position is relatively small and can
be omitted [22,23]. The machine model therefore is simplified by not incorporating this component into
the model. Thus, using equations (2.7), (2.8), (2.10) and (2.11) the RSM voltage equations are:
ud = rsid + Ld
did
dt
+ Ldq
diq
dt
− ωeψq (2.12)
uq = rsiq + Lq
diq
dt
+ Lqd
did
dt
+ ωeψd (2.13)
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The tangential inductance is calculated with the slope of the flux linkage. The secant, or instantaneous
inductance however, is the inductance at one flux linkage point and calculated as in (2.14). It is important
to note that there is a difference between the tangential and secant inductances.
Lds =
ψd
id
and Lqs =
ψq
iq
(2.14)
2.3.2 Torque equations
The torque produced by the RSM can be described mathematically by the vector product of the the
current- and flux linkage vectors as in (2.15), which is in the stationary reference frame as indicated by
superscripts s [17, 25]. The orthogonal rotation matrix J is defined as in (2.18) and is the equivalent of
the complex operator j. Equation (2.16) describes the torque equation in the rotary reference frame as
indicated by superscript r [20]. The factor 3/2 is a result of the non-power invariant transformation used.
Equation (2.14) can be used to rewrite (2.16) with respect to the secant inductance as in (2.17).
Tm =
3p
2
iss
TJψss =
3p
2
(ψαiβ − ψβiα) (2.15)
=
3p
2
irs
TJψrs =
3p
2
(ψdiq − ψqid) (2.16)
=
3p
2
(Lds − Lqs)idiq (2.17)
J = T (
pi
2
) =
[
0 −1
1 0
]
(2.18)
2.3.3 Mechanical model
Combining the electrical model with a mechanical model creates a complete mathematical modelling of
the RSM. The mechanical model of the RSM is derived in (2.19), where Jeq is the total system inertia
and βeq is the total system friction, both including the machine- and load instances. TL is the applied
load torque and ωr is the mechanical rotor speed. The electrical speed is related to the mechanical speed
by the number of pole pairs p, as shown in (2.20).
Tm = Jeq
dωr
dt
+ βeqωr + TL (2.19)
ωe = pωr (2.20)
2.4 Field oriented control of RSM drives
2.4.1 Variable speed drives for synchronous machines
The advance in power electronics allowed for the introduction of the variable speed drive (VSD). A
very simple explanation of a VSD is shown in Fig. 2.4. A rectifier rectifies the 3-phase AC voltage
to DC, after which an inverter inverts the DC voltages to AC voltages with variable frequency. With
a VSD it is possible to vary the machine frequency and terminal voltage. This is very effective when
used with asynchronous machines like the IM. Synchronous machines however, require the field to move
synchronously to the rotor. This can be achieved with field oriented control (FOC). FOC, also known as
vector control, allows the amplitude and phase voltages of synchronous machines to be varied.
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Grid
IM
Rectifier Inverter
Figure 2.4: Power converter used for a variable speed drive.
The electrical angle of synchronous machines needs to be measured to implement FOC. This angle is used
to transform the measured ABC currents to the rotary reference frame. The measured 3-phase currents are
thus transformed to a DC current vector that allows standard control structures to be implemented [26].
By controlling the current it is not only possible to control the torque, but the speed and position of the
rotor [26].
Stator voltages are usually not measured, implying open loop voltage vector control [26]. A voltage
source inverter (VSI) is used to apply the 3-phase voltages to the electric machine. The switching states of
the VSI are calculated by means of pulse width modulation (PWM). Space vector pulse width modulation
(SVPWM) is the PWM scheme used in this project. The maximum applied voltage that may be obtained
with basic PWM methods, like sub oscillation methods, is half of the DC bus voltage [27]. When using
SVPWM, it is possible to apply voltages that are up to 15% higher than with normal PWM [27].
The VSI used in this thesis automatically adds deadtime to prevent the top and bottom switches
conducting at the same time. The reference phase voltage in the stationary reference frame is limited to
0.866Udc, where Udc is the DC bus voltage. If the magnitude of the reference voltage vector is higher
than 0.866Udc, the reference voltage is limited while still retaining the reference voltage angle.
2.4.2 Current control of the RSM drive
Complex cascaded control structures can be implemented with synchronous machines for various applica-
tions. At the heart of these structures lies the current controller of the machine. Current control of RSM
drives can be implemented with a PI controller. A PI controller will calculate reference voltages that will
induce the reference current. It is thus necessary to derive a plant model for the RSM. Referring back to
(2.12) and (2.13), there are two types of disturbances due to cross coupling and cross magnetization that
can disturb the current controller [22]. The first are the speed voltage terms. These terms are a product
of the electrical rotor speed and the flux linkage of the opposite axis. The speed voltages are dependent
on the speed of the machine and according to [22], will affect the total voltage necessary to control the
current during acceleration.
The second set of terms that can cause distortion are the cross magnetization terms. According to [22]
equations (2.12) and (2.13) can be rewritten as in (2.21) and (2.22). The PI controller will only respond to
the currents through the stator resistance and self-inductance if the speed voltage and mutual inductance
terms are decoupled from the current control loop [22]. The d- and q-axis current control scheme with
decoupled speed and mutual inductances terms are as shown in Figs. 2.5 and 2.6 [22].
ud + ωeψq −M ′d
diq
dt
= rsid + Ld
did
dt
(2.21)
uq − ωeλd −M ′q
did
dt
= rsiq + Lq
diq
dt
(2.22)
The continuous plant models Gd(s) and Gq(s) in the rotary reference frame are as in (2.23). Implemen-
tation of the controller is digital and the discrete transfer function of the plant is as in (2.24) [23]. Digital
implementation is realised at a sampling frequency of fs = 12.2 kHz, and thus a sampling time of Ts =
81.933 µs.
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Figure 2.5: Decoupled d-axis current control.
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Figure 2.6: Decoupled q-axis current control.
Gds(s) =
1
Lds+ rs
, Gqs(s) =
1
Lqs+ rs
(2.23)
Gdz(z) =
1− e−
rsTs
Ld
rs(z − e−
rsTs
Ld )
, Gqz(z) =
1− e−
rsTs
Lq
rs(z − e−
rsTs
Lq )
(2.24)
Speed and mutual inductance decoupling requires lookup tables that accurately describe the non-linearity
of the RSM. These measurements are not always available. It should be noted that the author decided
not to use decoupling in this thesis. This was done in order to keep the control of the RSM simple and
rather focus on the performance evaluation of the investigated position sensorless control (PSC) methods.
Neglecting the decoupling terms opens up opportunities for further research. A block diagram of the
current control as implemented in this thesis is shown in Fig. 2.7.
The reference current vector ir∗s is divided into its x and y components: i
∗
d and i
∗
q . There are two ways
of implementing this. The first is with constant d-axis current control. This method is outdated and
inefficient as shown in [22]. The second method, which is proven to be the most efficient, is the constant
current angel current control (CCAC) method [22, 23]. The maximum torque per ampere current angle,
φ, is used as in (2.25) to calculate the appropriate reference currents. The CCAC angle can be acquired
from finite element (FE) package simulations or through measurements.
i∗d = i
r∗
s cos(φ) (2.25)
i∗q = i
r∗
s sin(φ)
The current controller is protected against windup with a saturation flag that is set in the SVPWM
function when the reference voltage vector exceeds the maximum voltage that can be applied. When this
flag is set high the PI current controller stops its integration part, changing it to a proportional controller,
until the reference voltage is within safety range. This is known as anti-integrator windup.
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Figure 2.7: Space vector current control implementation.
The RSM torque is a function of current as well as the flux linkages, as seen in (2.16). Although the
relationship between the machine current and the torque is not completely linear, current control can be
used as a very simple method of torque control.
2.4.3 Speed control of the RSM drive
Cascaded control structures can be used to control the speed of the RSM drive. This cascaded control
structure is as shown in Fig. 2.8. The inner control loop of the cascaded speed control structure is a
current control loop as shown in Fig. 2.8. The outer control loop is the speed control loop. The speed
controller is also implemented with a PI controller. The output of the speed controller is the reference
current which is necessary to drive the speed error to zero.
The response time of the speed loop is chosen to be much slower than that of the current control
loop [23]. With cascaded control structures the inner control loop should always have the fastest response
time. In this case it can be assumed that the reference current is reached instantaneously.
2.4.4 Position sensorless vector control
It shown in this chapter that it is necessary to have knowledge of the electrical rotor angle of the RSM
for FOC. This can be obtained from position sensors like resolvers, encoders and Hiperface encoders.
Generally position sensors are expensive and fragile. Also control unit circuitry needs to be developed
to read these sensors. It is thus clear that there are several cost and reliability advantages to having a
position sensorless drive system. The PSC methods evaluated in this thesis are implemented with FOC
and use the control structures discussed in this section.
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Figure 2.8: Space vector speed control implementation.
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Chapter 3
Non-linear Mapping of Synchronous
Machines
Equations are derived in Chapter 2 to model the RSM mathematically. It is crucial to have knowledge
of the machine parameters to use the derived equations for modelling, simulations and lookup table
creation. The d- and q-axis flux linkages and inductances of the RSM are not constant nor linear as a
function of stator current, hence inaccurate results will be obtained from simulations, modelling etc. if
these parameters are perceived as constant. Two methods of mapping the non-linearity of synchronous
machines can be used. The first is by means of finite element (FE) software. The second method is by
means measurements.
The two flux mapping methods used in this thesis are explained at the beginning of this chapter.
This is followed by a brief explanation of the simulation software used as well as the practical setup used.
Finally this chapter is concluded by summarising all the machines which are discussed in this thesis.
3.1 FE Software Aided Flux Mapping
Machine 1, as listed in Table 3.1, is used for evaluation in this section. The rest of Table 3.1 is discussed
at the end of this chapter. The JMAG package is used for 2D FE simulations in this thesis. A quarter
model mesh grid of Machine 1 is shown in Fig. 3.1a. Since this rotor has two pole pairs, only a quarter
model is simulated. Laminated steel is used in the rotor and stator. The full stack length is taken into
account during simulation.
The d-axis of the RSM is in the direction of the most steel and the q-axis in the direction of the
flux barriers. Flux flows freely in the d-axis direction, but is limited in the q-axis direction. This results
in a difference in inductance where Ld > Lq. The field plot of the quarter model of the RSM at rated
conditions is shown in Fig. 3.1b. Saturation in the ribs of the RSM is visible in Fig. 3.1b.
A Python script which was developed at the Electrical Machines Laboratory, is used to communicate
with JMAG to map ψd and ψq as a functions of id and iq. It was shown in Fig. 2.3 that the flux linkage
not only varies as a function of current but as a function of θe as well. The effect of θe on the flux linkages
is not included in the flux map. The flux linkages are averaged over one electrical-, or ripple period. The
Python script can run unskewed or skewed simulations. Skewing of the rotor is simulated in 5 sub-stacks.
The flux mapping thus includes all the saturation and cross-coupling effects and can thus be used as
a very accurate representation of the machine. JMAG does not include the effect of the end-winding
inductance. The calculation of the end-winding inductance is not within the scope of this thesis and is
thus not included in the FE modelling. It is recommended that this be addressed in future work. The
two flux linkage maps obtained from the FE package are shown in Fig. 3.2. Figure 3.2 clearly shows that
the flux linkage of the RSM is not constant nor is it linear as a function of current.
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(a) Mesh grid of the RSM.
(b) Field plot of the RSM.
Figure 3.1: RSM modelling in the FE environment of Machine 1.
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(a) FE simulated d-axis flux linkage map.
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(b) FE simulated q-axis flux linkage.
Figure 3.2: FE simulated flux linkage maps of Machine 1.
The rotor of machine 1 is designed at Stellenbosch University. However, there is an uncertainty regarding
the type of laminated steel used for the rotor. The stator is a standard off the shelf IM stator. The details
of this stator steel are also not available due to the issue of intellectual property.
3.2 Measuring The Machine Flux Map
It is important to verify the FE software results by comparing it to measured results. Again machine 1
is used for evaluation in this section. The process of measuring the flux map of the RSM is developed by
Mr. P. Landsmann from the Technical University of Munich. Although this method is not published the
results obtained from this method are used in [2, 3] and [28]. The method of flux mapping is as follow.
If the stator current, irs, is kept constant with a current controller, the flux, ψ
r
s will also be constant
in the rotor fixed frame. As a result (2.7) and (2.8) simplify to:
urs = rsi
r
s + Jωeψ
r
s (3.1)
If the RSM is driven at a constant speed ω while the current is controlled with a PI controller, the PI
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controller will apply the voltage, urs, to keep the current constant at the driven speed. Assuming that the
resistance rs is known, it is possible to calculate ψ
r
s through:
ψrs = J
−1u
r
s − rsirs
ωe
(3.2)
The stator resistance can be calculated during the measurements to account for temperature rise. Equation
(2.7) can be used for this calculation if the voltage consists only out of a resistive term. This implies that
the current vector has to be aligned with the flux linkage vector as in (3.3). According to P. Landsmann,
this is only valid if the current vector alignment is in a general direction where the current doesn’t produce
torque. Usually this is in the d-axis direction. This measurement is achieved by turning the RSM at a
high speed with a shaft connected IM while the current controller is set to rated current in the d-axis
direction. The resistance is then calculated with (3.4) where udAV G is the average d-axis voltage over a
predetermined period and i∗d is the target d-axis current.
irs
TTψrs = 0 (3.3)
rs =
udAV G
i∗d
(3.4)
The measured flux linkage maps of machine 1 consist of 29 different d-axis current values and 37 different
q-axis current values, resulting in two 29x37 tables. The measured d- and q-axis flux linkage curves as
obtained by P. Landsmann using equations (3.2) and (3.4), are shown in Figs 3.3a and 3.3b.
The uncoupled d- and q-axis flux linkages are used to compare the measured results of the RSM to
the FE simulation results in Fig. 3.4a. These flux linkage curves are extracted from the measured flux
map with (3.5). Some inconsistencies exists between the measured and FE results. It is the author’s
belief that this is due to the uncertainty regarding the stator- and rotor steel and the negligence of the
end winding inductance in the FE model. The correlation between the simulated and measured results
are still satisfactory.
The d- and q-axis tangential inductances are calculated from the uncoupled flux linkages as in (3.6) and
(3.7). The measured- and FE simulation inductance curves are compared in Fig. 3.4b. The inconsistencies
of the flux linkages affects the inductances as well. Also shown in Fig. 3.4b is the average difference
inductance, ∆L. The significance of this machine parameter is explained in the next chapter.
ψd = ψd(id, 0); ψq = ψq(0, iq) (3.5)
Ld =
∆ψd
∆id
; iq = 0 (3.6)
Lq =
∆ψq
∆iq
; id = 0 (3.7)
3.3 Simulation Tools
Simulations are valuable for testing of control algorithms. The simulation package used in this thesis is
the MATLAB Simulink package from Mathworks. The synchronous machine Simulink block is shown in
Fig. 3.5. This model allows the user to apply a voltage vector, uss, in the stationary reference frame
as well as an applied load, TL. The model then calculates the current vector in the stationary reference
frame, torque, mechanical speed and rotor angle.
Figure 3.6 is a subset of the model in Fig. 3.5. This block diagram shows how the current vector
and torque are calculated with (2.6) and lookup tables. The measured or simulated flux linkage maps
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of the machine are used as lookup tables. The flux linkage vector, ψss, is deliberately calculated in the
stationary reference frame to ensure that all speed voltage and mutual inductance terms are included in
the electrical model. The rest of the terms (speed and position) are calculated with standard machine
equations.
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(a) Measured d-axis flux linkage map.
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Figure 3.3: Measured flux linkage maps results of Machine 1.
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Figure 3.4: Uncoupled measured and simulated flux linkage and inductance curves of Machine 1.
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Figure 3.5: Synchronous machine model used in Simulink.
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3.4 Test Bench Setup
The Pentium System is a rapid prototyping system (RPS) which was developed at the University of
Wuppertal in Germany. The RPS is powered by a UNIX operating system and makes use of a real-time
application interface (RTAI) to enable the implementation of real-time control systems. The RTAI allows
the control system to be coded in ANSI-C. The RPS is used as a hardware in the loop system. This
process allows for Simulink simulations to be directly tested by implementing them on the RPS.
Each RPS is used to control one of two DC link connected, SEW VSDs with PWM signals. The
measured current and DC bus voltage are measured with the RPS on analog outputs on the inverter. The
RPS measures the phase currents and the DC bus voltage with 12 bit analog to digital (A/D) converters.
The rotor position is measured with an encoder which is connected to a 12 bit encoder card in the RPS.
An IM, also controlled with a VSD and RPS, is used to load the test machine unless stated otherwise.
Two drive sizes are used in this thesis, two 5.5 kW drives and two 37 kW drives. A digital torque sensor
is used to measure the torque. Figure 3.7 shows a diagrammatic representation of the test bench. A
picture of the 5.5 kW test bench is shown in Fig. 3.8.
TSRSM
θm
VSD VSDRPS
PC
RPS
Udc
Power
IM
θm
Figure 3.7: Diagrammatic representation of the test bench used in this research.
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3.5 Inventory Of Investigated Machines
More than one synchronous machine is evaluated in this thesis. The evaluated machines are summarised in
Table 3.1. Each machine’s geometry, as set up in the FE environment, are shown in Fig. 3.9. Information
regarding the rotor, winding factor, frequency etc. is shown in Table 3.1 Also shown in Table 3.1 is
information regarding whether the machine is built (or just evaluated in FE) as well as in which chapters
each machine is discussed in. Also, each machine is numbered. These machines will be referred to by
their numbers in the remainder of this thesis.
Figure 3.8: A picture of the 5.5 kW test bench used in this thesis.
Table 3.1: Inventory of the investigated synchronous machines.
Machine # Type Rotor Windings f [Hz] Irms [A] p [kW] φ [
◦] Built Chapter #
1 RSM Unskewed 9/9 50 3.5 1.147 60 Yes 3,4,5,6,7,8
2 RSM Unskewed 9/9 50 3.5 1.151 60 No 8
3 RSM Unskewed 9/9 50 3.5 1.156 60 Yes 8
4 RSM Skewed 9/9 50 3.5 1.153 60 Yes 8
5 RSM Skewed 7/9 90 39.39 17.23 67 Yes 9,10
6 RSM Skewed 7/9 160 139 35 67 No 9
7 RSM Skewed 7/9 160 139 35 67 Yes 9,11
8 RSM Skewed 7/9 160 139 35 67 No 9
9 FI-PM-Surface Butterfly 8/9 160 143 41.3 71 Yes 9
10 FI-IPM Butterfly 7/9 160 143 32.1 71 No 9
11 FI-IPM w/ barriers Unskewed 8/9 160 143 34.1 86 No 9
12 FW-IPM Skewed 2
Stacks
9/9 114.5 223 54 143 No 9
13 RSM Unskewed 7/9 50 62.4 31.8 64 Yes 9,12
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(a) Machine 1 (b) Machine 2 (c) Machine 3
(d) Machine 4 (e) Machine 5 (f) Machine 6
(g) Machine 7 (h) Machine 8 (i) Machine 9
(j) Machine 10 (k) Machine 11
(l) Machine 12
(m) Machine 13
Figure 3.9: FE geometries of the investigated synchronous machines.
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Chapter 4
Alternating High Frequency Injection
Position Sensorless Control
Various different position sensorless control (PSC) methods exist, where external excitation is used to
exploit the machine geometry for PSC at standstill and low speeds. These methods are referred to
as saliency-based PSC (SB-PSC) methods. The SB-PSC methods can be divided into three categories
namely: 1.) continuous signal injection, 2.) transient signal injection and 3.) and PWM excitation
without additional injection [29]. The hardware complexity of the continuous signal injection SB-PSC
methods are the least complicated of the three categories [29]. In this thesis the focus is on continuous
signal injection PSC methods.
Continuous signal injection SB-PSC methods can also be divided into different categories. The two
continuous injection SB-PSC methods that are most common are the rotating high frequency- (HF) and
the alternating HF injection methods. The alternating HF injection PSC (HFI-PSC) method causes less
torque ripple and performs more dynamically than the rotating HF injection PSC method [29].
In this chapter the alternating HFI-PSC method is investigated and evaluated with machine 1. Various
authors have researched the alternating HFI-PSC method for different types of synchronous machines
[29–47]. At the beginning of this chapter the basic concept of the alternating HFI-PSC method will
be explained, followed by the conventional implementation of this method. This will be followed by a
derivation of a simplified way of implementation. This chapter will conclude by showing simulation- and
measured results of machine 1 with the proposed HFI-PSC method.
4.1 The Alternating HFI-PSC Method
The alternating HFI-PSC method is implemented by superimposing a HF voltage vector onto the fun-
damental control voltage in the estimated rotary reference frame. An amplitude modulation scheme is
used to track the saliency along the axis orthogonal to the injection axis [38]. This allows a demodula-
tion scheme to track the anisotropy position of the rotor [32]. The anisotropy in a RSM rotates at the
same angular frequency as the rotor. This implementation is based on the same principle as amplitude
modulation used in radio transmission [48].
Conventional HF injection methods as explained in [30–35,38,39] and [44] amongst others, make use
of a band pass filter (BPF) in the phase-locked loop (PLL) as shown in Fig. 4.1. The measured q-axis
current, in the estimated rotary reference frame, is band pass filtered to extract a HF component that
contains information regarding the position estimation error. This filtered current is then multiplied
by sin(ωct) and low pass filtered (LPF) to extract an error signal. The working of this method will
be explained in the rest of this chapter, for now it is only important to point out the structure of the
conventional HFI-PSC method.
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Figure 4.1: Conventional alternating high frequency injection position sensorless control scheme.
Investigations by [41] show the possibility of a simplified PLL scheme by omitting the conventional BPF
from the PLL. In [41], the estimation capabilities of the simplified PLL scheme are analysed with and
without the BPF on a 0.4 kW permanent magnet synchronous machine. Measured results in [41] show
very good position estimation at a speed of 1.5 rev/min at no load. However, this simplified method has
not yet been tested on a loaded machine or at higher speeds. The performance of this simplified method
has not yet been evaluated on a RSM.
It is also suggested in [47] that the BPF can be omitted from the PLL. The implementation in [47]
however, uses a 4th order LPF instead of a 1st order LPF in the PLL. The implementation proposed
in [47], will be more computationally intensive than the proposed simplified method of [41]. The method
proposed by [47] is only evaluated in simulation. It is this author’s belief that the method proposed by [47]
will suffer from too many time delays and computational complexity and will be unable to outperform
the simplified method of [41]
The proposed alternating HFI-PSC method, as used in [41], is derived mathematically in this chapter.
The proposed HFI-PSC method is then simulated, implemented and evaluated on machine 1.
4.2 High Frequency Machine Model
It is shown in Chapter 2 that the RSM can be modelled mathematically in the synchronous rotor reference
frame (dq) with equations (2.12) and (2.13). To derive the HFI-PSC method, it is best to use the RSM
voltage equations in vector form as in (4.1) and (4.2). The tangential inductance and mutual inductance
matrices are defined as in (4.3).
urs = rsi
r
s +L
r
s
dirs
dt
+M rs
dirs
dt
− ωeJLrsirs (4.1)
urs =
[
ud
uq
]
, irs =
[
id
iq
]
(4.2)
Lrs =
[
Ld 0
0 Lq
]
, M rs =
[
Ldq 0
0 Lqd
]
(4.3)
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When evaluating the machine voltage as in (4.1) at HF excitation that is bounded as by (4.4), where fs
is the sampling frequency and ωr is the maximum operating fundamental frequency, the resistive-, speed
voltage- and mutual inductance terms fall away due to their small magnitudes compared to the tangential
inductance terms [31,42]. Staying within the limit of (4.4) ensures that aliasing does not occur. Equation
(4.1) thus simplifies to (4.5), where subscript c refers to the carrier- or high frequency component of each
quantity. The model of the RSM under high frequency carrier-signal excitation is thus a pure inductive
load [38].
2ωr < ωc <
2pifs − 2ωr
2
(4.4)
ursc = L
r
s
dirc
dt
(4.5)
4.3 Alternating Carrier Injection
The carrier voltage usc is applied to the estimated real axis (d-axis) in the rotary reference frame at a
constant carrier frequency of ωc, as in (4.6) [32,42,49,50]. The superscript rˆ in (4.6), denotes the voltage
in the estimated rotary reference frame. The frequency analysis function of MATLAB is used to illustrate
the effect of the injected HF voltage on the fundamental voltage. The discrete Fourier transform of the
injection voltage, uccos(ωct) at fc = 3 kHz, with a sampling frequency of fs = 10 kHz is shown in
Fig. 4.2a. The frequency spectrum of the applied voltage, ud + uccos(ωct), is shown in Fig. 4.2b. The
injection voltage is chosen to be significantly smaller than the applied voltage, as one would do during
implementation of this PSC method.
urˆsc =
[
uccos(ωct)
0
]
(4.6)
Transforming the inductance matrix of (4.3) to the stationary reference frame yields (4.7) [38]. The mean
inductance is represented by Lm = (Ld +Lq)/2 and ∆L = (Ld−Lq)/2 the magnitude of the inductance
saliency [37,42]. The HF voltage is injected and demodulated in an estimated rotary reference frame that
is misaligned by an estimation error, ∆θe = θ − θˆe. The inductance matrix of (4.3) thus transforms to
the estimated rotor reference frame as in (4.8) [40].
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(a) FFT of HF injection voltage.
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(b) FFT of the applied voltage.
Figure 4.2: Frequency analysis of the injected and applied voltage.
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Lss =
[
Lm +∆Lcos(θe) −∆Lsin(θe)
−∆Lsin(θe) Lm +∆Lcos(θe)
]
= LmI +∆L
[
cos(2θe) sin(2θe)
sin(2θe) −cos(2θe)
]
(4.7)
Lrˆs =
[
Lm +∆Lcos(∆θe) −∆Lsin(∆θe)
−∆Lsin(∆θe) Lm +∆Lcos(∆θe)
]
= LmI +∆L
[
cos(2∆θe) sin(2∆θe)
sin(2∆θe) −cos(2∆θe)
]
(4.8)
The stator current is measured in the stationary reference frame and transformed to the estimated rotary
reference frame. The HF current in the estimated rotor reference frame is derived as in (4.9). The
superscript rˆ denotes the current vector in the estimated rotor reference frame. It is thus necessary to
derive the inverse inductance matrix as in (4.10) [40,42]. The current of the RSM in the estimated rotary
reference frame can thus be modelled mathematically by (4.11) [37,42].
irˆs = L
rˆ
s
−1
∫
urˆsc
= Lrˆs
−1
[uc
ωc
sin(ωct)
0
]
(4.9)
Lrˆs
−1
=
1
LdLq
[
LmI +∆L
(−cos(2∆θe) −sin(2∆θe)
−sin(2∆θe) cos(2∆θe)
)]
(4.10)
irˆs =
ucsin(ωct)
LdLqωc
[
Lm
[
1
0
]
−∆L
(
cos(2∆θe)
sin(2∆θe)
)]
(4.11)
If ∆θe is small enough, and if the closed loop system is in steady state, i.e. the estimated angle is tracking
the actual angle, it is a reasonable assumption that e−j∆θe is nearly time invariant [17]. If e−j∆θe is
indeed almost time invariant this will not result in a frequency shift and thus only scale the frequency
components. This assumption can lead to simplifications of sin(∆θe) ≈ ∆θe and cos(∆θe) ≈ 1 as applied
in (4.12) [17].
irˆs =
ucsin(ωct)
LdLqωc
[
Lm
[
1
0
]
−∆L
(
1
2∆θe
)]
(4.12)
The first term on the right of (4.12), i.e. the d-axis component, does not contain any information about
the electrical rotor angle. The second term on the right, i.e. the q-axis component, does have information
regarding the estimation error and is scaled by the magnitude of the inductance saliency, ∆L.
Although the HF voltage is injected onto the d-axis in this section, it is also possible to inject the HF
voltage on the q-axis with the same results. It is reported in [33] that injecting the HF voltage on the
d-axis causes less torque ripple than injecting the HF voltage on the q-axis.
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4.4 Sensorless Control Approach
The symmetrical spectrum in Fig 4.2b suggests that the pulsating vector can be interpreted as a su-
perposition of two rotating vector carriers [38]. The carrier signal appears to lack spectral separation,
which is essential for synchronous reference frame filtering [38]. As discussed earlier and shown in Fig.
4.1, conventional alternating HFI-PSC methods band pass filters iq in the demodulation scheme to create
proper spectral separation. This process then filters out one of the HF components displayed in Fig. 4.2b
and rejects the DC- and the rest of the HF components. The filtered out HF component has information
regarding the position estimation error, ∆θe.
According to [51], the spectrum of a signal x(t) is shifted to the carrier frequency when multiplied by
cos(ωct), as in (4.13). Multiplying the measured current in (4.11) with sin(ωct) leads to the trigonometry
identity of (4.14)
x(t)cos(ωct)⇐⇒ 1
2
[
X(ω + ωc) +X(ω − ωc)
]
(4.13)
sin2(ωct) =
1− cos(2ωct)
2
(4.14)
The frequency domain of (4.14) shows one DC component and two HF components at twice the carrier
frequency. This implies that if the q-axis component of (4.12) is multiplied by sin(ωct), before band
pass filtering the signal, the resultant frequency spectrum will have one DC component and two HF
components at twice the carrier frequency. Both the HF components and the DC component contains
information about the position estimation error. The effect of the frequency shift, unscaled with respect
to parameters and unfiltered (no BPF), can be seen in Fig. 4.3.
The DC component can be used to extract the position estimation error. It is clear that a simple
LPF can separate this component from the other HF components. Separating the DC component from
the components at twice the carrier frequency with a LPF is a lot easier than using a BPF at the
carrier frequency before frequency shifting. Implementing a LPF in the demodulation scheme is easier
than implementing the BPF, due to the passband of the BPF that has to be half the size of the LPFs
passband. Since the conventional HFI-PSC methods implements the LPF as well, it is now clear that
only this filter is necessary in the demodulation scheme.
Assuming that the remaining HF current components are rejected by a LPF after applying the
trigonometry identity of (4.14), the low pass filtered current can be written as in (4.15). The current
vector is separated into its d- and q-axis components in (4.16) and (4.17)
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Figure 4.3: FFT of frequency shifted q-axis current.
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irˆsLPF =
uc
LdLqωc
[
Lm
[
1
0
]
−∆L
[
1
2∆θe
]]
(4.15)
irˆdLPF =
uc
LdLqωc
[
Lm −∆L
]
(4.16)
irˆqLPF = −
uc∆L(2∆θe)
LdLqωc
(4.17)
It is shown in (4.17) that the q-axis current component in the estimated rotor reference frame is zero
when the estimation error is zero [52]. Thus, only the q-axis current could be processed to acquire the
rotor position. It is important to observe that the information of the position estimation error, ∆θe, will
be too small for the PLL to track if ∆L ≈ 0. It is thus required that Ld 6= Lq for this method to function
properly.
4.5 Demodulation Of The Position Estimation Error
The q-axis component of the demodulated current response is proportional to the estimation error, ∆θe,
as shown in (4.17). This is used to track the electrical rotor angle in a PLL system [32]. This estimator is
in effect an amplitude null regulator [38]. A PI controller is used in the PLL structure to drive the error
signal to zero.
The input to the PI controller is irˆqLPF . The output of the PI controller is the estimated electrical rotor
speed ωˆe as shown in (4.18). By integrating this value it is possible to extract the electrical rotor angle. If
kiPLL is the integral gain and kpPLL is the proportional gain of the PI controller, the estimated electrical
rotor angle, θˆe can be calculated with (4.19). Estimated quantities are indicated with aˆupperscript.
ωˆe = kiPLL
∫
irˆqLPFdt (4.18)
θˆe =
∫
kpPLLi
rˆ
qLPF + ωˆedt (4.19)
Tracking an error signal with a PI controller is robust against noise and measurement tolerances, for
instance the limited resolution of analog to digital converters in drive controllers [32]. The proposed
scheme for sensorless position detection is shown in Fig. 4.4. The only difference between the conventional
scheme of Fig. 4.1 and the proposed scheme of Fig. 4.4 is the omission of the BPF in the PLL.
The design of the BPF in the conventional HFI-PSC method is critical to ensure that only the
component around the carrier frequency is filtered out [53]. This requires a sharp roll-off frequency [53].
However, sharp roll-off frequency causes phase shift problems. Additional to the phase shift problem,
filters also cause signal magnitude decrease as well as a time delay if implemented in ANSI-C. Filters
can damp the dynamic response of the whole system and therefore impairs the PLL tuning capabilities.
The proposed simplified HFI-PSC method should thus be more dynamic than the conventional method.
The implementation of the LPF is done with a simple first order filter. First order filters are easy to
implement and to configure. The implementation of the proposed PSC method is thus less complex than
that of the conventional method.
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Figure 4.4: Proposed alternating high frequency injection position sensorless control scheme.
4.6 Simulation
The proposed HFI-PSC method is tested in the Simulink package. The measured flux maps of machine
1 are used in the simulation environment as described in Chapter 3. The simulation control parameters
are as in Table 4.1. Rated current step simulation results of the position sensorless controlled RSM are
shown in Fig. 4.5. The reference and simulated currents are as shown in Fig. 4.5a. It is shown in Fig.
4.5c that the current step results in a rated torque step being applied by the RSM. The machine speed is
kept constant as if controlled by a larger shaft connected speed controlled machine (similar to test bench).
The speed is increased up to rated and kept constant as shown in Fig. 4.5d. Another current step is
applied at 6 s. The simulated position estimation error is shown in Fig. 4.5b. It is clear that there are
large position estimation errors during current transients. If the transients are too large, this can cause
desynchronisation of the PLL. Simulations show that the proposed HFI-PSC method is stable and viable.
Saturation of the flux linkage and cross-saturation between the magnetic d- and q-axis can cause the
inductance saliency to misalign with the rotor. This is referred to as saliency shift. The saliency shift
of the RSM can be measured as a function of current and used to compensate the angle offset in the
control structure. The saliency shift is measured while the machine is controlled with a position sensor
with the PSC method only observing the machine state. The saliency shift of machine 1, as acquired
from the Simulink simulations, is shown in Fig. 4.6. The curve fit tool from MATLAB is used to derive
(4.20), which can be used as a compensation curve. The simulated saliency shift and the curve fitted
compensation curve are both shown in Fig. 4.6.
Table 4.1: Simulation controller parameters.
Current proportional gain kp 80 V/A
Current time constant Ti 4 ms
PLL proportional gain kpPLL 290 rad/s
PLL time constant TPLL 13.7 ms
Current LPF LPFi 500 rad/s
PLL LPF LPFPLL 100 rad/s
Injection voltage uc 120 V
Injection frequency ωc 3.141 x 10
3 rad/s
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Figure 4.5: HFI-PSC: Rated current step simulation of machine 1.
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Figure 4.6: Simulated saliency shift of machine 1.
θCC = −0.00052 ∗ irs3 + 0.0086 ∗ irs2 − 0.016 ∗ irs + 0.0079; (4.20)
4.7 Measured Results
The proposed method of PSC is implemented and evaluated at the Institute for Electrical Drive Systems
and Power Electronics at the Technical University of Munich. A similar test bench as shown in Fig. 3.8
is used. Machine 1 is also used to test and evaluate the proposed PSC method.
It is shown in (4.15) that the position estimation error, which is used in the PLL scheme, is scaled by
∆L, thus it is necessary that ∆L 6= 0 to ensure stable control with the HFI-PSC method. The measured
flux map of machine 1 is used to map this machine’s inductance saliency as a function of current. The
measured uncoupled tangential inductances of machine 1 are shown in Fig. 4.7a. Also shown in Fig. 4.7a
is the measured inductance saliency, ∆L. It is shown in Fig. 4.7a that the saliency of the RSM starts off
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very small and increases as the machine current increases. The magnitude of inductance saliency of the
RSM is not sufficient at small current vectors for stable HFI-PSC, especially at zero reference current.
This is due to Ld ≈ Lq.
This problem can be avoided by choosing the current vector in such a way as to ensure that there
is always q-axis flux in the machine. This saturates the q-axis magnetic circuit creating a difference in
inductance needed for the HFI-PSC method to function properly. To achieve saturation, iq is always
kept at a minimum of 1.2 A even at standstill under no load. The current vector approaches the MTPA
current angle, φ, as its magnitude increase. This implies that the machine does not always operate at its
maximum efficiency at small loads, but HFI-PSC is possible at these conditions. An example of how this
is implemented is displayed graphically in Fig. 4.7b.
4.7.1 Current response
The inner loop of the cascaded vector controller is the current controller as explained in Chapter 2. It
is required that this control loop be faster than the outer speed control loop. The performance of the
current controller is thus evaluated first. The control parameters as implemented on the RPS are given
in Table 4.2. A rated current step is applied to the position sensorless controlled RSM similar to the
simulation test results shown in Fig. 4.5. The speed is kept constant by the IM at a speed of 0.25 pu.
A digital oscilloscope is used to plot and save the reference- and measured current of the RSM. These
results are shown in Fig. 4.8a.
The measured current vector in Fig. 4.8a (red line) is calculated with the real electrical angle θe.
This vector is not used in the control loop and is only calculated to demonstrate the accuracy of the PSC
method. That reference current is tracked almost instantaneously as shown in Fig. 4.8a. It is thus safe
to assume that the position sensorless controlled RSM drive is able to deliver almost instantaneous rated
torque.
The magnitude of ∆L decreases at high currents thus limiting the torque capabilities of the position
sensorless controlled drive. The measured maximum torque that machine 1 can deliver with HFI-PSC as
a function of machine speed is shown in Fig. 4.8b. This test is referred to as the limits of stable operation
test. These results are compared to the measured results of [28], where a HFI-PSC method is used with
time averages and a BPF in the PLL. Machine 1 is also used in [28]. It is shown in Fig. 4.8b that the
startup torque (at ωr = 0) with the proposed simplified HFI-PSC method is lower than with the method
used in [28]. The startup torque however, is still considerably high at 1.86 pu.
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Figure 4.7: Inductance characteristics of machine 1.
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Figure 4.8: HFI-PSC: Measured current response of machine 1.
Table 4.2: Rapid prototype system controller parameters for position sensorless current controlled machine
1.
Current proportional gain kp 100 V/A
Current time constant Ti 2.73 ms
PLL proportional gain kpPLL 290 rad/s
PLL time constant TPLL 13.7 ms
Current LPF LPFi 2441 rad/s
PLL LPF LPFPLL 976.4 rad/s
Injection voltage uc 120 V
Injection frequency ωc 3 x 10
3 rad/s
The magnitudes of the speed voltage terms of the RSM increase proportionally to the machine speed, thus
the voltage vector also increases in the rotary reference frame as a function of speed. It is thus possible
for the voltage vector to reach the limit of the DC bus voltage of the VSD when controlled with HFI-PSC
at higher speeds, due to the addition of the HF voltage. This also limits the maximum torque that the
position sensorless controlled drive can produce at high speeds. This effect is evident in Fig. 4.8b where
the available torque decreases as the machine speed increases. However, machine 1 can produce more
torque with the proposed simplified HFI-PSC method at rated speed than with the method presented
in [28]. SB-PSC methods are usually only used at standstill and low speeds, thus large torque at high
speeds is not a requirement from the HFI-PSC method.
4.7.2 Speed response
The speed response of the position sensorless controlled RSM drive is investigated. The cascaded speed
controller structure as discussed in Chapter 2 is used. The controller parameters, as implemented on the
RPS, are shown in Table 4.3.
A speed step of 0.9 pu is applied by the position sensorless controlled RSM while a load of 0.6 pu is
applied by the IM. These results are shown in Fig. 4.9. The reference- and measured speed, as obtained
from a position sensor, are shown in Fig. 4.9a. The measured speed is not used in the feedback loop and
is only used for performance investigative purposes. The estimated speed however, is used for feedback.
The position sensorless controlled RSM drive is able to track speed steps effectively as shown in Fig. 4.9a.
The position estimation error in Fig. 4.9b shows large position estimation errors during speed transients.
The PLL however, does not desynchronise as a result of the large position estimation errors. Steady state
position estimation errors do not exceed |9o|.
The dynamic speed reversal of the position sensorless controlled RSM drive is also investigated. The
machine is loaded by the IM at 0.3 pu torque. Speed reversal steps of ± 1.27 pu are performed by the
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position sensorless controlled RSM drive. The results of this test are shown in Fig. 4.10. It is shown in Fig
4.10a that the position sensorless controlled RSM drive is able to perform speed reversal at speeds above
rated, even when slightly loaded. Again, large position estimation errors are present during transients as
shown in Fig 4.10b, but the PLL stays synchronised. Furthermore, it is shown in Fig. 4.10b that the sign
of the position estimation error changes as the direction of the machine changes.
Table 4.3: Rapid prototype system controller parameters for position sensorless speed controlled machine
1.
Current proportional gain kp 100 V/A
Current time constant Ti 2.73 ms
Speed proportional gain kps 0.2 Nms/rad
Speed time constant Tis 0.41 s
PLL proportional gain kpPLL 290 rad/s
PLL time constant TPLL 13.7 ms
Current LPF LPFi 2441 rad/s
Speed LPF LPFs 48.82 rad/s
PLL LPF LPFPLL 976.4 rad/s
Injection voltage uc 120 V
Injection frequency ωc 3 x 10
3 rad/s
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Figure 4.9: HFI-PSC: Measured speed step response of machine 1 while loaded at 0.6 pu.
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Figure 4.10: HFI-PSC: Measured speed reversal response of machine 1.
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4.8 Summary
A position sensorless control (PSC) method that exploits the saliency of the RSM, by injecting high fre-
quency (HF) voltages, is investigated in this chapter, namely the alternating high frequency injection PSC
(HFI-PSC) method. The conventional implementation of the alternating HFI-PSC method is discussed
in this chapter. A simplified HFI-PSC method is proposed where the conventional band pass filter (BPF)
is omitted from the phase-locked loop (PLL) structure. MATLAB is used to aid mathematical derivation
to support validity of the proposed simplified PSC method. The advantages of having fewer filters in
the control loop is that fewer parameter tuning is required, fewer time delays exist as a result of digital
filtering and also less phase shift and decrease in signal magnitude. The simplified structure can also
improve the dynamics of the control structure.
The proposed HFI-PSC method is simulated in the Simulink package with the flux map model of
machine 1. Simulation results show that the proposed simplified HFI-PSC method is stable even during
current transients. Furthermore, simulation results show that current controllers are stable with the
HFI-PSC method allowing the RSM to deliver rated torque steps dynamically.
A test bench similar to the one described in Chapter 3 is used to implement, test and evaluate the pro-
posed HFI-PSC method on machine 1. Flux map measurements of machine 1 reveal that there are certain
constraints regarding the implementation of saliency-based PSC (SB-PSC) methods on the RSM. The
inductance saliency of the RSM is too small for successful position estimation at small- and high current
magnitudes. The control scheme is adapted at small current magnitudes to allow for stable PSC. Mea-
sured results show that the current controllers perform dynamically when rated current steps are applied
while the RSM is controlled with the HFI-PSC method. It is shown that the position sensorless controlled
RSM drive is able to deliver almost instantaneous rated torque. The PLL also stays synchronised during
current transients.
The limits of stable operation test reveals that the position sensorless controlled RSM drive is able to
deliver almost twice rated startup torque. These results also reveal that the maximum torque that can be
produced by the RSM decreases as the speed increases while controlled with the HFI-PSC. This however,
is not problematic as SB-PSC methods are usually only used at standstill and low speeds.
Speed control test results show that the RSM is able to apply dynamic speed steps while under HFI-
PSC, even while loaded. A speed reversal test shows the capability of the position sensorless controlled
RSM drive to do speed reversals at above rated speed.
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Chapter 5
Arbitrary Injection Position Sensorless
Control
The high frequency injection position sensorless control (HFI-PSC) method is presented in the previous
chapter. The HFI-PSC method is classified as a continuous injection PSC method. A second continuous
injection PSC method is introduced in this chapter, namely the arbitrary injection PSC (AI-PSC) method.
The AI-PSC method is fairly “young” in comparison to the HFI-PSC method, which dates back to more
than a decade. The AI-PSC method is also a saliency-based PSC (SB-PSC) method. The AI-PSC method
however, takes a different approach in exploiting the machine saliency for PSC. The AI-PSC method is
used at standstill and low speeds similar to the HFI-PSC method.
The evolution of the AI-PSC method is discussed in this chapter. This method starts off by being very
machine parameter dependent, but is extended to be completely machine parameter independent. The
end result is an algorithm that can be implemented on any synchronous machine for PSC at standstill
and low speeds.
The AI-PSC method is evaluated in simulation with the measured flux maps of machine 1. Finally
the AI-PSC method is implemented and evaluated on machine 1 in the laboratory environment.
5.1 Current Prediction
The flux linkage vector of the RSM, ψss, in the stationary reference frame is assumed to have a linear
dependency on the stator current vector, iss, in the linearised machine model equation [2,28]. This implies
that Lss can be used to calculate the flux linkage as in (5.1).
ψss = L
s
si
s
s (5.1)
The inductance matrix, (5.2) is constant in the rotary reference frame but time variant in the stationary
reference frame [2, 3, 28]. The inductance matrix is thus derived in the stationary reference frame as in
(5.4).
Lrs =
[
Ld 0
0 Lq
]
(5.2)
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Lss = TL
r
sT
−1 (5.3)
Lss =
[
Lm +∆Lcos(θe) −∆Lsin(θe)
−∆Lsin(θe) Lm +∆Lcos(θe)
]
= LmI +∆L
[
cos(2θe) sin(2θe)
sin(2θe) −cos(2θe)
]
(5.4)
The voltage equation of the RSM in the stationary reference frame is written as in (5.5). Equations (5.1)
and (5.3) can be substituted in (5.5) as in (5.7) where L´ss is the inductance derivative with respect to
θe [2, 54,55].
uss = rsi
s
s + ψ˙
s
s (5.5)
uss = rsi
s
s +
d
dt
(TLrsT
−1iss) (5.6)
= rsi
s
s +L
s
s
d
dt
iss + ωeL´
s
si
s
s (5.7)
Equation (5.7) can be rearranged to calculate the stator current derivative [2, 56]:
d
dt
iss = L
s
s
−1(uss − rsiss − ωeL´ssiss) (5.8)
The inverse matrix inductance in (5.8) is rewritten into its isotropic-, YΣ, and salient Y∆S(θe) admittance
terms in (5.9) [55]. The saliency and isotropic admittance are defined as in (5.10) and (5.11). The salient
admittance term is a function of the electrical angle as shown in (5.12).
d
dt
iss = (YΣ + Y∆S(θe))(u
s
s − rsiss − ωeL´ssiss) (5.9)
YΣ =
Yd + Yq
2
=
1
2
(
1
Ld
+
1
Lq
)
(5.10)
Y∆ =
Yd − Yq
2
=
1
2
(
1
Ld
− 1
Lq
)
(5.11)
S(θe) =
[
cos(2θe) sin(2θe)
sin(2θe) −cos(2θe)
]
(5.12)
Usually it is wise to model the entire machine model mathematically when designing a control scheme.
However, in this method the saliency admittance, Y∆ of the RSM is consciously neglected from the
machine equations [2, 28, 56]. The isotropic admittance, YΣ is a scalar with no dependency on the rotor
angle, thus the inductance derivative with respect to the electrical angle, L´ss = 0 [2]. Neglecting the
saliency component, (5.8) is rewritten as in (5.14) [2, 28].
d
dt
iˆss = YΣ(u
s
s − rsiss) (5.13)
= YΣu
s
L (5.14)
where
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usL = u
s
s − rsiss (5.15)
The hat above the current derivative in (5.14) points to the isotropic current derivative term. The vector
usL is the isotropic voltage term. The isotropic current vector of (5.14) will align with (5.15) if the
machine is isotropic as shown graphically in Fig. 5.1 [56]. The RSM is not isotropic, in fact it is salient,
and the salient part of the calculation was neglected, thus the current response will be that of a salient
pole machine instead of an isotropic machine. This will result in an estimation error, ∆iss, as shown in
Fig 5.1. The current vector, iss, rotates at a frequency of ωe on a circle around u
s
L.
A discrete model of the RSM is used to predict the current response of an isotropic machine for one
time step [56]. The discrete model of the isotropic voltage is derived in (5.16) [56]. Predictions are
built with Euler approximations of (5.14) [28]. The forward euler integration is defined as in (5.17) and
(5.18) [57]. The current prediction is thus written as in (5.19) [2, 28,56].
usL[k] = u
s
s[k]− rsiss[k] (5.16)
x˙[k] = f(x[k], r[k]) (5.17)
x[k + 1] = x[k] +
∫ ([k+1])T
kT
f(x[k], r[k])dt (5.18)
iˆss[k + 1] = i
s
s[k] + YΣu
s
L[k]∆t (5.19)
Equation (5.19) predicts the current response of a linear isotropic RSM for one time step ∆t.
5.2 Saliency Tracking Approach
The measured current, iss[k], is used in (5.19) to predict iˆ
s
s[k + 1], which is the current that would be
reached if the voltage uss[k] is applied to an isotropic machine for one time step [2, 28]. The predicted
current, iˆss[k + 1] will have the same orientation as u
s
L in an isotropic machine [2, 28, 56]. When the
voltage uss[k] is applied to a salient machine, the measured current in the next time step will differ from
the prediction due to the saliency of the machine [28]. The derivative of the measured current in (5.8) is
expanded to (5.20) and rewritten as in (5.21) [2, 58].
usLiˆ
s
s
iss
β
α
∆iss
Figure 5.1: Current estimation error in vector form [2].
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d
dt
iss = L
s
s
−1(uss − rsiss)−Lss−1L´ssωeiss (5.20)
∆iss = L
s−1
s u
s
L∆t+∆i
s
FM (5.21)
The current prediction error can be displayed graphically as in Fig. 5.2 where ∆iˆss is the derivative of
the current prediction of (5.14) [2]. It is shown in this graph that the difference caused by the neglect
of the saliency results in two error components, ∆isHF and ∆i
s
FM [28]. ∆i
s
FM is the fundamental (EMF)
circulation of the current vector at constant flux (usL = 0), induced by the movement of the salient
rotor [28]. It scales with rotor speed and magnitude of the current |iss| [28]. ∆isHF is caused by applying
the voltage usL to a salient machine instead of -isotropic [28]. It points in a circle around the predicted
current and its orientation is determined by the rotor position θm.
By introducing YΣ =
Yd + Yq
2
, ∆Y and the saliency matrix S(θe), the inductance tensor can be
separated in a scaling and rotating term and can be used to derive (5.23) [2, 28].
∆iss = YΣu
s
L +∆Y S(θe)u
s
L∆t+∆i
s
FM (5.22)
= ∆iˆss +∆i
s
HF +∆i
s
FM (5.23)
According to [56] both ∆isHF and ∆i
s
FM rotate twice during one rotor turn, i.e have the same frequency
as the electrical angle. Only ∆isHF scales with u
s
L which makes it more reliable to use for tracking.
It is possible to measure ∆isHF by subtracting ∆i
s
FM from the the current prediction error, e
s
prd as in
(5.25) [28]. It is shown in (5.23) that ∆isHF can also be calculated as in (5.26) [2].
∆isHF = (∆i
s
s −∆iˆss)−∆isFM (5.24)
= esprd −∆isFM (5.25)
∆i´sHF = Y∆S(θˆe)u
s
L (5.26)
β
α
∆iˆss
∆isHF
∆isFM
∆iss
Figure 5.2: Current prediction error [2].
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The difference in orientation between ∆isHF and ∆i´
s
HF is the angle difference between the electrical angle
and the estimated electrical angle. The difference in orientation is calculated with the vector product
as in (5.27). The error signal, epll, can be fed through a PI controller which reacts in an almost similar
way to the PLL of the HFI-PSC method [28]. The salient impedance, Y∆, just acts as a gain of the PI
controller and is thus omitted from (5.27) [2].
epll = (i
s
s − iˆss −∆isFM)TJS(θpll)usL (5.27)
5.3 Non-Linear Extension
The proposed AI-PSC method is thus far derived with a linear RSM machine model. The RSM behaviour
however, is non-linear especially when the machine is saturated. Linearised assumptions will thus cause
the proposed AI-PSC method to fail. The introduction of two non-linear extensions into the derivation
of this method will ensure stability and satisfactory performance of this PSC method.
Mean inverse inductance
According to [2, 28], it is important to always point, YΣ(i) into the middle of the circle in Fig. 5.2 when
predicting ∆iˆss. The isotropic admittance is not constant and is calculated as in (5.28). The measured
isotropic admittance of machine 1 is shown in Fig. 5.3.
YΣ(i
r
s) =
L−1d (id, 0) + L
−1
q (0, iq)
2
(5.28)
where
Ld(id, iq) =
∂ψd(id, iq)
∂id
(5.29)
Lq(id, iq) =
∂ψq(id, iq)
∂iq
(5.30)
To solve this problem, lookup tables are used to determine the mean admittance [28]. The lookup table
can be obtained from FE simulations or measurements [28]. The PSC scheme is stabilised by adapting
the non-linear isotropic admittance [2, 28].
Load angle compensation
Cross saturation between the d- and q-axis of synchronous machines can cause the magnetic axis to
misalign with the rotor when the machine is loaded. The load dependent misalignment between the ori-
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Figure 5.3: Measured isotropic admittance of machine 1.
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entation of the inductance saliency and the rotor angle is well known from HF injection based approaches.
The misalignment creates the problem that if the fundamental current is controlled according to the ori-
entation for the saliency it takes less load for the saliency to vanish due to saturation than if the control
is done using the actual rotor angle [2]. This problem is solved by adding a load dependent compensation
angle to the PLL estimation before calculating S(θe). The load compensation curve of machine 1 is iden-
tified through measurements by [28] as (5.31). The compensation curve can be measured in the same way
as described in Chapter 4. The compensation curve ensures satisfactory performance from the AI-PSC
method.
C(T ∗m) = −0.038 ∗ T ∗M
[
rad
Nm
]
(5.31)
5.4 Injection Sequence
The method of PSC described in this chapter is originally developed in [56] as part of a predictive torque
control scheme. With predictive torque control, usL is always sufficiently large to be able to predict the
current with (5.19). Migrating this method to FOC requires some form of signal excitation to induce a
current that can be predicted.
A rotating HF voltage can be superimposed onto the fundamental control voltage in the stationary
reference frame similar to conventional HF injection methods to ensure that the voltage excitation is
large enough. A pulse injection sequence is suggested in [54]. A current response can be ensured for
every setpoint by adding a pulse injection sequence signal to the reference voltage vector [54]. According
to [54] an increased injection frequency produces more position information per time unit, larger distance
to the bandwidth of the current controller and lower audible noise. Taking these considerations into
account, [54] suggests that a rectangular signal with half the PWM frequency be used. Furthermore, it
is stated in [54] that additional voltage injection limits the excitation range for the fundamental current
control, as with conventional HF injection methods. A trade off thus exists between signal frequency and
signal amplitude.
The injection signal is rotated with fractions of 2pi. The injection sequence in the stationary reference
frame is as follows:
[1 ; 0] → Aligned with the a-phase,
[cos(120o) ; sin(120o)] → Aligned with the b-phase
[cos(240o) ; sin(240o)] → Aligned with the c-phase
Not only does this injection sequence allow current excitation for position estimation, it also allows
estimation of the resistance and the mean admittance, YΣ, as will be shown in the next section.
5.5 Reduced Machine Parameter Dependency
The AI-PSC method as derived thus far requires knowledge of the stator resistance, rotor speed, induc-
tance and the mean admittance. Suggestions are made in [54] and [58] about how to extend the AI-PSC
method to be completely parameter insensitive.
Current circulation
The circulation of the the current, caused by the rotating saliency at constant flux, is described by
∆isFM [28]. This component needs to be compensated for due to the large saliency of the RSM, but this
requires accurate machine parameter knowledge that is almost impossible to reproduce [28]. In case of
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small or medium saliencies e.g for surface mounted PMSMs, the neglect of this term has only a small
effect on the position estimation [56]. For machines with a strong inductance saliency like RSMs the
magnitude of this term will become comparable to the other terms in (5.25) if large currents are applied
at high rotor speeds [56].
According to [2] and [28], ∆isFM rotates with a frequency around rotor speed and is nearly constant
in the rotor reference frame. It is suggested by [2] and [28] that ∆isFM be calculated by low pass filtering
the prediction error in rotor reference frame. It is important to implement the digital filter in the rotor
reference frame [2]. According to [2], the low pass filtered fundamental current circulation, ∆isFM , can be
used in (5.25) to calculate ∆isHF . Furthermore, it is stated by [2] that the subtraction of (5.25) results in
a high pass filtered prediction error esprd. It is thus suggested by [28] that a digital high pass filter be used
on esprd to reduce the effects of ∆i
s
FM in machines with strong saliencies which operate at high speeds.
Mean inverse inductance
To realise complete parameter insensitivity a few assumptions are necessary. The first assumption made
by [54] is that none of the terms in (5.20) will change within two PWM cycles except for usL. The
resistive voltage is very small compared to the other terms and its variation within two cycles is certainly
negligible [54]. An assumption can thus be made that the EMF vector, ∆isFM , can only be considered if
the switching frequency is much larger than the rotor frequency. It is stated in [54] that if these terms in
(5.20) are considered to be constant, the difference between two current progressions can be forecast by
using the stator voltage instead of the inductance voltage [54]. Now the isotropic term in (5.21) can be
approximated by:
∆iˆss = YΣ(u
s
L[k]− usL[k − 1])ts (5.32)
= YΣ(u
s
s[k]− uss[k − 1])ts (5.33)
The influence of the resistive and induced voltage is cancelled out in the model in (5.33) by always
considering the difference between two consecutive steps as in (5.34) [54]. The difference in current
response of the isotropic machine can be measured with (5.35) [54,55].
∆(∆iˆss) = YΣ∆u
s
sts (5.34)
∆(∆iss) = i
s
s[k]− 2iss[k − 1] + iss[k − 2] (5.35)
Now esprd can be calculated by:
esprd = ∆(∆i
s
s)−∆(∆iˆss)) (5.36)
The final remaining machine parameter that needs to be estimated is the mean admittance, YΣ. According
to [54], YΣ describes the average current slope for HF voltage excitation at the actual setpoint. The
injection sequence presented by [54] and implemented in this chapter allows for fast updates of the
average inductance. The current slope, after the application of a voltage vector, represents the actual
machine admittance for this small signal excitation [54].
Assuming that the rotor position is unknown and the machine is at standstill, the mean admittance YΣ
can be obtained by rotating the injection direction and integrating the current response in the injection
frame for half a rotation as follows:
YΣ =
1
pi
∫ pi
0
d
dt
iδ
uδ
dθe, (5.37)
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where δ denotes the component in the injection direction [54]. It is shown in [58], that the mean admittance
can be approximated in the discrete case by:
YΣ =
1
6
6∑
k=1
∆iTHFu
s
s
usTs u
s
s2ts
(5.38)
Even though the integral is approximated by a sum, the result will be exact since the sum of the sinusoidal
values that are equally distributed within 2pi, equals zero [54].
Figures 5.4 - 5.7 show the schematic implementation of the proposed AI-PSC method. The schematic
of the current prediction scheme is shown in Fig. 5.4. The mean inverse inductance is calculated as in
Fig. 5.5. The low frequency saliency component is separated from the current prediction error as in Fig.
5.6. The saliency tracking scheme is implemented graphically as in Fig. 5.7.
5.6 Simulation
Simulations are done in the Simulink package with the measured flux maps of machine 1. The simulation
control parameters are as in Table 5.1. The performance of the PSC method is improved in the simulation
environment by high pass filtering esprd in the estimated rotor reference frame as explained earlier in this
chapter. It is found however, that assumptions made in the derivation of the PSC method still affect the
PSC performance at high speeds even with the filtering.
iss
z−1 Σ
z−1
2
-
+
Σ
+
+
∆(∆iss)
z−1
us∗s u
s
s ≈ usL
z−1
Σ
+
-
∆uss
YΣ
ts
-
+
∆(∆iˆss)
Σ
esprd
Figure 5.4: Current prediction scheme.
6∑
k=1
∆isHF
1
6
uT
uss
uT
YΣ
Figure 5.5: Mean inverse inductance.
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Figure 5.7: Saliency tracking scheme.
Table 5.1: Simulation controller parameters
Current proportional gain kp 270 V/A
Current time constant Ti 2.73 ms
PLL proportional gain kpPLL 1.5 rad/s
PLL time constant TPLL 2.5 ms
Current LPF LPFi 900 rad/s
Injection voltage uinj 160 V
Simulation results of machine 1 with the AI-PSC method are shown in Fig. 5.8. A rated current step is
applied as shown in Fig. 5.8a while the speed is kept constant as if controlled by a larger shaft connected
machine. It is clear that the reference current is reached almost instantaneously. It is shown in Fig. 5.8c
that the rated current step results in a rated torque step. Another current step is applied at 6s. The
speed is slightly ramped up, however it is kept in the low speed region as shown in Fig. 5.8d due to the
limitation of the AI-PSC method. Large position estimation errors are shown in Fig. 5.8b at startup.
This is due to the delays required for current prediction and eventually synchronisation of the PLL once
the AI-PSC method is activated. Furthermore, it is shown in Fig. 5.8b that the position estimation error
increases past 10◦ when the machine is overloaded.
Simulations results show that the AI-PSC method works effectively with the RSM even though machine
1 has a very large saliency, limiting its performance at high speeds. This method is usually only used at
standstill and low speeds, thus the limitations of this method in the medium to high speed region should
not be a problem.
5.7 Measured Results
The AI-PSC method is tested on machine 1 in the laboratory environment. It is shown in Chapter 4
that the magnitude of this RSM’s inductance saliency is too small at zero and small current vectors
for the alternating HFI-PSC method to track the electrical angle of the machine. The reference current
vector is altered to implement HFI-PSC at zero reference current as explained in Chapter 4. This same
methodology is also necessary when implementing the AI-PSC on the RSM.
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Figure 5.8: AI-PSC: Rated current step simulation of machine 1.
5.7.1 Current response
The current controller, which is the inner loop of the control structure, is evaluated first. The parameters
as implemented on the RPS are given in Table 5.2. A rated current step is applied to the position
sensorless controlled RSM, similar to the simulation result, in Fig. 5.9a. The speed is kept constant by
the IM at a speed of 0.25 p.u. A digital oscilloscope is used to plot and save the reference- and measured
current of the RSM. These results are shown in Fig. 5.9a.
The measured current vector in Fig. 5.9a (red line) is calculated with the real electrical angle θe as
in the measured results of Chapter 4. The measured current vector gives a good indication of the quality
of the PSC method. The results in Fig. 5.9a show that the position sensorless controlled RSM can apply
rated torque steps when controlled with the AI-PSC method.
The maximum torque, that machine 1 can deliver when controlled with the AI-PSC method as a
function of rotor speed, is shown in Fig. 5.9b. These results are compared to those of the HFI-PSC
method. It is clear that the startup torque of the position sensorless controlled RSM at zero speed, is
very high at 3.3 p.u. This is much higher than what is possible with the HFI-PSC method. The torque
curve of the AI-PSC method however, drops quite steeply as the speed increases. This is due to the large
saliency of the RSM and the assumptions made regarding the fundamental component in the derivation
Table 5.2: Rapid prototype system controller parameters for position sensorless current controlled machine
1.
Current proportional gain kp 220 V/A
Current time constant Ti 2.73 ms
PLL proportional gain kpPLL 1.8 rad/s
PLL time constant TPLL 2.73 µs
Current LPF LPFi - rad/s
Injection voltage uinj 160 V
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Figure 5.9: AI-PSC: Measured current response of machine 1.
of the method. Unity torque is possible with the AI-PSC method up to a speed of 0.6 p.u. SB-PSC
methods however, only operate in the low speed region and at standstill. The results in Fig. 5.9b are thus
satisfactory.
5.7.2 Speed response
Speed control is implemented with the AI-PSC method on machine 1. The controller parameters, as
implemented on the RPS, are shown in Table 5.3. The IM is used to load to the position sensorless
controlled RSM at rated torque while at standstill. A speed step is applied by the RSM while still loaded,
as shown in Fig. 5.10a. It is shown in Fig. 5.10a that the measured speed is very noisy and thus requires
low pass filtering in the speed controller feedback. The measured speed however is not used in the speed
controller feedback, but rather the estimated speed acquired from the PSC method.
It is shown in Fig. 5.10a that the speed controller reaches its reference speed even when rated load
is applied. The position estimation error in Fig. 5.10b shows large position estimation errors when the
machine is loaded. The increased error under load is due to the saliency shift of the machine. The load
angle compensation equation, (5.31), is used compensate for the saliency shift.
The dynamic speed response of the position sensorless controlled RSM is investigated with the AI-PSC
method. These results are shown in Fig. 5.11. Again, the RSM is loaded at rated torque by the IM at
standstill. A positive speed step is applied by the RSM followed by a negative speed step as shown in
Fig. 5.11a. It is shown in Fig. 5.11a that it is possible for the RSM to do speed reversal at rated load
while controlled with the AI-PSC method. The position estimation error results in Fig. 5.11b show that
the position estimation error changes sign when the machine direction changes, but does not cause the
PLL to desynchronise.
Table 5.3: Rapid prototype system controller parameters for position sensorless speed controlled machine
1.
Current proportional gain kp 220 V/A
Current time constant Ti 2.73 ms
Speed proportional gain kps 0.09 Nms/rad
Speed time constant Tis 0.41 s
PLL proportional gain kpPLL 1.8 rad/s
PLL time constant TPLL 2.73 µs
Current LPF LPFi - rad/s
Speed LPF LPFs 24.41 rad/s
Injection voltage uinj 160 V
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Figure 5.10: AI-PSC: Measured speed step response of machine 1 at rated load.
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Figure 5.11: AI-PSC: Measured speed reversal response of machine 1 at rated load.
5.8 Summary
A fairly new saliency-based position sensorless control (SB-PSC) method is introduced and investigated
in this chapter. The arbitrary injection position sensorless control (AI-PSC) method exploits the machine
saliency with pulse injected HF voltages in the stationary reference frame at half of the PWM frequency.
The euler method is used to predict the current response of an isotropic machine. The current response
however, is that of a salient pole machine. The measured and predicted current vectors are used to
estimate the electrical angle of the machine.
The drawback of the investigated method is its limited torque capabilities at high speeds when used
with machines with large inductance saliencies. SB-PSC methods however, are only used at standstill and
low speeds. The advantage of the AI-PSC method is that the position estimation is done in the stationary
reference frame instead of the estimated rotary reference frame as with the high frequency injection
position sensorless control (HFI-PSC) method. The PLL is more stable when position estimation is done
in the stationary reference frame due to fewer uncertainties. Furthermore, no current low pass filters are
necessary due to the very high injection frequency. The biggest advantage of the AI-PSC method is its
parameter insensitivity. The AI-PSC method is a general algorithm that can be implemented on any
synchronous machine due to its online parameter estimation.
The proposed AI-PSC method is simulated in the Simulink package with the flux map model of
machine 1. Simulations results show that current controllers are stable with PSC allowing the RSM to
deliver rated torque dynamically.
The proposed AI-PSC method is implemented and evaluated on machine 1. Measured results show
that the position sensorless controlled RSM can deliver rated torque steps. Limits of stable operation
test results reveal that the AI-PSC method is able to deliver higher startup torque than the HFI-PSC
method. The torque that the position sensorless controlled RSM can deliver however, decreases sharply
as the machine speed increases. Speed control tests results show that the RSM can apply dynamic speed
steps at rated load when controlled with the AI-PSC method. Speed reversal at rated load is also possible.
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Chapter 6
Fundamental Saliency Position
Sensorless Control
Position sensorless control (PSC) methods for synchronous machines can be divided into two main cat-
egories. The first is the saliency-based PSC (SB-PSC) methods. Two continuous injection SB-PSC
methods are discussed and evaluated in Chapters 4 and 5. The second category of PSC methods is the
fundamental- and model-based methods. This includes back emf-, flux linkage- and observer-based meth-
ods [29]. Fundamental- and model based techniques are only used to control synchronous machines from
minimum to high speeds as they are not able to estimate the electrical angle at standstill and low speeds.
Back EMF PSC methods are used with PM synchronous machines to estimate the electrical angle
at minimum to high speeds [59]. These methods observe the back EMF of the machine to estimate the
direction of the rotor flux, which is the same as the rotor position. The back EMF is a product of the
flux linkage and speed as shown by the synchronous machine voltage equations [17]. Thus, both the rotor
speed and back EMF need to be sufficiently large for proper estimation, limiting successful PSC to the
medium to high speed range of the machine [17].
The conventional back EMFmethod of position detection cannot be used to control the RSM due to the
only source of flux being the stator currents. The active flux method is a unified AC machine fundamental
model PSC method [60]. This method is not considered in this thesis but the author acknowledges that
this is a well-developed PSC method. Other methods include stator flux estimation methods [61,62] and
direct estimator methods [63]. A flux linkage-based fundamental model method for RSMs is introduced
in [3]. This method is the fundamental saliency position sensorless control (FS-PSC) method. This
method takes into account the non-linear relationship between the isotropic flux and current, allowing the
position sensorless controlled RSM to produce high torque with good dynamics. However, this method,
like the other fundamental model-based methods, is unable to estimate the rotor position at low speeds
and standstill.
The FS-PSC method, as described by [3], is discussed in this chapter. The performance of this method
is then investigated with simulations and implemented on a test bench to evaluate its performance.
6.1 Linear Position Estimation
The flux linkage vector, ψrs , in the rotary reference frame is a function of the stator current in the rotor
reference frame, irs. Although this relationship can be linear or nonlinear it has to be anisotropic for
a RSM [28]. An assumption is made in [3], that the flux linkage vector in the rotor fixed frame, ψrs ,
has a linear dependency on the current vector in the rotor fixed frame, irs. This implies that ψ
r
s can be
calculated using the secant inductance vector, Lrss as in (6.1).
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ψrs = L
r
ssi
r
s (6.1)
Similarly to the tangential inductance vector derived in Chapter 4, the secant inductance vector can be
derived in the stationary reference frame as in (6.2) [3]. Equation (6.2) is simplified to (6.3).
Lsss =
[
Ldscos
2(θe) + Lqssin
2(θe) (Lds − Lqs)sin(θe)cos(θe)
(Lds − Lqs)sin(θe)cos(θe) Ldssin2(θe) + Lqscos2(θe)
]
(6.2)
Lsss = LΣI + L∆
[
cos(2θ) sin(2θ)
sin(2θ) −cos(2θ)
]
(6.3)
In (6.3), LΣ = (Lds + Lqs)/2 is the isotropic- and L∆ = (Lds − Lqs)/2 the rotating terms [37, 42]. It is
possible to express the secant inductance matrix in the stationary reference frame and thus it is possible
to derive ψss in terms of (6.3) as in (6.4). The flux linkage equation is simplified by substituting ψ
s
Σ and
ψs∆ as in (6.5) [3]. The vector ψ
s
∆ is defined by [3] as the fundamental saliency and ψ
s
Σ the isotropic flux
linkage. Both these vectors can be derived from d- and q-axis flux linkages as in (6.6)
ψss = LΣi
s
s + L∆
(
cos(2θ) sin(2θ)
sin(2θ) −cos(2θ)
)
iss (6.4)
= ψsΣ +ψ
s
∆ (6.5)
ψsΣ =
ψd + ψq
2
, ψs∆ =
ψd − ψq
2
(6.6)
It is shown in Fig. 6.1, as drawn by [3], that ψsΣ is parallel to the stator current and ψ
s
∆ rotates with
double the rotor speed while having a constant magnitude equal to the current angle, φ [3]. Assuming
that the values of Lds and Lqs are constant and obtainable, it is possible to calculate ψ
s
∆ and in doing so
shift the circle to the origin [3]. By combining (6.7) with (6.8) it is possible to achieve this through online
measurements as in (6.9).
uss = rsi
(s)
s + ψ˙
s
s (6.7)
d
q
φ
iss
ψss
ψsΣ
ψs∆
2φ
ψˆs∆
2∆θe
Figure 6.1: Flux linkage orientation due to saliency [3].
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ψs∆ = ψ
s
s − LΣiss (6.8)
=
∫
uss − rsissdt− LΣiss (6.9)
The isotropic inductance, LΣ, as shown in (6.9) can be measured or obtained from FE simulations to
calculate the rotating fundamental saliency vector, ψs∆ [3]. Equation (6.10) can be used to reconstruct
ψˆs∆ in the estimated rotary reference frame with the estimated electrical angle. Essentially the vectors ψ
s
∆
and ψˆs∆ will be aligned if θˆe = θe. Thus, the angle difference between these two vectors is the electrical
position estimation error, ∆θe. This angle can be calculated with the vector product of these two vectors
as in (6.11) [3]. The position estimation error, ∆θe is used as the input of a PI controller which is similar
to the the PLL used in the previous two chapters, hence the notation θpll.
ψˆs∆ = L∆
[
cos(2θˆe) sin(2θˆe)
sin(2θˆe) −cos(2θˆe)
]
iss (6.10)
∆θe = θpll = ψ
s
∆Jψˆ
s
∆ (6.11)
It is shown in Fig. 6.1 that the length of ψs∆ and ψˆ
s
∆ will differ if L∆ is omitted from (6.10). The
parameter, L∆, is constant with no angle offset and thus only acts as a gain to the PLL. L∆ is thus
omitted during the calculation of the position estimation error. Integrator drift occurs as a result of
the voltage integration in (6.9). The length of ψs∆ does not matter either, thus it is possible to drag
ψss towards ψ
s
Σ smoothly by subtracting kdψ
s
∆ within the integration of (6.9) as in (6.12) to prevent
integrator drift [3].
ψs∆ =
∫
uss − rsiss − kdψs∆dt− LΣiss (6.12)
The drift compensation will have a small effect on the magnitude of ψs∆ but no effect on its orientation
even at low rotor speeds [3]. The linear position estimation scheme as discussed in this chapter, is shown
in Figure 6.2.
ψsΣ
uss +
kd
-
PI
θˆe
J
epll
S(θˆe)
ωˆe
1
s
+ψss ψ
s
∆
xT
iss
rs LΣ
- -
ψˆs∆
1
s
Figure 6.2: Linear fundamental saliency position estimation scheme.
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6.2 Nonlinear Position Estimation Method
6.2.1 Nonlinear position estimation technique
The FS-PSC method is derived thus far with the assumption that the relationship between the flux
linkage- and current vector is linear. However, as shown in the flux linkage maps in Fig. 3.3, there are
strong effects of saturation and cross saturation in the RSM. This of course will affect the performance
of a linear position estimation scheme. This problem can be fixed by always finding the centre of the
flux circle in Fig. 6.1, by accurate estimations of ψsΣ [3]. The isotropic flux, ψ
s
Σ, should be seen as a non
linear function of the stator current and can be represented by lookup tables. By using lookup tables to
estimate ψd and ψq as functions of d- and q-axis current respectively, it is possible to derive ψΣ as done
in equations (6.13) and (6.14) [3].
ψsΣ(i
s
s) =
ψd(|iss|, 0) + ψq(0, |iss|)
2
iss
|iss|
(6.13)
= ψΣ(|iss|)
iss
|iss|
(6.14)
6.2.2 Angle compensation
When the isotropic flux component, ψsΣ, is pointing to the centre of the circle, the circulating fundamental
salient component, ψs∆, can be calculated by subtracting ψ
s
Σ from ψ
s
s [3]. In [3], it is shown as in Fig.
6.3 that in the non-linear case, ψs∆ does not run on a circle any more [3]. The magnitude varies during
circulation leading to a wrong reconstruction of ψˆs∆ when using (6.10) due to the wrong angle being
used [3]. This will lead to large position estimation errors.
It is stated in [3] that the position estimation error is a function of the current, and the current reference
signal is a one dimensional signal. In, [3] a machine specific one dimensional compensation curve is created
to add to the estimated angle before calculating (6.10). The non-linear position estimation scheme with
angle compensation, C(is) is shown in Fig. 6.4.
ψsΣ
d
q
φ
iss
ψss
ψs∆
2φ
Figure 6.3: Nonlinear circulation of the flux linkage. [3].
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Figure 6.4: Non-linear funamental saliency estimation scheme.
6.3 Simulation
The FS-PSC method, as discussed in this chapter, is evaluated in simulation with the Simulink package
and the measured flux maps of machine 1. The lookup table of ψsΣ is generated from the measured flux
linkages curves. The measured d- and q-axis flux linkage curves of machine 1, as a function of current, are
shown in Fig. 6.5. Also shown in Fig. 6.5 is the isotropic flux linkage (ψsΣ) and the fundamental saliency
(ψs∆) derived from ψd and ψq.
It is shown in Fig. 6.5 that the magnitude of the fundamental saliency, ψs∆, does not decrease as
the current in the machine increases, unlike the inductance saliency used with the HFI-PSC and AI-PSC
methods. It can thus be concluded that the FS-PSC method does not have the torque limitations of the
SB-PSC methods as it will not step out when loaded.
The simulation control parameters are as in Table 6.1. Simulation results of the FS-PSC method with
machine 1 are shown in Fig. 6.6. A rated current step is applied as shown in Fig. 6.6a. It is shown in Fig.
6.6a that the reference current is reached almost instantaneously. The position estimation error in Fig.
6.6b shows large errors at startup and during the current step. This is due to the machine speed being
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Figure 6.5: Measured flux linkage curves of machine 1.
Table 6.1: Simulation controller parameters
Current proportional gain kp 80 V/A
Current time constant Ti 28 ms
PLL proportional gain kpPLL 5 rad/s
PLL time constant TPLL 2.86 ms
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Figure 6.6: FS-PSC: Rated current step simulation of machine 1.
very low as shown in Fig. 6.6d. The large position estimation errors in the low speed region affects the
torque applied by the machine as shown in Fig. 6.6c. Finally, it is shown in Figs. 6.6b and 6.6d that the
position estimation error decreases as the machine speed increases and the PLL stabilises. This response
is to be expected of model-based PSC methods. It is thus shown in the simulation environment that the
FS-PSC method is unstable in the low speed region, but exhibits good results in the medium to rated
speed region.
6.4 Measured Results
The FS-PSC method is implemented and evaluated at the Institute for Electrical Drive Systems and
Power Electronics at the Technical University of Munich. A similar test bench as shown in Fig. 3.8 is
used. Machine 1 is also used to test and evaluate the proposed PSC method. The same lookup table as
used in the simulation is used for laboratory tests on the test bench.
During the implementation of the FS-PSC method, it is found that the estimation scheme is stable at
a speed of 0.27 p.u and higher. The FS-PSC method is unstable at speeds below 0.27 p.u due to parameter
errors and drift effects. The FS-PSC method is only evaluated in the medium to high speed region.
6.4.1 Current response
The current control parameters as implemented on the RPS are given in Table 6.2. The measured
maximum torque that the RSM can produce with the FS-PSC method as a function of speed is shown in
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Figure 6.7: FS-PSC: Limits of stable operation.
Table 6.2: Rapid prototype system controller parameters for position sensorless current controlled machine
1.
Current proportional gain kp 200 V/A
Current time constant Ti 27.3 ms
PLL proportional gain kpPLL 220 rad/s
PLL time constant TPLL 40.97 ms
Fig. 6.7. The position sensorless controlled RSM is not able to deliver startup torque with the FS-PSC
method, as expected. The RSM can however deliver high torque in the medium to high speed region,
as shown in Fig. 6.7. The only limitation to the torque that can be delivered by the position sensorless
controlled RSM is the limited DC bus voltage and the current rating of the VSD. These limitations are
also applicable when implementing FOC with a position sensor, thus the RSM is able to produce the
same torque in the medium to high speed region with the FS-PSC method as with FOC with a position
sensor.
6.4.2 Speed response
The speed control parameters as implemented on the RPS are given in Table 6.3. The results of a speed
step applied by the RSM with the FS-PSC method are shown in Fig. 6.8. The RSM is loaded at 0.6
p.u by the IM at a speed of 0.25 p.u. It is shown in Fig. 6.8a that a speed step is applied by the RSM
from 0.25 p.u to 1 p.u. The position estimation error never exceeds 5o, as shown in Fig. 6.8b, which is
satisfactory.
The results of a slight speed step applied by the position sensorless controlled RSM with the FS-PSC
method while at full load are shown in Fig. 6.9 . The measured- and reference speeds are shown in
Fig. 6.9a. It is shown in Fig. 6.9b that the current of the position sensorless controlled RSM is above
rated during the speed step. Finally, it is shown in Fig. 6.9c that even though the position estimation
Table 6.3: Rapid prototype system controller parameters for position sensorless speed controlled machine
1.
Current proportional gain kp 200 V/A
Current time constant Ti 27.3 ms
Speed proportional gain kps 0.2 Nms/rad
Speed time constant Tis 0.41 s
PLL proportional gain kpPLL 220 rad/s
PLL time constant TPLL 40.97 ms
Speed LPF LPFs 48.82 rad/s
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error exceeds 15o during transients, the PLL stays synchronised. It can thus be concluded that the RSM
performs well when controlled with the FS-PSC method and a cascaded speed controller.
6.5 Summary
A relatively new model-based position sensorless control (PSC) method for RSMs is investigated in this
chapter. The fundamental saliency PSC (FS-PSC) method utilises the fundamental saliency of the ma-
chine to estimate the electrical angle. The working of the FS-PSC method is validated with simulated
and measured results. Simulations and measurements results show that the FS-PSC method, like back
EMF PSC methods, is unstable at standstill and low speeds, but estimation performance improves with
increasing speed.
Simulation and measured results show that the FS-PSC method delivers satisfactory performance and
that the RSM can deliver speed steps at rated load when controlled with the FS-PSC method. Limits of
stable operation test results show that the the FS-PSC method does not step out at high loads as with
the saliency-based PSC methods. They also show that the achievable torque in current control is limited
purely by the current rating of the VSD and the maximum DC bus voltage.
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Figure 6.8: FS-PSC: Measured speed step response of machine 1.
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Figure 6.9: FS-PSC: Measured speed step response of machine 1.
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Chapter 7
Hybrid Position Sensorless Control
Several authors have investigated different variations of hybrid position sensorless control (PSC) methods
to overcome the shortcoming of model-based- and back EMF methods to implement PSC of PM syn-
chronous machines (PMSMs) throughout the entire rated speed range [64–75]. The conventional high
frequency injection position sensorless control (HFI-PSC) method, with a band pass filter (BPF) in the
demodulation scheme, is used in conjunction with a model-based method to control a PMSM in the entire
rated speed region in [64,66,76,77]. This is achieved by using the HFI-PSC method at standstill and low
speeds and the model-based method from minimum to high speeds.
Various methods of changeover between the low- and high speed PSC methods are presented and
evaluated in literature. Changeover between the estimation methods in [64,66,76], are done with weighted
speed gains. Both methods are always active with this implementation and one set of control parameters
is used for both estimation methods. A voltage model method is combined with a conventional HFI-PSC
method in [78] to control a PMSM in the entire rated speed region. In [78], the estimated electrical angle
of both the low speed and high speed estimation schemes are summed and driven through a PLL, thus
both methods stay active during the entire operation irrespective of the machine speed.
7.0.1 Hybrid PSC Methods for RSM drives
A current-frequency method is used with an active flux-based PSC method to control a small axial
laminated RSM in [79]. The axial laminated RSM has the advantage of having a larger inductance
saliency than conventional transverse laminated RSMs. The stator current frequency is ramped up while
the d- and q-axis current references are kept constant in the proposed method of [79]. This method is i.e.
an open loop control method that cannot predict the rotor position at standstill and low speeds, which can
be problematic during direction change. Also startup torque capabilities are limited. The hybrid method
described in [79], is extended in [80] to replace the current frequency method with the conventional HFI-
PSC method at standstill. A fusion structure is implemented in [80] by taking the difference between the
estimated electrical angles of the HFI-PSC method and the active flux method and feeding it through a
PLL.
A RSM hybrid PSC method that utilises the indirect flux detection by on-line reactance measurement
(INFORM) model at low speeds and standstill, and an EMF model at high speeds is proposed in [81].
Changeover between PSC methods is done at fixed speed points in [81]. A hybrid method combining high
frequency injection with flux estimation is proposed for the RSM in [61]. This method is stabilised by a
speed observer. Changeover between estimation schemes is done gradually with speed dependant gains.
One set of controller gains is used due to the nature of the changeover between the two schemes,
Two types of hybrid PSC methods are derived and evaluated in this chapter. A different approach
is taken with regard to the changeover between position estimation methods. Both hybrid PSC methods
use the fundamental saliency position sensorless control (FS-PSC) method at minimum to high speeds.
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The first hybrid method uses the simplified HFI-PSC method at standstill and low speeds and the second
the AI-PSC method. The HFI assisted hybrid PSC method is published by this author in [82]. After
publication of [82], a similar method is introduced in [83], where the simplified HFI-PSC method described
in Chapter 3 is used with the active flux method for PSC of an axial laminated RSM in the entire rated
speed range.
7.1 Hybrid Estimation Method
The two types of PSC methods are evaluated in the previous chapters; both have their advantages and
disadvantages. The saliency-based PSC (SB-PSC) methods (HFI-PSC and AI-PSC) have the advantage
of accurate position estimation at standstill and very low speeds. The drawback of these methods is the
additional injected voltages which take up a large portion of the available DC bus voltage, limiting the
voltage that can be applied by the inverter to control the RSM at high speeds. Furthermore, the injected
voltage can cause additional torque ripple, additional noise and high frequency losses. SB-PSC methods
also have limited torque capabilities due to the decrease in inductance saliency magnitude when the RSM
is loaded.
The FS-PSC method makes use of the full DC link bus voltage. The RSM can thus produce the
same torque at medium to high speeds when controlled with the FS-PSC method as with FOC and a
position sensor. This method is also more dynamic than the SB-PSC methods at medium to high speeds.
The FS-PSC method tracks the fundamental saliency of the RSM for position estimation. Unlike the
inductance saliency, which is used with SB-PSC methods, the fundamental saliency does not decrease in
size at high loads, making the FS-PSC method effective at high load conditions. The drawback of the
FS-PSC method however, is it instability at very low speeds and standstill due to parameter errors and
drift effects.
Combining one of the SB-PSC methods with the FS-PSC method will thus eliminate some of the
individual drawbacks like position estimation at standstill and limited torque capabilities.
7.1.1 Changeover between position estimation methods
Changeover between the position estimation methods needs to be seamless and effective. The method
of changeover used in this project is based on a hysteresis effect. During acceleration from standstill, a
changeover occurs from the SB-PSC method to the FS-PSC method at a speed threshold of ωh2. During
deceleration, changeover from the FS-PSC method to the SB-PSC method occurs at a speed threshold of
ωh1, where ωh1 < ωh2.
Using two different speed points for changeover, instead of one single speed threshold, has the drawback
that ωh2 is slightly higher than minimum operation speed of the FS-PSC method. It does however, have
the advantage that a speed ripple around the changeover thresholds will not result in an unnecessary back
and forth switching between position estimation methods.
Due to the different nature of the two types of position estimation methods, it is found that the control
and PLL parameters for each individual method are different. With the proposed hysteresis changeover
scheme it is possible to drive each position estimation method with its own optimised current controller
and PLL gains, ensuring optimum performance from each individual method. The state space diagram in
Fig. 7.1 shows the procedure that is implemented to change between the two position estimation methods.
The estimated electrical angle acquired from the SB-PSC method is represented by θS and the angle from
the FS-PSC method by θFS.
To ensure seamless changeover between the two position estimation methods, the PLLs are synchro-
nised by feeding the position estimation error from the active PLL to the inactive PLL right before
changeover. During changeover from the SB-PSC method to the FS-PSC method, both estimation meth-
ods will have different position estimation errors, but the SB-PSC method will have a more accurate
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Figure 7.1: State space diagram of the Hybrid PSC method.
position estimation. By forcing the FS-PSC PLL to track the position estimation error of the SB-PSC
method, it immediately synchronises the FS-PSC PLL with a more accurate position estimation. This
synchronising of the two PLLs is represented in Fig. 7.1 by θFS = θS .
When changing from the FS-PSC method to the SB-PSC method, the PLL of the SB-PSC method is
directly synchronised with the active FS-PSC method. This synchronising of the PLLs is represented in
Fig. 7.1 by θS = θFS. Using PLL synchronisation allows the SB-PSC method to be “switched off” when
the FS-PSC method is active. This frees up the entire DC bus as no more voltage injection required.
The low pass filters used in the feedback current with the SB-PSC method can also be omitted from
the control structure. In this implementation of the hybrid PSC method, the FS-PSC method is always
active, although not always in control, but the SB-PSC method is “switched off” when not in control.
7.2 Measured Results
Testing and evaluation of the HFI assisted hybrid PSC method were performed at the Institute for
Electrical Drive Systems and Power Electronics at the Technical University of Munich. The AI assisted
hybrid PSC method was tested and evaluated at the Electrical Machines Laboratory at the University of
Stellenbosch. Machine 1 is used for testing and evaluation of both methods.
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7.2.1 Current response
The measured maximum torque that the RSM can deliver while controlled with the two hybrid PSC
methods as a function of speed are displayed in Fig. 7.2. The results of the HFI assisted hybrid PSC
method are shown in Fig. 7.2a and that of the AI assisted hybrid PSC method in Fig. 7.2b. The hysteresis
effect is clearly visible in both figures due to the two changeover threshold speed values ωh1 and ωh2. The
upper part of the hysteresis band is the FS-PSC method and the lower part is the SB-PSC method.
Saturation of the flux linkage at low speed under very high load causes the SB-PSC methods to lose
track due to the disappearing inductance saliency. Although limited by the SB-PSC methods, the startup
torque that the RSM can produce when controlled with the hybrid PSC methods is between two and
three times the rated torque, thus overcoming the problems perceived by [65]. The results in Fig. 7.2
show that despite very high loads, the proposed hybrid PSC method is able to track the rotor position in
the entire rated speed region.
7.2.2 Speed response
The performance of the speed controlled RSM with the proposed hybrid PSC methods is evaluated.
The results in Fig. 7.3 show a large speed step applied by the RSM while controlled with the AI assisted
hybrid PSC method. The measured speed response in Fig. 7.3a shows no noticeable evidence of changeover
between the position estimation schemes. It is also shown in Fig. 7.3b, that the changeover between the two
position estimation schemes has little to no effect on the position estimation error. It is shown in Fig. 7.3b
however, that there is a transient in the position estimation error for a brief moment during deceleration.
The AI-PSC method requires a few cycles to start accurately estimating the mean admittance of the RSM
thus resulting in a brief transient of the position estimation error.
The results of a speed reversal test at |1.27| p.u with the HFI assisted hybrid PSC method are shown in
Fig. 7.4. No effect of the changeover between the two position estimation schemes are visible. During this
specific experiment, changeover between the two position estimation schemes occurs four times. These
results thus show that it is even possible to apply speed steps at above rated speed with the proposed
hybrid PSC method.
7.2.3 Hysteresis Changeover Analysis
The purpose of the hysteresis changeover method is, amongst others, to avoid unnecessary switching
between the two position estimation methods during a speed ripple. To investigate the feasibility of this
argument, the RSM speed is increased while controlled with the hybrid PSC method to activate the FS-
PSC method and then lowered to the middle of the hysteresis region ensuring that the FS-PSC method
is still active. A series of tests are performed in this region.
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(a) HFI assisted hybrid PSC method.
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(b) AI assisted hybrid PSC method.
Figure 7.2: Limits of stable operation of machine 1.
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Figure 7.3: AI assisted hybrid PSC: Measured speed step response of machine 1.
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Figure 7.4: HFI assisted hybrid PSC: Measured speed reversal of machine 1.
The measured results of a torque step, applied by the IM, in this region are shown in Fig. 7.5. The torque
step is shown in Fig. 7.5a. An analog signal is written out through the D/A converter which indicates
which PSC method is in control throughout this test. This measured signal is shown in Fig. 7.5b. One
changeover occurs due to speed undershoot as a result of the applied load as shown in Fig. 7.5b. Another
changeover occurs at the removal of the load due to the speed overshoot as shown in Fig. 7.5b. It is
clear that there is no unnecessary back and forth switching between the two estimation methods and
changeover only occurs once due to over- or undershoot.
The effect of variable torque switching on the hybrid PSC method is investigated in Fig. 7.6. While
operating in the middle of the hysteresis region, the load from the IM is applied and removed several
times with impulse-like characteristics. Again, it is shown in Fig. 7.6b that there is no unnecessary back
and forth switching between the two position estimation methods except when the load causes speed
under- or overshoot. These results suggest that the implementation of the hysteresis changeover is indeed
successful. Sacrificing changeover speed threshold for stability is a valid trade-off.
7.3 Summary
Two hybrid position sensorless control (PSC) methods that make use of a saliency-based position sensorless
control (SB-PSC) method at standstill and a fundamental saliency position sensorless control (FS-PSC)
method at minimum to high speeds are introduced. The two SB-PSC methods used are the simplified high
frequency injection- (HFI-PSC) and the arbitrary injection position sensorless control (AI-PSC) methods.
A hysteresis method is used for changeover between the two position estimation methods, which is
in contrast to popular methods introduced in literature. The hysteresis changeover method sacrifices a
portion of the speed region where the FS-PSC method is active for stability. One advantage is that the
RSM can be controlled with different controller- and PLL gains for each PSC method ensuring optimum
performance from each method. Another advantage is that a torque ripple in the medium speed region
will not result in an unnecessary back and forth switching between estimation methods.
Furthermore, seamless changeover between estimation methods is ensured by synchronising the inactive
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Figure 7.5: Hysteresis changeover stability investigation 1.
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Figure 7.6: Hysteresis changeover stability investigation 2.
PLL with the active PLL one cycle before changeover. This ensures that the inactive PLL directly
synchronises with the estimated electrical angle. This also allows the injection voltages of the SB-PSC
methods to be switched off when the FS-PSC method is in control. The entire DC bus voltage can be used
for space vector pulse width modulation when the injection voltage is switched off. It is also advantageous
due to a reduction in system noise, torque ripple and audible noise.
Measured results show that both hybrid methods are able to produce rated torque from startup up
to rated speed. This overcomes the problems perceived by [65]. Speed response tests are successful and
results show that there are no noticeable effects in machine response when changeover occurs. Speed
reversal results show that accurate PSC is possible during direction change even when speed steps of
above rated speed are applied, improving on previous work done by [79].
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Chapter 8
Design and Evaluation of a RSM for
Saliency-Based Position Sensorless
Control at Zero Reference Current
Various authors have investigated the correlation between the design of synchronous machines and the
performance saliency-based position sensorless control (SB-PSC) methods [49,50,52,84–105].
Genetic algorithms are used in [94] with a finite element (FE) software package to optimise surface
mounted permanent magnet synchronous (SMPMS) machines. Firstly, a SMPMS machine is optimised
in [94] for maximum torque with minimum torque ripple. A second SMPMS machine is optimised in [94]
for maximum saliency and finally a third machine is optimised for maximum saliency and torque with a
minimum torque ripple. The split ratio is defined in [94] as the ratio of the inner stator radius to the
outer stator radius. Results in [94] show that the split ratio is the most sensitive parameter in terms
of saliency. The split ratio should be increased to increase the saliency, but this results in an increased
inductance ripple [94]. Furthermore, it is found that to increase the saliency, the stator tooth width
should be decreased and the slot opening width should be increased. Finally, it is shown that the slot
geometry is also an effective saliency optimisation parameter.
The effects of flux linkage saturation and mutual inductances on the SB-PSC performance of interior
permanent magnet machines (IPM) are investigated in [89] and [95]. It is shown in [89] that the saliency
of the IPM improves when the stator saturates instead of the rotor. It is shown in [95] however, that
a critical point exists where the saliency shift of the IPM grows exponentially beyond the bandwidth of
the PLL. Results in [95], show that this critical point can be moved higher up the maximum torque per
ampere curve by rather saturating the rotor instead of the stator. A trade-off thus exists between saliency
shift and inductance saliency.
Machine 1 is used in this chapter to identify and investigate certain design aspects that negatively affect
the SB-PSC capabilities of RSM drives. Rotor design modification are proposed and two improved RSM
designs are constructed to verify simulation results. The efficiency of the modified RSMs are evaluated
and compared to that of machine 1. Bandwidth, thermal and frequency harmonic evaluations are also
performed to further evaluate the new modified RSMs.
8.1 Degradation of saliency-based position sensorless control perfor-
mance
According to [49, 52, 84–86], there are two effects that can distort the PSC capability of PM machines,
namely, flux linkage saturation and cross-coupling between the magnetic d- and q-axis. The magnitude
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of the inductance saliency, ∆L, decreases as the flux linkages saturate within the machine until PSC is
not possible any more. This saturation effect occurs when the machine is loaded.
It is found that cross-coupling between the d- and q-axes is caused by the asymmetrical saturation of
flux in the rotor [84,85]. To investigate the distortion caused by the cross coupling effect in RSMs, three
rotor structures, as shown in Fig. 8.1, are simulated in the JMAG FE package. The rotor structures of
machines 1-3 are referred to by [49] as the lateral- (Fig 8.1a), central rib- (Fig. 8.1b), and ideal, (Fig.
8.1c), rotors.
The flux density maps of Figs. 8.1a and 8.1c at rated conditions are similar and symmetrical, as also
identified by [49,84]. However, high distortion is present in Fig. 8.1b where the flux lines concentrate in
the central rib. The flux lines are forced to concentrated in the middle of the rotor due to the central
rib [84]. The interaction of the q-axis flux lines with the d-axis are high and thus increases the cross
coupling between the d- and q-axes. If the concentration of flux on the central rib is high enough it can
cause the PSC method to misalign with the d-axis of the rotor. This phenomenon is referred to as saliency
shift in [86] and [87]. The saliency shift effect is thus not unique to PM machines but is also present in
certain RSM designs at specific operating conditions.
It is suggested in [85] that a high number of flux barriers per pole constraint the d- and q-axis flux
linkages to more definite paths. One solution to the saliency shift problem might thus be to increase the
number of flux barriers and in doing so reduce the cross-coupling between the two axes and thus reduce
the saliency shift of the machine.
8.2 Evaluation of the lateral rib rotor RSM (Machine 1)
Machine 1 is a RSM with an unskewed lateral rib rotor configuration, as in Fig. 8.1a. Machine 1 is used
as a benchmark to further evaluate the SB-PSC capabilities of RSMs. It is shown in Chapter 2 that the
partial derivatives of the d- and q-axis flux linkages are used to calculate the tangential inductances as in
(2.10). Both the d- and q-axis flux linkages are functions of both id and iq [49]. However, if the tangential
inductances are calculated with (8.1) it is possible to investigate the inductance saliency of the RSM with
regard to the geometry of the design, minimising the cross coupling effects. The uncoupled d- and q-axis
flux linkages are thus used in (8.1) to calculate the tangential inductance. This will be referred to in the
rest of this chapter as the uncoupled machine evaluation.
Ld =
∆ψd
∆id
;ψd(id, 0) Lq =
∆ψq
∆iq
;ψq(0, iq) (8.1)
The measured and simulated uncoupled results of machine 1 are shown in Fig. 8.2. The uncoupled flux
linkages, as a function of current, are shown in Fig. 8.2a and tangential inductances Fig. 8.2b. It is clear
(a) Machine 1. (b) Machine 2. (c) Machine 3.
Figure 8.1: Cross coupling effects of machines 1-3.
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Figure 8.2: Measured and simulated uncoupled results of machine 1.
that there are some irregularities between the measured and the simulated results. As stated in Chapter 3
these irregularities might be due to an uncertainty regarding the rotor- and stator steel and the neglection
of the end-winding inductance. The important aspect regarding this comparison is that the shape of the
flux linkages of the measured and simulated results are satisfactorily similar.
The measured and simulated fundamental saliency, ψ∆, of machine 1 are shown in Fig. 8.2a. This
vector is used with the FS-PSC method to control the RSM at medium to high speeds. It is shown in Fig.
8.2a that the magnitude of fundamental saliency does not decrease as the load of the machine increases.
This then ensures good torque capabilities from the FS-PSC method. Machine design modifications with
regard to the fundamental saliency will thus not be considered in this chapter. Two important results are
observed in the measured and simulated inductance saliency, ∆L, shown Fig. 8.2b.
1. The magnitude of ∆L decrease as the load increases until PSC is not possible. This is due to the
saturation of the flux within the machine as identified by [49,52,84,85].
2. Ld ≈ Lq at small current magnitudes. This results in ∆L being too small for SB-PSC.
The effect of the two identified problem areas play a large role in the performance of the saliency-based
position sensorless controlled RSM. The maximum torque that the RSM can produce when controlled
with a SB-PSC method is limited due to the saturation of the flux linkages at large currents.
The limited inductance saliency at zero and small current magnitudes also prevents the SB-PSC
methods from tracking the electrical angle of the RSM. It is possible however, to avoid this specific
problem area by choosing the current vector in such a way that iq 6= 0, to saturate the q-axis magnetic
circuit. It is found that the minimum q-axis current necessary for machine 1 is 0.2 pu. This method of
flux linkage saturation is used with the two SB-PSC methods evaluated in chapters 4 and 5. Although
effective, this method is not energy efficient due to the current vector not always following the maximum
torque per ampere locus. This method of course also implies that there is always current in the machine
even at standstill under no load.
This method of flux linkage saturation will not be suitable for certain applications which require high
efficiency. One such example application is electric vehicles (EV’s) where battery life is crucial. The
urban dynamometer driving schedule (UDDS) is a dynamometer test on fuel economy in urban driving
conditions and is used to better understand performance expectations of an EV on urban roads. The test
simulates an urban route of 12.07 km in Fig. 8.3 [4]. Various instances are shown in Fig. 8.3 where the
vehicle is at constant speed or accelerating, as expected. Surprisingly however, the UDDS also reveals
that there are various instances where the vehicle stands still or coasts where no torque is required. It is
important that all driving conditions, including standstill and coasting, are investigated to improve the
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Figure 8.3: Urban dynamometer driving schedule (UDDS) for 12.07 km [4].
performance of EVs. It is thus clear that the saliency-based position sensorless controlled lateral rib RSM
will not operate at maximum efficiency if implemented in an EV.
8.3 Evaluation of the central rib rotor RSM (Machine 2)
The problems of flux linkage saturation and saliency shift, with regard to SB-PSC, have already been
addressed for PM machines with proposed machine design solutions in [49, 52, 85–89, 95, 106] and [107]
amongst others. The problem of limited inductance saliency of the RSM at very small current vectors are
also identified by [108] but no solution to this problem exists as yet.
Although, as identified in the previous section, the central rib rotor RSM can potentially suffer from
saliency shift, this rotor structure is investigated as an alternative to the lateral rib rotor for high induc-
tance saliency at zero reference current. Machine 2 (central rib RSM) has an unskewed central rib rotor
RSM configuration and is used in this investigation. The uncoupled FE simulation results of machines 1
and 2 are compared in Fig. 8.4. Machines 1 and 2 are indicated in the figure label by M1 and M2. It is
shown in Fig. 8.4b that machine 2 also suffers from a lack of inductance saliency at small current vectors.
The central rib rotor RSM is thus not a viable alternative to the lateral rib rotor RSM.
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Figure 8.4: Simulated uncoupled results comparison of machines 1 and 2.
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8.4 Evaluation of the ideal rotor RSM (Machine 3)
Machine 3 is used to evaluate the inductance saliency of the ideal rotor RSM. This machine has an
unskewed rotor. The FE simulation results of the uncoupled flux linkages and inductances of machine 3
are compared to the simulation results of machine 1 in Fig. 8.5. Again machines 1 and 3 are represented
in the figure label by M1 and M3. It is shown in Fig. 8.5a that ψd(id, 0) and ψq(0, iq) have different
gradients at already very small current magnitudes, resulting in a high inductance saliency at very low
currents. Not only does this configuration have a large inductance saliency magnitude at zero current, it
also has a more constant saliency magnitude up to 0.4 p.u and slightly better than machine 1 up to 1.2
p.u. These results suggest that the geometry of the ideal rotor configuration has, as expected, a higher
inductance saliency at very small currents than that of the other two configurations.
8.5 Skewing of the RSM rotor
It is not unusual to skew the RSM rotor one stator slot pitch to reduce its torque ripple. The effect of
rotor skewing of a PM machine on its SB-PSC capability is investigated in [88]. The rotor is skewed
a quarter of a slot pitch in [88], and the findings are that skewing has little or no effect on the PSC
capability of the machine. It is stated in [88], that the results are inconclusive and do not confirm that a
full slot pitch skew has no effect on the inductance saliency of the machine.
Machines 1 and 3 are simulated in JMAG with a full slot pitch skew to investigate the effect on the
inductance saliency of the RSM. Both machines 1 and 3 are simulated in five skewed sub-machines to
simulate a full slot pitch skewed rotor. The FE simulated inductance saliency results are shown in Fig.
8.6. These results show that there is very little deviation of the inductance saliency when a RSM rotor
is skewed one stator slot pitch, and that it possesses all the necessary characteristics for successful SB-
PSC.
8.6 Ideal Rotor RSM Configuration
FE simulation results, as shown in the previous sections, show that the ideal rotor RSM (machine 3) will
perform well with a SB-PSC method at zero reference current. It is thus decided to build and evaluate
machine 3, which has an unskewed ideal RSM rotor. Furthermore, it is also shown in the previous section
that skewing of the RSM rotor has little or no effect on the SB-PSC capability of the RSM. To confirm
this machine 4, which has a skewed ideal RSM rotor, is also built and evaluated.
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Figure 8.5: Simulated uncoupled results comparison of machines 1 and 3.
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Figure 8.6: Simulation results of a comparison between skewed and unskewed RSM rotors.
8.6.1 Construction of machines 3 and 4
One obvious construction problem is that the removal of the lateral ribs of the flux barrier also removes
the structural support iron. This implies that the piece of q-axis steel “floats” without any structural
support. To overcome this problem, a novel solution is implemented. Two rotors are constructed, both
with the lateral rib rotor configuration of Fig. 8.1a. One rotor is skewed and one unskewed. Slots that
match the flux barriers of the rotor laminations are cut into one of the end-caps of the rotor. This makes
it possible to fill the axial length of the rotor with epoxy-resin to form an epoxy-cast.
Epoxy is very strong, but is not recognised as an adhesive substance, thus it will not be able to hold
the floating piece of iron in place. To take advantage of the strength of the epoxy-cast, small cut outs
and iron snags are laser cut into the laminations as shown on the CAD design of the rotor laminations in
Fig. 8.7a.
The cut outs shown in Fig. 8.7a help the epoxy to grip the floating piece of iron and prevent it from
moving away. After allowing the epoxy to harden, a lathe is used to cut out the lateral ribs. The rotor
of machine 3 without its lateral ribs is shown in Fig. 8.7b. The end-cap which is used to fill the rotor of
machine 3 with epoxy is shown in Fig. 8.8a. The floating q-axis is also visible in Fig. 8.8a. The top view
of the rotor of machine 4 is shown in Fig. 8.8b. It is clear that the epoxy line is not straight due to the
skewed rotor.
8.6.2 Measured evaluation of machine 3
The flux mapping method described in Chapter 3 is used to measure and characterise machine 3. The
flux mapping results of machine 3 are shown in Fig. 8.9. The measured d- and q-axis flux linkages as
a function of id and iq are shown in Figs. 8.9a and 8.9b. The calculated torque is shown in Fig. 8.9c.
(a) CAD sketch of the rotor laminations. (b) Epoxy filled rotor of machine 3 with the ribs removed.
Figure 8.7: Construction of the ideal RSM rotor.
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The flux linkage maps in Figs. 8.9a and 8.9b can be used for Simulink simulations and to create lookup
tables which are necessary for the FS-PSC method. The flux linkage maps can also be used to compare
measured uncoupled results to the FE results.
The uncoupled d- and q-axis flux linkages of machine 3 are acquired from the flux mapping results
to compare to the FE simulated results as in Fig. 8.10. It shown in Fig. 8.10, that the measured results
correlate well with the FE simulated results. More importantly, it is shown in Fig. 8.10b that the measured
inductance saliency at small and zero current is not zero as the design requirement.
The measured uncoupled results of machine 1 are compared to that of machine 3 in Fig. 8.11. It is
shown in Fig. 8.11a that the gradients of ψd and ψq of machine 3 are different at small current magnitudes
unlike that of machine 1. This results in machine 3 having a higher inductance saliency than machine 1
at small current magnitudes as shown in Fig. 8.11b. It is also important to note that the fundamental
saliency, ψ∆, curve of machine 3 is almost identical to that of machine 1 as shown in Fig. 8.11a. The
modification made to the rotor should thus not affect the performance of the FS-PSC method.
8.6.3 SB-PSC of machine 3
A simple test is derived to investigate if the SB-PSC performance of machine 3 is indeed superior to that
of machine 1 at small current magnitudes. The test bench described in Chapter 3 is used in this test.
The alternating HFI-PSC method is used to control the current of machine 3, with the reference current
set to 0 A, while the IM is used to drive machine 3 at a constant speed. SB-PSC is not possible with
machine 1 under these conditions due to ∆L being too small when ir∗s = 0, resulting in an unstable PLL.
The results of the HFI-PSC test on machine 3 are shown in Fig. 8.12. It is shown in Fig. 8.12a that
(a) Machine 3.
(b) Machine 4.
Figure 8.8: Top view of machines 3 and 4.
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Figure 8.9: Measured flux mapping results of machine 3.
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Figure 8.10: Uncoupled simulated vs. measured results of machine 3.
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Figure 8.11: Comparison of measured uncoupled results of machines 1 and 3.
the electrical angle of the RSM is tracked accurately. The position estimation error in Fig. 8.12b shows a
small position estimation error of ±4o. A very small q-axis current of 0.04 p.u is present in the machine,
as shown in Fig. 8.12c, as a result of the HF voltage excitation. It is thus shown that no additional q-axis
current is required to saturate the q-axis flux linkage for stable SB-PSC.
8.6.4 Measured evaluation of machine 4
Measured flux maps are not made of machine 4. The uncoupled d-and q-axis flux linkages are measured
however, to compare to the FE simulation results. The uncoupled simulated and measured results of
machine 4 are shown in Fig. 8.13. Again the measured results correlate well with the FE simulation
results. The results in Fig. 8.13b show that this configuration has a large enough inductance saliency to
perform SB-PSC at zero reference current.
The measured inductance saliency of machines 1, 3 and 4 are compared on one graph in Fig. 8.14.
This graph clearly shows that machines 3 and 4 have larger inductance saliencies than machine 1 at small
and zero current magnitudes as well as a higher inductance saliencies at larger currents. Also one can
conclude from the graph in Fig. 8.14 that the unskewed (machine 3) and skewed (machine 4) ideal rotors
have more or less the same inductance saliency.
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Figure 8.12: HFI-PSC test of machine 3 at zero reference current.
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Figure 8.13: Uncoupled simulated vs. measured results of machine 4.
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Figure 8.14: Measured inductance saliency comparison.
8.6.5 SB-PSC of machine 4
The SB-PSC test performed on machine 3 is duplicated on machine 4, again with the HFI-PSC method.
The reference current is again kept at 0 A. These results are shown in Fig. 8.15. It is shown in Figs.
8.15a and 8.15b that the electrical angle of machine 4 is tracked accurately. It is shown in Fig. 8.15c that
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there is only a small q-axis current response as a result of the HF excitation voltage. These results thus
show that, as with machine 3, SB-PSC is possible at zero reference current.
8.7 Efficiency Evaluation
Machines 3 and 4 are designed to improve the efficiency of the position sensorless controlled RSM drive
at zero reference current. It is shown in the UDDS of Fig. 8.3 that there are various instances where no
torque is required from the machine and where the efficiency of machines 3 and 4 will be superior to that of
machine 1. Also shown in Fig. 8.3 are various instances where the vehicle speed is more or less constant. It
is thus important that an EV should also perform efficiently at constant speed. The efficiency of machines
1, 3 and 4 are measured with a position sensor and position sensorless. Two important questions are to
be answered by the efficiency evaluation:
• Does the removal of the lateral ribs in order to create the ideal rotor RSM, influence the overall
efficiency of the machine?
• Is there a performance loss when the RSM is controlled position sensorless instead of with FOC
with a position sensor?
Measured results of the efficiency evaluation are summarised in Table 8.1. All tests are performed at the
rated frequency of 50 Hz. The FS-PSC method is used in the PSC tests as this is a test at rated speed.
The rated shaft power of machine 1 is 1.14 kW . This is chosen as the 1.0 p.u output power for comparison
purposes. The current of machines 3 and 4 are varied to also produce shaft powers of ± 1.14 kW . This
ensures sensible efficiency evaluation between the three machines. The current rating of machine 1 is
taken as the 1.0 p.u current.
It is shown in Table 8.1 that the losses, when controlled with a position sensor, compare well to the
losses of each machine respectively when controlled position sensorless. These results then suggest that
the losses of the RSM are the same when controlled with a position sensor as with PSC. Furthermore,
these results show that machines 3 and 4 have a higher torque per ampere rating than machine 1. It can
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Figure 8.15: HFI-PSC test of machine 4 at zero reference current.
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thus be concluded that the ideal rotor RSM has a higher torque per ampere rating than the lateral rib
rotor RSM. Finally Table 8.1 shows that the efficiency of machines 3 and 4 are slightly higher than that
of machine 1. This might be due to machines 3 and 4 having less copper losses than machine 1.
It might be that the removal of the ribs of the lateral rib rotor RSM causes high frequency flux
pulsations in the iron segments of the rotor. However, no additional losses in the two ideal rib rotor
RSMs (machines 3 and 4) have been measured. This aspect must be further investigated, specifically for
larger size RSMs.
8.8 Bandwidth Evaluation
The dynamics of a RSM drive are determined by its maximum bandwidth. Position sensorless controlled
machines can suffer from sluggish behaviour due to a limited bandwidth. The extent of this limitation
however, is still under question. The bandwidth difference between the lateral rib rotor and the ideal
rotor RSM drive is also unknown. Machines 1, 3 and 4 are used for this investigation. In these tests
sinusoidal speed reference signals are applied to the machine at no load while in speed control. The speed
reference signal is as shown in Fig. 8.16. The frequency of the sinusoidal speed reference signal is increased
until the machine is unable to track the reference speed. This is followed by a decrease in the sinusoidal
speed reference amplitude until the machine is able to completely track the reference speed. It should be
noted that the results of these tests are very much limited to the test bench used due to inertia, backlash,
switching frequency of the drive etc. All the tests are done on the same test bench however, thus test
results will still give valuable insight.
The speed bandwidth of the three machines when controlled with a position sensor are compared in
Fig. 8.17a and their measured bandwidths with the HFI assisted hybrid PSC method are compared in
Fig. 8.17b. It is shown in Fig. 8.17a that the speed bandwidths of all three machines are very similar when
controlled with a position sensor. The measured speed bandwidth, when controlled position sensorless,
in Fig. 8.17b show that although the machines 3 and 4 have a limited bandwidth at high frequencies, it
can deliver unity response at higher speed reference frequencies than that of machine 1.
It is shown that the bandwidth of the position sensorless controlled machine 3 is more or less the same
as when controlled with a position sensor, up until 1.8 Hz. The results in Fig. 8.17b show that machine 4
Table 8.1: Measurements of machines 1,3 and 4.
Machine # Control i [pu] Pin Pm Ploss η
1
Position sensor 1.0 1.35 kW 1.14 kW 0.21 kW 84.4%
Position sensorless 1.0 1.35 kW 1.14 kW 0.21 kW 84.4%
3
Position sensor 0.91 1.35 kW 1.16 kW 0.19 kW 85.9%
Position sensorless 0.91 1.36 kW 1.16 kW 0.20 kW 85.2%
4
Position sensor 0.93 1.35 kW 1.15 kW 0.20 kW 85.2%
Position sensorless 0.93 1.36 kW 1.15 kW 0.21 kW 84.6%
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Figure 8.16: Speed reference for speed bandwidth evaluation of the three RSMs.
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Figure 8.17: Measured speed bandwidth of machines 1,3 and 4.
has a smaller speed bandwidth when controlled position sensorless than its unskewed counterpart machine
3. It can thus be concluded that some of the bandwidth of the position sensorless controlled drive is
sacrificed when the rotor is skewed.
8.9 Thermal Evaluation
Machines 1,3 and 4 are subjected to thermal tests while controlled with a position sensor and position
sensorless. All three machines are subjected to rated conditions for an hour. The main objective of these
tests is to determine if there is a noticeable difference in temperature when the drive is operated position
sensorless, compared to operation with a position sensor. The second objective is to determine if the
epoxy-resin and removal of the ribs, to create the ideal rotor RSM, results in a noticeable difference in
rotor heat. It might be that the removal of the ribs influences the way that heat is transferred within the
machine.
The casing of all three machines are enclosed, thus the closest point to measure the rotor temperature
is at the drive end of the shaft. The temperature differences of the rotor shaft are shown in Fig. 8.18a.
The abbreviations in Fig. 8.18a are: SC = Sensored control and PSC = position sensorless control. The
measured temperature difference of the stator casing over time are shown in Fig. 8.18b. Measured results
in Fig. 8.18a indicate that the shaft of the position sensorless controlled machines are slightly hotter than
when controlled with a position sensor. The difference in temperature however, is very small. The results
in Fig. 8.18a also show that the shaft of machine 3 is slightly cooler. Again the difference in temperature
when compared to the other two machines is very small. The measured results in Fig. 8.18b show that
the temperature rise on the casings is almost identical during all 6 cases.
It can thus be concluded that there is no major difference in temperature rise of the lateral rib rotor
RSM without the epoxy-resin cast and the ideal rotor RSM with the epoxy-resin cast. It can also be
concluded that there is no major difference in the temperature rise of the RSM when controlled with a
position sensor or position sensorless.
8.10 Frequency Harmonics of the Fundamental Saliency Position Es-
timation Error
The purpose of this test is to evaluate if the RSM’s FS-PSC capability is affected when the ribs of the
lateral rib rotor RSM are removed. Machines 1,3 and 4 are evaluated with speed control at 50 Hz at
full load. The FFT of the FS-PSC position estimation error, θerror, of all three machines under these
conditions are displayed in Fig. 8.19. It is shown in [3] that the position estimation error of the FS-PSC
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Figure 8.18: Measured thermal evaluation of machines 1,3 and 4.
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Figure 8.19: FFT of θerror of the FS-PSC method.
method is related to the electrical frequency of the machine. The effect of this phenomenon can be seen
in Fig. 8.19. It is clear that there are large 50 Hz harmonics present in the position estimation error of
all three machines in Fig. 8.19.
In effect the PLL of the FS-PSC method is fed θerror, which is speed dependent. It is shown in Fig.
8.19 that there are two main harmonics present in θerror, namely 25 Hz and 50 Hz. The PLL tracks the
50 Hz harmonic, which is the dominant harmonic for position estimation. Furthermore, it is shown in
Fig. 8.19 that machine 4 has the largest 50 Hz harmonic and the smallest 25 Hz one. This might be
due to the skewing of the rotor which reduces harmonics in the flux linkage of the machine. This graph
suggests that it is easier for the FS-PSC method to track the electrical angle of the skewed ideal rotor
RSM due to the reduction of the 25 Hz harmonic in θerror. This was also the experience of the author
during implementation and testing.
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8.11 Summary
Two effects that distort the saliency-based position sensorless control (SB-PSC) capabilities of PM syn-
chronous machines (PMSMs) are identified in literature. It is shown in this chapter that these two
phenomena are not unique to PM machines, but affect RSMs as well. A measured and simulated evalua-
tion of machine 1 in this chapter reveals that the RSM suffers from a third problem area where SB-PSC is
inhibited. This occurs at zero reference current where Ld ≈ Lq. It is shown in the previous chapters that
this problem area can be avoided by saturating the q-axis circuit. This method however, is not energy
efficient.
The central rib rotor RSM is simulated in the JMAG finite element (FE) package to investigate if
this machine is a viable alternative to the lateral rib rotor RSM. FE simulation results show that the
inductance saliency of the central rib rotor RSM is, as with the lateral rib rotor RSM, too small at small
current vectors for SB-PSC. The ideal rotor RSM is also evaluated in the JMAG FE package and it is
shown that the inductance saliency of this machine is large enough at small current vectors for SB-PSC.
The JMAG FE package is also used to investigate the effect of rotor skewing on the SB-PSC capabilities
of the RSM. Simulation results show that there is very little deviation in the inductance saliency when a
RSM rotor is skewed one stator slot pitch.
Machines 3 and 4 are constructed to confirm FE simulation results. Machine 3 has a unskewed ideal
RSM rotor and machine 4 a skewed ideal RSM rotor. A novel construction method is developed to create
the ideal rotor RSM. An epoxy-cast is formed in a lateral rib RSM rotor where after the lateral iron ribs
is removed with a lathe. The epoxy-cast provides structural stability to the now detached piece of q-axis
steel. The measured uncoupled flux linkage results of machines 3 and 4 compare well to the FE simulation
results. The measured inductance saliency of both machines 3 and 4 are larger than that of machine 1 at
small current magnitudes. Measured results prove that that SB-PSC of machines 3 and 4 is successful at
zero reference current. Machines 3 and 4 are thus both an improvement on machine 1. It is also shown
that the measured inductance saliencies of the unskewed and skewed rotor RSMs (machines 3 and 4) are
almost identical.
It is shown in the efficiency evaluation that the ideal rib rotor does not only have a higher efficiency
than the lateral rib rotor RSM, but also has a higher torque per ampere rating. It is also revealed that the
losses of neither of the three evaluated machines increase when controlled with the FS-PSC method. The
speed bandwidth evaluation revealed that machine 3 has the largest PSC bandwidth. It is also concluded
that some of the position sensorless controlled machine’s bandwidth is sacrificed when the rotor is skewed.
Thermal evaluation results show no significant difference in temperature between the lateral rib rotor
RSM and the ideal rotor RSM with the epoxy-cast. Results also show that PSC does not result in any
significant temperature increase when compared to FOC with a position sensor. The FFT of the FS-PSC
position estimation error showed dominant speed dependent harmonics. It is concluded from this test
that the harmonics in the position estimation error is reduced when the rotor of the RSM is skewed, and
thus the FS-PSC capabilities of the drive are improved.
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Chapter 9
Saliency Performance Comparison of
Synchronous Machines
The field-intensified permanent magnet (FI-PM) synchronous machine is proposed in [109] to improve on
the extended constant power speed range performance of the field weakening interior permanent magnet
(FW-IPM) synchronous machine. It is also shown in [110] that the FI-PM machine outperforms the
FW-IPM machine in the extended constant power speed range. Not only does the FI-PM machine have
good constant power speed range performance, but it is also reported in [111] that the magnet volume of
the FI-PM machine is 70% less than that of a FW-IPM machine. It is shown in [112] and [113] that even
low coercive force magnets can be used with the FI-PM machine when designed properly.
The magnet of the FI-IPM machine is aligned with the rotor d-axis, thus positive d-axis current
intensifies the magnet flux [111]. The FI-PM machine thus has the unique feature where Ld increases
under saturation [111]. This holds advantages for saliency-based position sensorless control (SB-PSC)
methods due to Ld > Lq when the machine is loaded. It is stated in [111] and [114] that the FI-PM
machine suffers from less saturation induced saliency decrease, lower cross-coupling effects and also has a
reduction in secondary saliencies when compared to the FW-IPM. Good SB-PSC performance is recorded
in [115] with a FI-PM machine.
Electric machine rotors are usually skewed to reduce the torque ripple. The rotor of the RSM consists
of laminated steel only, thus the process of skewing its rotor is no more complex than that of an induction
machine rotor. Skewing of PM machine rotors, like the FW-IPM- and FI-PM machines, on the other
hand increases manufacturing complexity. An alternative method of torque ripple reduction is proposed
in [116–118] and [119] where the rotor of a RSM, a PM assisted RSM and an IPM machine are designed
with asymmetric rotor poles. This rotor design is referred to as a butterfly rotor in [116]. Two of the
evaluated FI-PM machines have asymmetric rotor structures for reduced torque ripple.
Finite element (FE) simulation software is used in the previous chapter to modify the rotor of a
RSM to improve its SB-PSC performance. The inductance saliency, ∆L, is used in the previous chapter
to determine the quality of the machine’s SB-PSC capability. The inductance saliency however, is not
an accurate indicator of a machine’s SB-PSC capability when different sizes and types of synchronous
machines are to be compared. The number of turns per-phase, current density, geometry etc. are all
factors which contribute to the SB-PSC capability of synchronous machines.
A per-unit machine parameter which allows comparison between different synchronous machine types
and sizes in terms of their SB-PSC capabilities is investigated in this chapter. This per-unit scale is used
to predict the SB-PSC performance of a range of synchronous machines by means of FE simulations before
the manufacturing process. Similar evaluations are performed in [120] and [121], but without comparing
the individual machine to other machine types and sizes. The types of machines compared in this chapter
include a 4- and 6 pole RSM, three different types of FI-PM machines and a FW-IPM machine.
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9.1 Saliency Ratio and Saliency Shift
The incremental inductances of the RSM are as defined in (9.1). These inductances are different to the
absolute inductances and vary as a function of id and iq [99]. According to [101], it can be assumed
that the mutual inductances, which are caused by cross-saturation, are the same. Hence the mutual
inductances are as in (9.2). {
ψd = ψd(id, iq),
ψq = ψq(id, iq),
Ld =
∂ψd
∂id
; Lq =
∂ψq
∂iq
(9.1)
∂ψd
∂iq
=
∂ψq
∂id
= Ldq = Lqd (9.2)
It is shown in [101] that the small signal (HF) linear relationship between inductance, flux linkage- and
current derivatives for the RSM can be represented by:
δψrs =
[
Ld Ldq
Lqd Lq
]
δirs (9.3)
The small-signal current- and flux column matrices are represented by δirs and δψ
r
s in (9.3) respectively.
The small signal currents are thus described as in (9.4) and (9.5) [95].
δid =
Lqδψd + Ldqδψq
LdLq − L2dq
(9.4)
δiq =
Ldδψq − Ldqδψd
LdLq − L2dq
(9.5)
When the alternating HFI-PSC method is considered, the RSM can be described electrically by (9.6).
Equation (9.6) is only valid when the injection frequency is high enough. The HF voltage is as in (9.7).
urs = L
r d
dt
irs (9.6)
urs =
[
uccos(ωct)
0
]
(9.7)
The resulting flux linkage can be written as in (9.8) according to [95] and [101]. The small signal current
response can thus be rewritten as in (9.9) [101].
δψd =
uc
ωc
sin(ωct) (9.8)
δirs =
ucsin(ωct)
ωc

 ΣL
LdLq − Lsdq
−


√√√√( ∆L
LdLq − Lsdq
)2
+
(
Ldq
LdLq − Lsdq
)2 e−j2∆θe

 (9.9)
It is stated by [95,99,101] that the negative sequence component of (9.9) (which is used in the demodulation
process) is rotated by an angle γ due to the mutual inductance, Ldq. This angular offset is known as the
saliency shift and can be calculated as in (9.10) [95,99,101].
γ = −0.5 arctan
(Ldq
∆L
)
(9.10)
As stated by [99], the saliency shift will be zero at no load or if the geometric saliency is dominant enough
to mask the effect of the saturation saliency. This then prevents the magnetic axis from moving away
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from the rotor d-axis [99]. It is possible to compensate for the saliency shift within the control structure,
if the saliency shift of the machine is known.
Although the mutual inductance causes a shift of the magnetic axis, it also contributes to the mag-
nitude of the saliency [99]. This term should thus be taken into account when calculating the saliency
of the machine. The saliency ratio is defined in [101] as the ratio of the negative sequence amplitude
over the positive sequence amplitude. The saliency ratio equation is as in (9.11) [99, 101]. The saliency
ratio is thus a parameter greater than zero and smaller than 1 that allows the machine saliency to be
characterised on a per unit scale. Larger saliency ratio values are considered better for SB-PSC, but the
effectiveness of the SB-PSC also depends on the saliency shift.
ζ =
√
(Ld − Lq)2 + 4L2dq
Ld + Lq
(9.11)
9.2 Saliency performance of a HEV RSM
A 17 kW RSM which is used in an experimental HEV in [122], is evaluated in the JMAG FE simulation
package. This machine is listed in Table 3.1 as machine 5. The saliency ratio and saliency shift of machine
5 are calculated at various operating points on the maximum torque per ampere current angle curve with
equations (9.10) and (9.11). The saliency ratio and saliency shift are also measured to verify the FE
results. These results are shown in Fig. 9.1. There is a constant saliency ratio measurement error of ±6%
as shown in Fig. 9.1a, which is acceptable. The saliency shift as shown in Fig. 9.1b however, does not
correlate well. This is due to the small mutual inductance term which is difficult to measure.
It is shown in Fig. 9.1a that the saliency ratio of the RSM climbs quite steeply as the current
increases and then steadily declines as the machine approaches full load while the saliency shift increases
non-linearly. The results in this chapter show that the FE simulation results can be used to predict the
saliency parameters of a machine even though there is a small error tolerance between the measured and
simulated saliency ratio.
9.3 Saliency Performance Investigation by means of FE Simulation
Eight different synchronous machines are compared in terms of their saliency ratio and -shift. These
machines are listed in Table 3.1 as machines 6-13. Machines 6-11 are designed to fit the specifications of
the Opel Corsa used for the EV project in this thesis and operate with its stock gearbox in a variable gear
drivetrain. More details regarding the Corsa will be provided in Chapter 11. Machines 6-13 are optimised
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Figure 9.1: Measured and simulated saliency ratio and -shift of machine 5 on the constant current angle
curve.
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for optimal torque and efficiency performance, but not for optimal PSC performance [123] Machines 6-8
are RSMs. Machines 6-8 have skewed rotors and chorded stator windings to reduce their torque ripple.
The configuration of these machines are shown in Figs. 3.9f-3.9h.
Machines 9-11 are FI-PM machines. The FI-PM machines are also designed to fit the specifications
of the Opel Corse with a variable gear drivetrain. The FI-PM machine has good constant power speed
range performance, as mentioned above, thus this machine will perform well with a fixed gear drivetrain
as well. Having a variable gear drivetrain however, brings down the size of the machine as less torque is
required on the drive side.
Machine 9 is a surface mounted field intensified permanent magnet (SM-FI-PM) machine. The con-
figuration of machine 9 is shown in Fig. 3.9i. Machine 10 is a field intensified interior permanent magnet
(FI-IPM) machine with its magnet buried in the rotor. This machine is shown in Fig. 3.9j. Finally
machine 11 is also a FI-IPM machine, but with flux barriers on the q-axis as shown in Fig. 3.9k. All of
the FI-PM machines have chorded stator winding configurations to reduce the torque ripple. The rotors
of the SM-FI-PM and FI-IPM machine without barriers also have asymmetrical butterfly rotors to reduce
the torque ripple even further. These FI-PM machines are simulated as half models instead of quarter
models due to the asymmetrical butterfly rotors.
For comparison purposes, a FW-IPM machine which is designed for a fixed gear drivetrain EV, is
included as machine 12. This machine is shown in Fig. 3.9l. The final machine evaluated is machine 13
which is a 6 pole RSM which is to be evaluated in Chapter 12. This machine, which is shown in Fig.
3.9m, is used for a traction mining application with high startup torque, thus SB-PSC is very important.
All eight machines are simulated in the JMAG FE package in order to investigate and compare each
machine’s saliency ratio and -shift performance at its maximum torque per ampere current angle. These
results are shown in Fig. 9.2. The saliency ratios of the four RSM designs (ζ 6-8 & ζ 13) are quite large
throughout their rated region as seen in Fig. 9.2a. The saliency ratios of the FI-PM machines (ζ 9-11) are
all very small in the low current region, but increase almost linearly with current. However, the saliency
ratios of all three FI-PM machines are still lower at rated conditions than that of the RSMs.
The saliency ratio of the SM-FI-PM machine (ζ 9) is very small up until ±50% rated current. Inverter
non-linearities, system noise, limited measurement bandwidth etc. might prevent this small saliency ratio
from being exploited for SB-PSC. The saliency ratio of the FI-IPM machines (ζ 10, ζ 11) however, are
both larger than that of the SM-FI-PM machine throughout the entire rated current region. In contrast to
the increasing saliency ratio of the FI-PM machine, the FW-IPM machines’ (ζ 12) saliency ratio decreases
almost linearly to current. SB-PSC of this machine will not be possible at rated current. It has to be
noted however, that the FW-IPM machine is a water cooled machine, thus it has a much larger current
rating. Nevertheless it is shown that characteristics of the FW-IPM machine are still highlighted.
It is shown in Fig. 9.2b that the saliency shift of the two asymmetric rotor FI-PM machines (γ 9, γ 10)
is fairly constant but large. The saliency shift of the FI-IPM machine (γ 11) with flux barriers however,
is much smaller and coincides more or less with that of the RSMs. The addition of the flux barriers to
the design of the FI-PM machine constraints the flux within definite paths in the rotor, limiting the cross
coupling between the d- and q-axis. This then reduces the saliency shift significantly. It is also shown that
the sign of the saliency shift of the FW-IPM (γ 12) changes direction when the gradient of the saliency
ratio (ζ 12) changes its sign at 0.9 p.u. Furthermore Fig. 9.2b shows that all four RSMs have minimal
saliency shift.
9.4 Measured Saliency Performance of the EV RSM (Machine 7)
Machine 7 is chosen for the Opel Corsa variable gear EV drivetrain, built and evaluated as explained
in [123]. The saliency ratio of machine 7 is measured to compare to the FE simulation results shown in
the previous section. Due to this machine’s very high current rating no drive was available to test this
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machine up to rated load, but measured results up to 0.6 p.u correlate well with the FE results, and thus
it can be assumed that the FE results are accurate up to rated load. The measured and simulated results
are compared in Fig. 9.3.
9.5 Improving the Saliency Ratio and Saliency Shift.
It is shown in the previous sections that it is possible to accurately predict the saliency ratio and -shift
of synchronous machines by means of FE simulations. It thus makes sense to exploit the flexibility and
comfort of FE software to determine how to increase the saliency ratio and decrease the saliency shift of
synchronous machines. It is found in [94] that to increase the saliency ratio of PM machines the tooth
width of the stator should be decreased and the slot opening width should be increased. It is also shown
in [94] that the slot geometry is an effective saliency parameter. The author in [85] states that the d-
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Figure 9.2: Simulated saliency ratio and -shift comparison on the constant current angle curve.
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Figure 9.3: Measured and simulated saliency ratio of machine 7 on the constant current angle curve..
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and q-axis flux linkages are constrained in more definite paths when the rotor has a high number of flux
barriers per pole, thus reducing the cross-coupling effect. The saliency shift is thus reduced when the
cross-coupling between the magnetic d- and q-axis is reduced. Machine 7 is used as a base model to
investigate these effects. Three different modifications are investigated on machine 7:
1. Increasing the number of rotor flux barriers from 3 to 8.
2. Increasing slot opening width from 2.53◦ to 4.23◦.
3. Increasing the number rotor flux barriers from 3 to 8 and increase the slot opening width from 2.53◦
to 4.23◦.
The geometries of the base model (machine 7) and the modified designs are shown in Fig. 9.4. The FE
simulation results of the three described experimental modifications are summarised in Table 9.1. The
aim of the machine modifications are to increase the saliency ratio, ζ, and to minimise the magnitude of
the saliency shift, |γ|. The torque ripple is also evaluated to determine how the modifications affect the
power quality of the machine. None of these machines, including the base machine, are simulated with
skewed rotors to increase the speed of the investigation. It should be noted, however, that the base model
(machine 7) is optimised for maximum torque and minimum torque ripple and the optimisation process
is not applied to the three modified designs. The torque of the based model is chosen as the 1 p.u to
compare to the modified designs.
The results summary of modification 1 in Table 9.1 clearly shows that the magnitude of the saliency
shift decreases when the number of flux barriers per pole are increased. This coincides with the results
shown in [85]. The saliency ratio, however also decreases by 6.94%. The results of modification 2 show
that both the saliency ratio and the saliency shift improve when the slot opening width is increased.
These results also coincide with the results shown in [94]. The saliency shift improvement of modification
2 is more than double than that of machine 1.
The simulation results of modification 3 show that the saliency shift improves even further when the
number of flux barriers per pole is increased as well as the slot opening width increased. This saliency
shift improvement of modification 3 however, is slightly more than that of modification 2 with a reduction
in size of the saliency ratio. The increase in torque ripple of modification 3 is also significantly larger
than the other two modifications. The simulated saliency ratio and -shift curves of the base model and
modifications as a function of current are as shown in Fig. 9.5.
It is important to investigate if and how the machine modifications affect the shaft power quality of the
machine. It is shown in Table 9.1 that the torque ripple of all three modified machine designs are large.
Proper optimisation might however reduce the torque ripple. Another aspect that is to be investigated
is how the losses in the machine are affected. The losses of the base model are compared to those of the
modified designs in Table 9.2. The rotor- and stator losses of the base model are chosen as the 1 p.u value
in this investigation. It is shown in Table 9.2 that iron losses in the stator of all three modified designs
are lower than that of the base model. The iron losses in the rotor of the modified designs however, are
higher. The rotor iron losses of modification 3 are more than twice that of the the base model. It is thus
Table 9.1: Summarised simulated results of experimental modifications made to machine 7.
ζ | γ | TR
Base 53.66% 18.56◦ 13.92 %
Modification 1 ↓ 6.94% ↓ 2.01◦ ↑ 3.97%
Modification 2 ↑ 4.68% ↓ 4.61◦ ↑ 3.66%
Modification 3 ↓ 2.93% ↓ 4.9◦ ↑ 8.78%
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(a) Base model. (b) Modification 1.
(c) Modification 2. (d) Modification 3.
Figure 9.4: Geometry of the base- and modified RSMs.
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Figure 9.5: FE simulated saliency ratio and saliency shift of the base model and modified designs on the
constant current angle curve.
important from a efficiency point of view that proper optimisation methods be used to reduce the rotor
losses if any of these modifications are to be considered.
9.6 Summary
Saliency ratio- and saliency shift equations are used to calculate the saliency performance of different
synchronous machines types and sizes on a per-unit scale. These equations give an indication of the
saliency-based position sensorless control (SB-PSC) capability of the machine. Measurements of a HEV
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Table 9.2: Comparison of losses obtained from FE.
Rotor core [pu] Stator core [pu]
Base 1 1
Modification 1 1.4 0.82
Modification 2 1.53 0.85
Modification 3 2.16 0.75
RSM are used to confirm that it is possible to accurately predict the saliency ratio of a machine with
finite element (FE) simulations. The saliency ratio and -shift of the investigated RSMs show that the
RSM has favourable characteristics for SB-PSC.
The saliency ratio simulation results of three field intensified permanent magnet (FI-PM) machines
and a field weakening interior permanent magnet (FW-IPM) machine are compared to those of the RSMs.
It is found that the saliency ratio of the RSM is higher than that of the FI-PM machines throughout
the entire rated current region. It is also shown that the saliency ratio of the FW-IPM machine declines
steeply as the current increases.
Simulation results show that the saliency ratio of all three FI-PM machines increase with current, as
expected. It is found however, that the FI-PM machine configuration with the magnet on the surface
(SM-FI-PM) has a large region at small currents where SB-PSC might not be possible. It is found that
the saliency ratio of the two field intensified interior permanent magnet machines (FI-IPM) are larger
than that of the SM-FI-PM machine in the entire rated current region.
FE simulation results show that the saliency shift of the two FI-PM machines without flux barriers are
significantly larger than that of the FI-IPM machine with flux barriers. The saliency shift of the FI-IPM
machine with flux barriers correlates well with that of the investigated RSMs.
Furthermore it is shown with simulation results that the saliency ratio of the RSM is reduced when
the number of flux barriers per pole are increased. The saliency shift however, improves. It is also shown
that both the saliency ratio and -shift improve when the width of the stator slot opening is increased. It
is found that it is unwise to increase the number of flux barriers per pole as well as the stator slot opening
due to a large increase in torque ripple.
FE simulations are used to investigate the effect of the machine modifications on the iron losses in the
machine. It is found that the stator iron losses are reduced with all three modifications, but there is a
increase in rotor losses. It is thus concluded that proper optimisation methods should be used to reduce
the losses in the machine if these modifications are considered to improve the SB-PSC performance of the
machine.
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Chapter 10
Position Sensorless Controlled
Reluctance Synchronous Wind
Generator with a LC Inverter Output
Filter
A brief literature study is provided in this section regarding variable speed wind turbines, reluctance
synchronous generators (RSGs) and position sensorless control (PSC) of wind turbines. A RSG setup is
proposed and laboratory measured results are provided in the final section.
10.0.1 Variable Speed Wind Turbines
The generator side of a wind turbine must have the ability to vary its speed to match the aerodynamic
behaviour of the turbine rotor for maximum power conversion [124]. It is well known that the power
captured from the wind turbine can be modelled with (10.1) [125].
Pt =
1
2
ρairpir
2
bv
3
wCp(λ, β) (10.1)
λ =
wmrb
vw
(10.2)
In (10.1), ρair is the air mass density, rb the radius of the rotor sweep area, vw the wind speed and
finally Cp is the turbine power coefficient [125]. The turbine power coefficient is a function of the blade
pitch angle β, and the tip speed ratio, λ defined as in (10.2) [125]. In (10.2), wm is the blade tip speed.
Maximum power coefficient is achieved by having a constant tip speed ratio, thus maximum turbine power
is achieved by varying the turbine speed [124].
The standard squirrel-cage induction generator (SCIG) with a multi-stage gearbox is a fixed speed
wind turbine configuration as the SCIG is directly connected to the grid. Two variable speed wind turbine
concepts are favoured in the industry. The first is the most widely used generator, the doubly fed induction
generator (DFIG) with a multi-stage gearbox and a small scale converter [126]. The power rating of the
converter is approximately 25% of the rated power of the generator [124]. Speed variation of ± 30%
synchronous speed is achieved by varying the frequency and the current in the rotor windings [126]. This
turbine setup is attractive from a costs point of view due to the partial size converter [127]. The drawbacks
of this system however, are the use of slip rings and controllability issues during grid faults [127].
The second industry favoured variable speed wind turbine configuration has a full scale converter.
The generator is electrically decoupled from the grid by the DC bus of the converter. Topologies
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vary from SCIG’s, wound rotor synchronous generators and permanent magnet synchronous generators
(PMSGs) [127]. Also, drivetrains vary from multi-stage gearboxes, reduced stage gearboxes and direct
drive topologies with multi-pole PM generators. It is reported in [127] that the advantages of the full
scale converter setup over the partial converter DFIG setup are the possible elimination of slip rings, full
speed- and power controllability, better grid support and better grid code compliance. All the power is
controlled by the converter, thus the full scale converter will add extra losses to the wind energy conver-
sion (WEC) system. The full speed controllability might however mitigate the added drive losses [128].
It is suggested in [126] that variable speed wind turbines with full scale converters will dominate in large
wind farm topologies in the future.
10.0.2 Control Of Converter-Fed Wind Turbines
The control structure for a general wind turbine system, as presented in [127, 129–131], is shown in Fig.
10.1. The current is controlled on the generator side to control the torque and thus the rotor speed for
maximum power generation [127]. The grid side converter has the advantage of controlling the active
and reactive power to and from the grid [128]. Wind turbine specific control include maximum power
point tracking (MPPT), pitch control, low voltage ride through and providing grid support [127]. The
DC link is equipped with a chopper to prevent over voltage [127]. External energy storage units can also
be connected to the DC bus to manage active power flow into the grid [127].
It is still not clear whether direct torque control (DTC) or field oriented control (FOC) are best suited
for control of wind turbines. Some large wind turbine manufactures have completely adopted DTC in
their position sensorless wind turbine converters [132]. A FOC method for industrial wind turbines is
presented in [133] where the voltage phases and fundamental model methods are used to extract a rotor
angle. In [134], simulation tools are used to compare the performance of a DTC and FOC controlled
direct drive variable speed PMSG for large wind turbines. It is shown in [134] that very similar results
are obtained with both control strategies.
FOC exhibits good torque response, accurate speed control and achieves full torque at zero speed [134].
FOC, however needs to be extended to be position sensorless so as to avoid using fragile position sensors.
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Figure 10.1: General control structure for a variable speed wind turbine system.
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The advantages of DTC is its dynamic behaviour and that it is inherently position sensorless. The main
disadvantages of DTC are the variable switching frequency, high torque pulsations and fast sampling time
requirements [134]. The DTC method can be extended with space vector modulation (SVM). The DTC-
SVM method has the advantage of a constant switching frequency and reduced torque ripple compared
to DTC [135]. The electrical rotor position is also a requirement for DTC-SVM methods, however thus
also needs to be extended to be position sensorless [136].
10.0.3 Inverter Output Low Pass Filter
In [137] and [138] it is stated that the rectangular waveform created by PWM inverters can cause several
problems on the machine cables and at the machine terminals. It is therefore suggested that a LC filter
be inserted between the inverter and the machine to ensure sinusoidal machine voltages and to reduce the
overvoltage peaks caused by the fast voltage rise time and switching frequency. This filter is referred to
as a du/dt filter and is used in various industry converters [130, 131, 139]. This also allows for the usage
of standard machines without additional stress designs and helps to avoid motor de-rating [137].
LC filters on long cables also prevent voltage reflections which may cause voltages spikes of twice the
DC bus voltage at the motor terminals damaging the machine insulation [137,138,140,141]. The rate of
voltage rise can also cause bearing currents to circulate in the machine and electromagnetic interference
which can be prevented with an inverter output LC filter [138,141]. Various commercial industry retailers
of du/dt filters for wind turbines are available [142,143].
10.0.4 The Inverter-Fed Reluctance Synchronous Generator
Not much literature exists on the subject of inverter-fed RSGs. In [144], a finite element (FE) package is
used to simulate a 6 pole reluctance synchronous wind generator system. The simulation results in [144]
however, are not verified by measured results. A voltage source inverter fed RSG is proposed in [145]
and [146]. The proposed super high speed reluctance generator application is aimed at aircraft carriers,
space shuttles and deep sea marine engines. The implementation in [145] and [146] requires an encoder
and has no inverter output LC filter. An axial laminated RSG is proposed in [147] where it is shown
that the iron losses in the machine contribute to the power factor of the reluctance motor, but reduce the
power factor of the reluctance generator [147]. The author in [147] showed that for high efficiency and
power factor the inductance ratio, Ld/Lq, of the RSG needs to be high.
In [126], PMs are added to a reluctance rotor to improve operating performance. This is referred to as
a PM assisted RSG. Optimal current control is derived from the torque equation and used for maximum
power control [126]. This generator is controlled with positive d-axis current and negative q-axis current.
Fast dynamic response is obtained in [126]. A position sensor is used for vector control in [126] and no
LC filter is used. A conceptional PM-assisted RSG for mild hybrid vehicles with a large constant speed
range is proposed in [148]. A position sensor is used for vector control and no LC filter is used [148].
10.0.5 Position Sensorless Controlled Variable Speed Generators
The axial laminated RSG presented in [147], is controlled position sensorless with a model based DTC
implementation in [149]. The method proposed in [149] is only able to control the generator in the
medium to high speed region. Simulation and measured results are thus all at high speed. No LC filter
is used with this implementation. A few DTC methods are proposed for control of PMSGs without a
LC filters [136, 150]. It can be stated however, that the efficiency measurements obtained in [150] are
sub par compared to what has come to be expected of PM machines. This might be due to the DTC
implementation not being extended to incorporated SVM.
A wide variety of vector position sensorless control (PSC) methods for variable speed PMSGs without
LC filters are presented in literature [151–154]. Most of these proposed methods rely on fundamental
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or model based methods only and thus only control the generator in the medium to high speed region
[152–154].
According to [155] an inverter output LC filter can cause many well known PSC methods to fail at
standstill. A saliency based PWM injection method, which is able to estimate the electrical angle of a
PMSM, with an inverter output filter is proposed in [155]. The drawback of this method is the need to
measure the stator current on the machine side of the LC filter. The stator and inverter current can differ
due to the effect of the filter, thus the inverter current needs to be measured as well to prevent damage
to the drive. A similar method is presented in [156] for an undersea propulsion system.
In [157], a PMSM is controlled position sensorless with an output LC filter. A model based scheme is
used for PSC in the medium to high speed range [157]. The observer matrix is deactivated at startup and
low speeds, allowing the controller to run without correctional feedback. This is due to the model based
scheme’s inability to function at standstill and low speeds. Large position estimation errors are exhibited
in the low speed range in [157]. This implementation however, measures the stator currents and voltages
on the machine side of the filter. It is found in [157] that the position estimation degrades proportional
to increasing angular velocity due to the low pass filtering of the phase voltages and sampling delays.
A high frequency injection PSC (HFI-PSC) method is used in [68] to control a PMSM with an inverter
output LC filter. In this implementation the only measured quantities are the inverter phase current and
the DC bus voltage. A mathematical model of the machine and the filter is used to estimate the stator
quantities by deriving linear machine equations in [68].
10.0.6 Literature Study Summary
Literature regarding inverter fed RSGs is very limited. No literature could be found on a RSGs controlled
with FOC PSC methods. Literature regarding reluctance synchronous machines (RSMs) with LC inverter
output filters, with or without a position sensor, is also very limited. The closest match that could be
found is in [158], where a LC filter is used with a solid rotor RSM to reduce the rotor losses. A common
problem with position sensorless controlled synchronous machines with inverter output filters is limited
controllability through the entire rated speed range. Another common problem is that current and
voltage probes are either used on the inverter- or machine side of the LC filter. Inverter current needs
to be measured to protect the drive. Stator current and voltages on the machine side of the inverter are
necessary for accurate MPPT and PSC. Linearised mathematical models of the generator are often used
to estimate stator quantities. Other literature also considered in this study includes [159–163].
10.1 Proposed Reluctance Synchronous Generator Setup
It is pointed out in [124] that a wind turbine system with a lower efficiency that delivers energy at a lower
cost is a better solution than a high efficiency, high cost system. It is thus important to minimise the cost
of energy delivered [124]. A converter-fed RSG is proposed as an alternative to conventional variable speed
concepts. The RSG is cheaper to manufacture than SCIGs, DFIGs, wound rotor synchronous generators
and PMSGs. Not only is manufacturing of the RSG cheap, but research has also shown that the efficiency
of the RSM compares well to that of the induction machine, if not better [12,13].
The RSG is brushless and is able to perform variable speed operation through the entire speed range
unlike the DFIG which has brushes. As discussed in the introduction, a variable speed wind generator,
as the proposed turbine setup, will allow maximum power transfer from the turbine. The RSG is a high
speed machine and will thus use a similar multi-stage gearbox as the SCIG and the DFIG. The high
efficiency and single stage, or no gearbox, setup of the PMSG seems more attractive than the multi-stage
gearbox RSG setup. The disadvantage of the PMSG turbine setup however, are the large quantities of
expensive PM material that is used and the increased nacelle mass. Manufacturing complexity is also
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high for large power PMSGs. The RSG can thus be seen as an attractive alternative to the conventional
fixed speed and variable speed wind turbine setups.
The aim is to propose and implement a RSG WEC system that is robust, reliable and requires
minimum maintenance. It is well known that the RSG is robust and reliable. The proposed turbine setup
will thus not make sense if some other part of the WEC system is unreliable. It is reported in [164] that
±14% of turbine failures per year are as a result of frequency converter failure contributing to 18% of the
yearly turbine downtime. Converter failure results in the second longest turbine downtime accumulated
hours per year after pitch control failure [164].
Recently some companies have started installing the converter in the tower base instead of the nacelle
[5, 131]. Some of the benefits listed in [5] are: “reduced nacelle weight and size, vibrations sensitive
components are stationary, more efficient maintenance and easier to replace components if necessary.”
The power converter location of the AREVA M5000-116 wind turbines, situated in the Alpha Ventus
offshore wind farm off the coast of Germany, are also located in the tower base [165]. A diagram of the
tower layout from the WinWind3 catalogue is shown in Fig. 10.2 [5].
The proposed RSG setup is as shown in Fig. 10.3. This implementation allows all the power electronics
and controllers to be stationed on the ground. Although this will not necessarily improve the reliability
of the converter it might reduce the downtime of the turbine during maintenance of the converter. The
weight of the nacelle is thus also reduced. An inverter LC filter is a necessity especially if the cables from
the converter to the machine are quite long as in this case. The LC inverter output filter will ensure
sinusoidal machine voltages to reduce insulation deterioration, bearing currents and EMI. The LC filter
also allows unshielded cables to be used.
The only measurable quantities in the proposed setup are the DC bus voltage and the inverter current.
No additional measuring probes are necessary, thus reducing the risk of device failure. The most important
feature of this setup is the omission of the position sensor. It is close to impossible to connect a high
resolution position sensor to the machine and to locate the control unit in the tower base. By omitting this
sensor the robustness of the entire turbine setup is increased. Only the generator side of the converter,
which is highlighted in blue in Fig. 10.3, is considered in this thesis. Subscript i in Fig 10.3 identifies
inverter quantities, i.e. the voltage or current on the inverter side of the filter. Subscript s identifies the
stator quantities. The symbol dabc represents the inverter switching states.
Figure 10.2: Tower layout of the WinWind3 wind turbine [5].
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Figure 10.3: Proposed reluctance synchronous generator wind turbine setup.
10.2 The Reluctance Synchronous Generator
Machine 5 is used as the RSG and is listed in Table 3.1 as a 17.25 kW machine at 90 Hz. High speed
operation will not be required, thus this machine is rated as a 9.6 kW RSG at 50 Hz. The RSM has four
operating regions as shown in Fig. 10.4a. Quadrants 1 and 3 are motoring regions and 2 and 4 generator
regions. The RSG is controlled in quadrant 4 (shaded quadrant) within this investigation.
Derived equations in [147] show that the RSG operates at maximum efficiency if the copper and iron
losses of the d-axis current equal the the copper and iron losses of the q-axis current. Iron losses are
developed mainly due to the d-axis current and copper losses mainly due to the q-axis current [147]. The
RSG thus operates at maximum efficiency when Pcu = Piron [147]. Finally, [147] states that the maximum
efficiency and power factor of the reluctance generator decrease as the number of pole pairs increase. It
can thus be concluded from the work done in [147], that different design rules should exist for designing
reluctance synchronous generators than for reluctance synchronous motors. It is thus important to point
out that the RSG used in this investigation is designed for optimal motor performance, but it will still be
possible to investigate the validity of RSG drives with this machine.
The measured efficiency and power of the evaluated RSG, as a function of current, are shown in Fig.
10.4b. The efficiency is quite satisfactory for a non PM machine. The generator torque and power of a
variable speed wind turbine are usually varied during MPPT for maximum power transfer. It is shown in
Fig. 10.4b that the efficiency of this RSG increases slightly below its rated power rating. This machine
will thus perform well with MPPT.
10.3 Inverter Output LC Filter and Stator Quantities Estimations
The addition of the LC filter complicates the control structure of the RSG, especially with PSC methods
as will be explained in this section. The cut-off frequency of the LC inverter output filter needs to be
designed to be well below the switching frequency of the drive, but higher than the fundamental frequency
of the machine. The transfer function of the LC filter is as shown in (10.3). In (10.3), Lf , Cf and Rf
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(b) Measured efficiency of the RSG at rated speed.
Figure 10.4: The 9.6 kW RSG.
are the filter inductance, capacitance and series resistance respectively. The cut-off frequency can be
calculated with (10.4) [166].
Hd(s) = Hq(s) =
1
LfCf
s2 + s
Rf
Lf
+
1
LfCf
(10.3)
fo =
ωo
2pi
=
1
2pi
√
LfCf
(10.4)
By neglecting the speed voltage terms of the machine equations in (2.7) and (2.8), the machine transfer
function can be derived as an inductive and resistive load as shown by (10.5) and (10.6).
id(s)
ud(s)
=
1
Lds+Rs
(10.5)
iq(s)
uq(s)
=
1
Lqs+Rs
(10.6)
The machine and filter parameters are summarised in Table 10.1. To evaluate the effect of the LC filter
on the plant it is necessary to evaluate the combination of the LC filter and plant transfer function. The
bode plot of the d- and q-axis transfer functions at rated conditions are displayed in Figs. 10.5a and 10.5b.
The combination of the plant transfer functions and LC filter are also plotted in Figs. 10.5a and 10.5b.
These graphs clearly show that the filter adds a resonance frequency to the plant and cuts off after fo.
The importance of this resonance frequency with respect to the PSC of the generator will be explained
later.
It is shown in Fig. 10.3 that the only measurable quantities in the proposed WEC system are the DC
bus voltage and the inverter current. The inverter- and the stator currents however, are not the same,
due to the current flow in the capacitor. The inverter or reference control voltages are also not equal to
the stator voltage during transients.
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Table 10.1: Machine and LC filter parameters.
Machine Parameters
Stator resistance Rs 0.15 Ω
Direct-axis inductance Ld 23.8 mH
Quadrature-axis inductance Lq 4.41 mH
Pole pairs Np 2
Rated speed 1500 rev/min
Rated current (rms) 40 A
Rated torque 61 Nm
Rated power 9.6 kW
Constant current angle φ 67◦
Rated saliency ratio γ 0.53
Rated saliency shift ζ 18.63o
Drive Parameters
Switching frequency Fs 6.1 kHz
Sampling frequency fs 12.2 kHz
DC bus voltage udc 540 V
LC Filter Parameters
Inductance Lf 1.33 mH
Capacitance Cf 25 µF
Series resistance Rf 0.2 Ω
Cut-off frequency fo 872.82 Hz
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(a) Bode plot of the D-axis transfer function.
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(b) Bode plot of the Q-axis transfer function.
Figure 10.5: Bode plots of the RSG with and without the inverter output filter.
The effect of the difference in inverter and stator quantities on the RSG control structure can be sum-
marised as:
• isi = is∗s 6= iss : The reference currents in the control structure and the stator current are not equal,
therefore affecting the MPPT of the generator.
• isi 6= iss & us∗s 6= uss: Flux linkage estimations which are used with the fundamental saliency position
sensorless control (FS-PSC) method will be inaccurate and can thus cause this method to fail.
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Adding stator current and -voltage measurement probes is possible, but it is preferable not to add any
additional measuring probes to the WEC system. The stator currents and -voltages are measured in
[155, 167], however the inverter currents should also be measured to prevent damage to the inverter.
In [68] and [168] the author used a linear mathematical derivation of the machine as well as the LC filter
model to calculate the stator voltages and -currents. The machine used in [68] and [168] however, has
nearly constant d- and q-axis inductances. The d- and q-axis inductance of the RSG is non-linear as a
function of current, and lookup tables will be necessary if this method is to be used with the RSG. It
is thus proposed to use only the mathematical model of the filter to estimate the stator currents and
-voltages. The combined RSG and LC filter voltage equation in vector format in the αβ reference frame
is as in (10.7).
usi = Lf
disi
dt
+ uss +Rf i
s
i (10.7)
The machine’s stator voltage is equal to the voltage across the filter capacitor, i.e.
uss =
1
Cf
∫
ic dt (10.8)
Now substitute (10.8) into (10.7) and rewrite into its Laplace equivalent equation:
usi (s) = sLfi
s
i (s) +
1
sCf
ic(s) +Rf i
s
i (s) (10.9)
It is assumed that the rate of change of the current in the machine is much lower than that of the capacitor
during transients. This assumption validates (10.10) and is used to derive (10.12)
isi (s) = ic(s) = sCfu
s
s(s) (10.10)
usi (s) = s
2LfCfu
s
s(s) +
1
sCf
sCfu
s
s(s) + sRfCfu
s
s(s) (10.11)
= (s2LfCf + sRfCf + 1)u
s
s(s) (10.12)
Reshuﬄing yields
uss(s) =
(usi (s)− sRfCfuss(s)− uss(s)
s2LfCf
)
(10.13)
Equations (10.13) and (10.8) can be used to estimate the stator voltage and the capacitor current. The
capacitor current can be used to calculate the actual machine current. This estimation scheme is displayed
in Fig. 10.6.
10.4 Position Sensorless Control Implementation
The LC filter is designed to remove the switching frequency harmonics of the drive. It is shown in Chapter
5 that the arbitrary injection PSC (AI-PSC) method injects voltage pulses at half the switching frequency
to exploit the machine saliency for PSC. The injection voltages will thus be filtered out if this method is
used with an inverter output filter with a low cut-off frequency, as in this case. The AI assisted hybrid
PSC method is thus not a plausible PSC method for this application.
The PSC method used is the HFI assisted hybrid PSC method. The stator quantities that are
estimated with the method displayed in Fig. 10.6 are used for PSC. The estimated stator current is also
used as feedback for the current controller instead of the inverter current. The working of this setup is
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Figure 10.6: Schematic of stator quantity estimation method.
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Figure 10.7: Position sensorless controller.
shown in Fig. 10.7. Transformation between reference frames is done with transformation matrices T
and T−1.
The machine and filter transfer function frequency response in Fig. 10.5 shows that a peak resonance
frequency is created by the filter. This peak needs to be above the fundamental frequency but low enough
to ensure sinusoidal phase voltages. This resonance peak can be used to design the control parameters
for the HFI-PSC method. The injected voltage will be amplified if its frequency is chosen in the vicinity
of the resonance frequency allowing the injection voltage magnitude to be reduced. However, if the
injection frequency is too close to the resonance frequency, the HF stator voltages and -currents might be
dangerously high [68].
As stated by [68] it is advisable to choose the injection frequency just below the resonance frequency
to prevent dangerously high stator quantities, but high enough to allow the filter to boost the HF current
response. The filter thus aids the HFI-PSC with this methodology instead of damping HF response.
The injection frequency for this system is thus chosen at 716 Hz by experimental implementation. The
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injection voltage is reduced from 66 V to 33 V by using the LC filter to boost the HF current response.
The FS-PSC method is used to control the generator in the medium to high speed regions as part
of the hybrid PSC methodology. This method makes use of lookup tables for position estimation. The
FS-PSC lookup tables of machine 5 are generated from FE simulated flux maps. It is found that the
performance of the FS-PSC method is unstable if the inverter quantities are used instead of the estimated
stator quantities. The derived stator quantities estimation method thus stabilises the FS-PSC method.
Also, this method makes use of a load dependent compensation curve to compensate for non-linearities
within the machine. It is also found that this curve should be calculated through measurements with the
LC filter and the estimated stator quantities for the best performance.
10.5 Measured Results
A laboratory test bench is used to test and evaluate the 9.6 kW RSG drive system. A diagram of the
test bench is as shown in Fig. 10.8. Two of the rapid prototyping systems (RPSs) are each connected
to a VSD. The one VSD has a 3-phase LC filter connected between its output terminals and the 9.6 kW
RSG. The rotor position, θm, of the RSG is measured with a rotary encoder and fed back to the RPS.
This measured position and speed are however not used in the control of the RSG, but only to determine
the quality of the PSC method.
The RSG is connected via a torque sensor (TS) to a 45 kW induction machine (IM) that emulates the
turbine and gearbox system. A personal computer (PC) is connected to the TS and is used to measure and
record the shaft torque, power and speed. The IM is controlled with a simple open loop V/Hz method.
The RPS allows the user to program and implement specific speed and/or torque steps via the IM to the
RSG drive system. The DC buses of the two VSDs are connected allowing the power to circulate within
the system. The controller parameters, as implemented on the RPS, are shown in Table 10.2.
10.5.1 Evaluation of the LC filter and stator quantities estimation method
High voltage differential probes are used to measure the line-line voltage on both sides of the LC filter
to investigate its effectiveness. Rated load is applied by the position sensorless controlled RSG while
the IM keeps the frequency fixed at 50 Hz. The results are as shown in Fig. 10.9. It is shown in Fig.
10.9a that the inverter voltage, uiab is rectangular. The rectangular shape is caused by the switching of
the semi-conductors. The machine terminal voltage, usab, is also shown in Fig. 10.9a. This voltage is
sinusoidal as a result of the LC inverter output filter. The FFT of the inverter voltage, uiab, is as shown
in Fig. 10.9b. It is clear that the inverter voltage is very noisy. The FFT of the stator voltage, usab, in
Fig. 10.9c shows that almost all of the switching harmonics are filtered out by the LC filter and only the
fundamental 50 Hz harmonic remains.
IMTSRSG
VSD VSD
LC
RPS
θm
PC
RPS
Udc
Power
Figure 10.8: Diagram of laboratory setup used to test the RSG drive system.
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Table 10.2: Rapid prototype system controller parameters for position sensorless speed controlled
machine 5.
HFI
Current proportional gain kp 0.6 V/A
Current time constant Ti 9.764 ms
PLL proportional gain kpPLL 40 rad/s
PLL time constant TPLL 24.41 ms
Current LPF LPFi 2441 rad/s
Speed LPF LPFs 48.82 rad/s
PLL LPF LPFPLL 976.4 rad/s
Injection voltage uc 33.3 V
Injection frequency ωc 4500 rad/s
FS
Current proportional gain kp 3 V/A
Current time constant Ti 36.615 ms
PLL proportional gain kpPLL 220 rad/s
PLL time constant TPLL 24.41 ms
Speed LPF LPFs 19.53 rad/s
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(a) Measured line-line inverter and stator voltage.
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(c) FFT of measured line-line stator voltage.
Figure 10.9: Measured line-line voltage on the inverter and machine side of the LC inverter output filter.
High voltage differential probes are used in a second test to measure the a-phase voltages while generating
rated power with the hybrid PSC method. The measured inverter phase voltage, uia, is shown in Fig.
10.10a. The measured stator phase voltage, usa, applied to the machine terminals as well as the estimated
phase voltage, uˆsa, are also shown in Fig. 10.10a. These results show that the phase voltage applied to
the machine is sinusoidal due to the LC low pass filter. It is also shown in Fig. 10.10a that the estimation
scheme (Fig. 10.6) is successful in estimating the stator phase voltage. There is however a slight phase
difference between the measured- and estimated stator voltage. The FFT of the a-phase inverter voltage,
as shown in Fig. 10.10b, shows that this voltage signal is very noisy. The FFT of the stator phase voltage
and the estimated stator phase voltage correlate well as shown in in Fig. 10.10c where only one distinct
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fundamental harmonic is shown.
Finally, a current measuring probe is used to measure the a-phase stator current, isa while generating
rate power. This measured current is shown in Fig. 10.11a as well as the measured inverter current, iia
and the estimated stator current iˆsa. Figure 10.11b is a zoomed in window of Fig. 10.11a and shows that
the inverter- and stator current differ during the negative peak of the sine wave. It is shown in Fig. 10.11
that the stator quantity estimation scheme (Fig. 10.6) is able to estimate the stator current during the
negative peak of the sine wave within a satisfactory degree of accuracy.
The measured results of this section show that sinusoidal voltages are supplied to the terminals of the
RSG via the LC filter. It is also shown that the performance of the derived voltage and current estimation
method is satisfactory.
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(a) Measured and estimated phase inverter and stator
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Figure 10.10: Measured and estimated phase voltage on the inverter and machine side of the LC inverter
output filter.
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Figure 10.11: Measured and estimated phase current at full load.
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10.5.2 Torque reference-based maximum power point tracking
The objective of MPPT is to adjust the tip speed of the turbine blades to operate on the maximum
power point curve of the turbine as the wind speed varies [136]. The optimal tip speed ratio, λopt, will
maximise the turbine power coefficient, Cmaxp . The optimal tip speed ratio is constant and defined as in
(10.14) [136]. The wind speed is rewritten in (10.15) as a function of the optimal tip speed and tip speed
ratio.
λopt =
wmoptrb
vw
; Cmaxp (λopt) (10.14)
vw =
wmoptrb
λopt
(10.15)
The generator torque is written as in (10.16). Equations, (10.1) and (10.15) can be substituted in (10.16) to
calculate the optimum shaft torque as in (10.17) [6,136,169]. Kopt is the wind turbine constant. Equation
(10.17) can be used in the control structure as the reference torque with the estimated mechanical speed
of the generator as in (10.18) [136]. It is thus clear that the wind speed is not needed to implement torque
reference-base MPPT.
Tm =
Pm
wm
(10.16)
Tmopt = Koptw
2
mopt (10.17)
T ∗m = Koptωˆ
2
m (10.18)
The maximum torque curve equation can be calculated by determining Kopt. Alternatively, the maximum
torque curve can be measured as a function of machine speed [169]. An example of such a maximum
power- and torque curve, as presented in [6], is shown in Fig 10.12. The reference torque trajectory can
be derived mathematically as a function of rotor speed [169,170]. Alternatively lookup tables can be used
with an interpolation function to determine the reference generator torque. The relation between the
RSM torque and current can be used to calculate the reference current needed to fit the optimal torque
curve. Torque reference-based MPPT is thus implemented in this project as in Fig. 10.13.
The optimal torque curves of wind turbines are usually propriety information of the manufacturer.
An optimal torque curve is thus created for this project for laboratory testing. Equation (10.19) is the
(a) Power versus speed characteristics. (b) Torque versus speed characteristics.
Figure 10.12: Wind turbine characteristics [6].
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ωˆm Tm
K
ir∗s
Figure 10.13: Torque reference-based MPPT implementation.
assumed MPPT function used for laboratory testing. This function is derived to allow rated power
generation at rated generator speed.
i
r∗
s =
irated
ωrated
∗ ωˆm (10.19)
The reference current, as calculated from (10.19), is low pass filtered with a digital low pass filter in the
control structure. This ensures that smooth torque is always applied by the generator even during wind
spikes
10.5.3 Evaluation of the position sensorless controlled RSG
The next step is to verify the combined effectiveness of the, MPPT, hybrid PSC and stator quantity
estimation method. The generator speed and torque is measured and stored during testing with the torque
and speed sensor device. The MPPT equation, (10.19), is used oﬄine in MATLAB with the measured
speed to calculate reference generator current, ir∗s . The calculated reference current is interpolated in
MATLAB on the three dimensional torque map of the machine to calculate the MPPT reference torque
as shown in (10.20). The three dimensional torque map, as shown in Fig. 10.14, is acquired from the
JMAG flux mappings procedure.
Tm(FE) = LUT (i
r∗
s ) (10.20)
Tm(FE) is thus the MPPT reference torque. The MPPT reference torque is compared to the measured
generator torque. Figure 10.15 is a schematic representation of how this procedure is implemented.
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Figure 10.14: 3D torque lookup table of the RSG generated from FE software .
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The results of a speed ramp test are shown in Fig. 10.16. In this test the IM ramps its speed up from
standstill to rated frequency. The measured speed sensor speed is shown in Fig. 10.16a, the measured
torque sensor torque (Tm(T )) and MPPT FE torque (Tm(FE)) in Fig. 10.16b, and finally the measured
shaft power (Pm(TS)) and the MPPT FE calculated power (Pm(FE)) are shown in Fig. 10.16c. It is
clear that the torque and power of the position sensorless controlled RSG drive correlates well with the
MPPT torque and -power. In a second test a speed step is applied by the IM from 0.9 p.u to 1.022 p.u
as shown in Fig. 10.17. Again the measured results in Fig. 10.17 correlate well with the MPPT reference
values.
It is well known that the addition of a LC inverter output filter can damp the dynamic response of the
inverter-fed electrical machine. The filter can also affect the machine’s PSC performance. The dynamic
ωˆe i
r∗
s
Plant
Tm(T)
ωm(S)
(10.19)
ir∗s
LUT
Tm(FE)
Oﬄine
Speed
Sensor
Torque
Sensor
Controller
(10.19)
Figure 10.15: Method of comparing measured torque of the RSG with the MPPT reference torque obtained
from FE.
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Figure 10.16: Measured speed ramp test of the position sensorless controlled RSG drive.
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Figure 10.17: Measured speed step in the mid speed region of the position sensorless controlled RSG
drive.
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Figure 10.18: Measured dynamic test of the position sensorless controlled RSG drive.
behaviour of the position sensorless controlled RSG with the inverter ouput filter is investigated by varying
generator speed sinusoidally with the IM as shown in Fig. 10.18a. The MPPT reference torque should
also vary sinusoidally as a function of speed according to (10.19). The machine response at different
frequencies and amplitudes is investigated. The results of one of these tests are displayed in Fig. 10.18.
The results in Fig. 10.18 show that the HFI assisted hybrid PSC method is able to control the RSG
dynamically, even though the conditions are more dynamic than what is expected of a wind generator. It
is shown in Fig. 10.18b however, that there are instances where the measured torque (Tm(T )) does not
correlate with the MPPT torque (Tm(FE)). This as result of the digital low pass filter in the control
structure, implemented to smooth out the generator torque. The low pass filter of the estimated speed,
which is used in (10.19), also affects the MPPT. The dynamic performance, however is still satisfactory.
10.6 Summary
A position sensorless controlled reluctance synchronous generator (RSG) with a LC inverter output filter
for high speed wind generators is proposed and evaluated. The proposed generator configuration allows
the converter to be stationed in the turbine tower instead of the nacelle. This configuration has weight
advantages and possible converter maintenance advantages. It is shown that an estimation scheme is
derived to estimate stator quantities to avoid the need for additional sensors on the machine side of the
LC filter. The derived estimation method only uses the filter parameters to calculate the stator current
and -voltage.
Experimental evaluation shows that the LC filter ensures sinusoidal stator voltages. It is also shown
that the derived estimation method is successful in estimating the stator quantities, hence eliminating
the need for additional measuring probes.
The high frequency injection (HFI) assisted hybrid position sensorless control (PSC) method is pro-
posed to control the RSG. The arbitrary injection (AI) assisted hybrid PSC method is not considered due
to its incompatibility with the LC filter. The injection frequency of the HFI-PSC method is chosen just
below the resonance frequency of the filter to boost the HF current response. By carefully choosing the
injection frequency it was possible to halve the size of the injection voltage. Care was taken to measure
the compensation curve of the fundamental saliency position sensorless control (FS-PSC) method with
the LC filter connected.
Laboratory tests show that it is possible to control the RSG position sensorless with a LC inverter
output filter and the proposed stator quantity estimation method. Results show good correlation between
the reference MPPT torque and the measured torque. Measured results shows good dynamic response of
the RSG.
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Chapter 11
Position Sensorless Controlled
Reluctance Synchronous Machine for a
Variable Gear Electric Vehicle
Drivetrain
A summary of commercially available electric vehicles (EV’s) and selected hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs)
is shown in Table B.1 in Appendix B. Most commercially available electric vehicles (EVs) make use of a
single induction-(IM) or permanent magnet (PM) machine drivetrain as shown in Table B.1 [171]. The
Renault EV models have wound rotor synchronous machines. Some of the older and smaller EV’s still
use DC machines.
The DC machine consists of a wound rotor with a brush commutator and a stationary field excitation
[21, 171]. Excitation in the stator can either be done with coils or PMs. The DC machine is a well
established technology and easy to control [172]. DC machines have a low power density and lower
efficiency than the three phase machines considered for EV applications [171, 173]. The wound rotor
synchronous machine also makes use of brushes for rotor field excitation [21]. The magnetic flux linkage
can be regulated allowing this machine to operate in a large constant power speed range without flux
weakening [171,174]. Joule losses however, put the efficiency of this machine lower than other synchronous
machines without rotor currents [171,175]. One advantage of the IM is its simple method of construction
[171]. Torque is induced in this machine by the rotor slip [21]. The IM technology is well developed,
inexpensive and reliable. The efficiency of the IM compares to that of the RSM [12, 13]. The IM does
however sacrifice efficiency in the extended constant power speed range [171,172].
PM machines are very attractive for HEV and EV applications due to their high efficiency, good
power factor, high torque density and compact design [171, 176, 177]. The surface mounted permanent
magnet synchronous machine (SPMSM) is commonly used in HEVs [176]. This machine however, has
a very limited constant power speed range [178]. The interior permanent magnet synchronous machine
(IPMSM) is favoured for newer generations EV and HEVs [175, 176]. The IPMSM has a higher torque
density than the SPMSM and has very good field weakening performance, hence has a large constant
power speed range [175,176,178]. The torque ripple and cogging torque of the IPMSM is also lower than
that of the SPMSM [178]. A four wheel electric sports car is presented in [175] where four direct drive
IPMSMs are used to reach a top speed of 244 km/h.
A small amount of PM material can be added to the RSM to increase its power factor and performance
[179]. This is referred to as the PM assisted RSM and this machine has been proposed over the years
by a few authors for EV and HEV applications [148, 180–182]. Efficiencies of 90% at 6000 rev/min are
reported in [148]. The efficiency of this machine however, drops to 73% at 500 rev/min. A position
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sensorless control (PSC) method is proposed in [183] for PM assisted RSMs for automotive applications.
Both the alternating high frequency injection (HFI) and the rotating HFI-PSC method are used in [183],
no measured full load tests are however presented.
Research done by the authors of [171] indicate that a shift to EVs and HEVs by industrialised countries
can lead to a shortage and price increase of rare earth PM material. Research in PM-less EV drives thus
makes sense. Two PM-less machines are presented in [184] as alternatives to IPMSM of the hybrid Toyota
Prius namely an IM and a switched reluctance machine (SRM). Neither machine could really compete
with the efficiency of the IPMSM, especially in the field weakening region where the iron losses of the
SRM climbed to more than 13 times the size of the copper losses. It is shown in [184] however, that
the material cost of the IM and SRM are much less than that of the IPMSM. Another PM-less motor is
proposed in [122] for a parallel HEV application namely the RSM. Very good measured performance and
acceleration results are reported in [122].
It is not yet clear if completely position sensorless EV and HEV drives will be adopted by the industry.
At the very least, PSC methods will be used as backup with a position sensor [185]. Fault detection
methods can be implemented to detect position sensor faults and activate PSC. One such method is
presented in [185] where an extended back emf method is used with a HFI-PSC method to control an
IPMSM intended for a HEV application. A similar hybrid PSC method for EV’s and HEV’s is presented
in [186,187]. These methods use a HFI-PSC method at low speeds and standstill with a back EMF method
at minimum to high speed to control an IPMSM position sensorless. A PWM injection, saliency-based
PSC (SB-PSC) method, is proposed in [188] for an IPMSM intended for EV applications. This method
is tested and evaluated on a Nissan Prairie. Direct torque control is also investigated by some authors for
EV and HEV control due to its inherent position sensorless capabilities [189,190].
11.1 The EV Drivetrain
The drivetrain configuration of conventional EVs is different to that of the internal combustion engine
vehicle. A typical internal combustion vehicle drivetrain is as shown in Fig. 11.1 [172]. This is also known
as a variable gear (VG) drivetrain. The torque characteristics of the internal combustion engine and the
electric motor are not the same, hence the drivetrains of commercially available EV’s are different to the
one shown in Fig. 11.1.
The most common EV drivetrain replaces the variable gear differential gearbox with a single differential
gear as shown in Fig. 11.2a. This is referred to as the transmission-less or fixed gear (FG) drivetrain [172].
Another popular EV drivetrain is known as the direct drive. One or two motors are connected directly
to the front or back wheels of the vehicle without a differential gear. This drivetrain topology is shown
in Fig. 11.2b. The electric sports car presented in [175] has 4 direct drive motors.
The final two drivetrain configurations are the in-wheel configurations. The first in-wheel configura-
tion, as shown in Fig. 11.2c, has a single reduction gear and the second, as shown in Fig. 11.2d, is an
in-wheel direct drive configuration.
Variable gear drivetrain
A simulation package is used in [1] with a generic model of a 40 kW electric motor to simulate three
different types of drivetrains. The investigated drivetrains are a direct drive-, a four speed VG- and a
Engine Clutch Transmission
Diffirential
Gear
Wheels
Figure 11.1: Internal combustion engine vehicle drivetrain.
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Figure 11.2: EV drivetrains.
continuously VG drivetrain which is a fictional gearbox with an infinite number of gears. Simulations
results in [1] show that a VG drivetrain allows the electric motor to operate on a nominal line of maximum
efficiency.
Six different drive cycles are used in [1] to simulate the motor efficiency with the three investigated
drivetrains. The simulation results are summarised in Table 11.1 [1]. It is shown in Table 11.1 that an
energy consumption improvement is possible with a 4 speed gearbox. Similar results are also presented
in [191]. It is possible however, that the gain in efficiency will be cancelled out by the losses in the gearbox.
There are various advantages associated with a VG EV drivetrain:
1. Higher motor efficiency [1,191–193]. A VG drivetrain allows the motor to operate on a nominal line
of maximum efficiency as stated above.
2. Increased acceleration [1, 194]. It is shown in [1] that a vehicle acceleration from 0-100 km/h is
Table 11.1: Simulated improvement of energy consumption of a generic EV motor over 6 different drive
cycles [1].
Drive cycle Single gear 4 Speed gearbox Continuously variable gearbox
kWh/100km kWh/100km Improvement % kWh/100km Improvement %
Europe NEDC 8.33 7.96 4.5 7.89 5.3
Europe City 6.87 6.22 9.7 6.12 11.0
USA FTP-75 8.45 7.77 8.0 7.53 10.9
USA City I 9.06 8.43 7.0 8.19 9.6
Japan 11 mode 6.93 6.61 4.6 6.55 5.4
Japan 10 mode 7.20 6.41 11.0 6.31 12.4
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reduced by 5.9 s with a two speed VG gearbox drivetrain as opposed to a FG drivetrain.
3. Less torque is required from the electric machine thus opening up the possibility of a downsized
motor [1, 194].
4. Field weakening performance is not required. Machines with inadequate field weakening performance
for FG EV drivetrains can thus be considered.
5. Increased pull-away torque [194]. A VG gearbox can increase the road gradient at which an EV
can ascend. It is shown in [194] that the gradient at which an EV can pull away from standstill
is increased by 11.9◦ when the same motor is used with a 2 speed VG drivetrain instead of a FG
drivetrain.
6. Increased regenerative energy during braking is also possible [191].
11.2 Proposed Variable Gear Electric Vehicle
It is shown in [195] that RSMs with high Ld/Lq ratios, like the axial laminated RSM, have good constant
power speed range performance. RSMs with lower Ld/Lq ratios, as with the transverse laminated RSM
however, have limited constant power speed range performance [18]. Constant power speed range perfor-
mance is not as critical with a VG EV drivetrain allowing the transverse laminated RSM to be a viable
option for EV applications.
The transverse laminated RSM is proposed for a VG EV drivetrain as shown in Fig. 11.3. Some
information regarding the machine is provided even though the analysis and design are not within the
scope of this thesis. An Opel Corsa is converted to an electric vehicle as part of an ongoing EV project at
the University of Stellenbosch. A photo of the converted Corsa is shown in Fig. 11.4. The specifications of
the RSM are thus modelled on the internal combustion engine of the Opel Corsa. The internal combustion
engine of the Opel Corsa delivers 35 kW at 4800 rev/min in fifth gear with a wheel speed of 120 km/h.
The peak power of the internal combustion engine of the Opel Corsa is 55.3 kW at 4800 rev/min.
Three RSM designs are considered for the Opel Corsa conversion project namely machines 6,7 and 8
as shown in Fig. 3.9. Machine 7 is chosen for the EV drive. The process of the design optimisation and
performance evaluation of this machine is discussed in [123]. The EV machine and drive parameters are
listed in Table 11.2. In this chapter the possibility of controlling the EV RSM without a position sensor
is investigated. Limited literature exists regarding PSC of EV’s. It is this author’s belief that this will
change as EV’s become even more important. The two hybrid PSC methods developed in this thesis thus
far are to be evaluated with the proposed RSM VG EV drive.
Pull-away torque is critical in EV applications especially with a FG EV drivetrain. Pull-away torque
is even more critical at larger road gradients. SB-PSC methods are generally used at standstill and low
speeds for PSC of synchronous machines. It is shown in previous chapters that the performance of the
SB-PSC methods are limited when the machine is loaded due to the disappearing inductance saliency at
flux linkage saturation. The pull-away torque required from an electric motor in a VG EV drivetrain is
less than what is required from an electric motor with a FG EV drivetrain. The aim is to deliver rated
continuous startup torque position sensorless even though it is possible that rated continuous torque will
not be a requirement at startup with the VG drivetrain setup.
RSM Clutch Transmission
Diffirential
Gear
Wheels
Figure 11.3: Proposed RSM VG EV drivetrain.
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Figure 11.4: Converted EV Opel Corsa.
Table 11.2: RSM EV drive parameters.
Machine Parameters
Stator resistance Rs 0.28 Ω
Direct-axis inductance Ld 1.97 mH
Quadrature-axis inductance Lq 0.304 mH
Pole pairs Np 2
Rated speed 4800 rev/min
Continues current (rms) 140 A
Continues torque 69.63 Nm
Continues power 35 kW
Peak current (rms) 212 A
Peak torque 110 Nm
Peak power 55.3 kW
Constant current angle φ 67o
Continues saliency ratio γ 0.54
Continues saliency shift ζ 19.75o
Drive Parameters
Switching frequency Fs 6.1 kHz
Sampling frequency fs 12.2 kHz
DC bus battery voltage udc 337.5 V
Battery power 40.5 kW
Another interesting aspect that is investigated in this chapter is the effect of the low battery voltage on
the performance of the two SB-PSC methods. HF voltage excitation is used by both methods to exploit
the inductance saliency for PSC. The DC bus voltage limit will thus be reached easily if the injection
voltage and machine speed is too large when the machine is loaded. The fundamental saliency position
sensorless control (FS-PSC) method is still fairly new, hence no evaluation of this method exists at speeds
above 1500 rev/min. It is shown in [3] and in Chapter 8 that the position estimation error of the FS-PSC
method has frequency components which relate to the rotor frequency. Even though no problems are
predicted it is still important to evaluate this method at 160 Hz which is the fundamental frequency of
the proposed EV RSM.
11.3 Simulation
Simulink is used to design and verify the control parameters of machine 7. It is also used to verify that
stable PSC is possible with the proposed RSM. Three dimensional flux maps are created of machine 7
with a Python script and the JMAG FE package. These flux maps are used in the Simulink package for
simulations as described in Chapter 3. The FS-PSC lookup table is also derived from the flux maps of
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machine 7.
11.3.1 HFI-PSC
Current control of machine 7 is simulated with the HFI-PSC method. The simulation machine control
parameters are listed in Table 11.3. It is shown in Table 11.3 that the DC bus voltage is limited in the
simulation environment to that of the battery voltage of the Corsa.
Initial design and simulations of the HFI-PSC method proved challenging. More light was shed on the
problem by analysing the frequency spectrum of the q-axis current, which is used in the demodulation
process. It was found through simulations that the fundamental DC harmonic is 1518 times larger than
the HF carrier harmonic, preventing successful spectral separation. This is due to the larger current
rating of machine 7. This could explain why this problem was not picked up with the smaller evaluated
RSMs. Also, the larger maximum torque per ampere current angle of machine 7 contributes even further
towards the amplitude of the fundamental q-axis current harmonic. The HFI-PSC method is simplified
by omitting the band pass filter (BPF) in the demodulation scheme as explained in Chapter 4. The BPF
will be beneficial in this case to remove the fundamental q-axis current harmonic.
A simple solution is derived to decouple the fundamental q-axis current harmonic. It is shown in Fig.
11.5 that the HFI-PSC method has conventional low pass filters (LPFs) in the current feedback loop. The
low pass filtered q-axis current should thus only consist of a fundamental DC component. This low pass
filtered current is simply subtracted from the unfiltered q-axis current in the demodulation scheme to
remove the fundamental component as shown in red in Fig. 11.5. This is, in effect, a band stop filter. The
advantages of the simplified HFI-PSC method is thus retained as no additional filters are added to the
control or demodulation scheme. Simulation results reveal that the ratio of fundamental- to HF current
component is reduced to 125.
Proper spectral separation is achieved with the modified fundamental current harmonic decoupling
demodulation process. A rated current and torque step is applied in simulation as shown in Figs.
11.6a and 11.6c. The position estimation error is satisfactorily small at steady state as shown in Fig.
11.6b. The PLL stays synchronised even when large position estimation errors occur during the transient
current step. The effect of the momentarily large position estimation error also reflects in the estimated
machine speed as shown in Fig. 11.6d. The machine speed is ramped up to the minimum necessary
operating speed, after rated current is applied. The applied voltage does not exceed the limit of the DC
bus in the simulation, hence control is stable. It is shown in Fig. 11.6 that the machine current is not zero
before the current step to ensure that the q-axis flux linkage saturates for SB-PSC, as with machine 1.
The HFI position estimation error curve, as a function of current, is extracted from Simulink by
simulating the position estimation error at different current setpoints as shown in Fig. 11.7a. This is of
course partially influenced by the saliency shift of the machine. It is interesting to note the resemblance
Table 11.3: HFI-PSC: Simulation controller parameters for position sensorless speed controlled machine
7.
Current proportional gain kp 6.283 V/A
Current time constant Ti 0.1 ms
PLL proportional gain kpPLL 20 rad/s
PLL time constant TPLL 0.7 ms
Current LPF LPFi 1000 rad/s
PLL LPF LPFPLL 500 rad/s
Injection voltage uc 60 V
Injection frequency ωc 6 x 10
3 rad/s
DC bus voltage Udc 337.5 V
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Figure 11.5: Modified HFI-PSC scheme with fundamental current harmonic decoupling.
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(b) Position estimation error.
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Figure 11.6: HFI-PSC: Simulated rated current step.
in shape of the position estimation error and the FE simulated mutual inductance in Fig. 11.7b. This
correlation makes sense as it is shown in (9.10) that the saliency shift is caused by the mutual inductance
term. Both graphs change gradient signs at ±0.6 p.u current. This observation again highlights the
influence of the machine geometry on the SB-PSC capability of RSMs.
The simulation results of this subsection show that it is possible for the RSM to deliver rated continuous
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Figure 11.7: HFI-PSC: Simulated mutual inductance and position estimation error.
torque at standstill and low speeds with the HFI-PSC method if proper spectral separation is secured by
decoupling of the fundamental current component.
11.3.2 AI-PSC
The next SB-PSC method to be evaluated in the simulation environment is the arbitrary injection position
sensorless control (AI-PSC) method. The simulation machine control parameters are listed in Table 11.4.
Again the DC bus voltage is limited to that of the EV battery package voltage. It is found that the
AI-PSC method is not as dynamic in the simulation environment as the HFI-PSC method. The machine
response is still however satisfactory.
A 300 ms current ramp command from almost zero- to rated current is applied to the RSM while
in current control. The simulation results of the current ramp are shown in Fig. 11.8. It is shown in
Fig. 11.8a that the reference current is tracked quite accurately without any overshoot. A small amount
of current is in the machine before the current ramp is applied, as with the HFI-PSC simulations, to
saturate the q-axis flux linkage for SB-PSC. The accurate current control reflects in the simulated torque
results of Fig. 11.8c. It is shown in Fig. 11.8b that the position estimation deteriorates as a function of
speed. This is due to a combination of the high inductance saliency of the RSM and the assumptions
made in the derivation of the AI-PSC method at high rotor speeds, as described in Chapter 5. Creating
a compensation curve for the position estimation error however, is still possible.
The simulation results of this subsection show that it is possible to deliver rated torque at standstill
and in the low speed region with the EV RSM when controlled with the AI-PSC method.
11.3.3 FS-PSC
Finally the FS-PSC method is evaluated in the simulation environment. The simulation control param-
eters are listed in Table 11.5. The DC bus voltage is limited to that of the battery pack voltage as with
Table 11.4: AI-PSC: Simulation controller parameters for position sensorless speed controlled machine 7.
Current proportional gain kp 6.28 V/A
Current time constant Ti 10 ms
PLL proportional gain kpPLL 0.8 rad/s
PLL time constant TPLL 0.492 ms
Current LPF LPFi 500 rad/s
Injection voltage uinj 30 V
DC bus voltage Udc 337.5 V
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Figure 11.8: AI-PSC: Simulated rated current ramp.
the previous two simulations. A rated current step is applied by the position sensorless controlled RSM
in Fig. 11.9 while the speed is ramped up. The position estimation error in Fig. 11.9b shows that the
FS-PSC method is unstable in the low speed region, as expected. The FS-PSC method is stable in the
high speed region however, and it is possible to control the RSM under full load at rated speed, even with
the low DC bus voltage.
The simulation results of this subsection suggest that there should be no concern regarding the effec-
tiveness of the FS-PSC method at the high rated speed of the EV RSM, even at full load.
11.4 Measured Results
Testing and evaluation of the position sensorless controlled EV RSM are confined to the laboratory
environment. The laboratory setup is as shown in Fig. 11.10. It is shown in Fig. 11.10 that the VG
gearbox is not used in the test platform. Measured efficiency results of the evaluated EV RSM with the
VG drivetrain are shown in [123] however. Two identical EV RSMs are connected via a torque sensor.
Each RSM is controlled with a variable speed drive (VSD) and a rapid prototyping system (RPS). The
DC buses of the two VSDs are connected allowing power to circulate. Unfortunately, there are certain
Table 11.5: FS-PSC: Simulation controller parameters for position sensorless speed controlled machine 7.
Current proportional gain kp 4.723 V/A
Current time constant Ti 7.37 ms
PLL proportional gain kpPLL 5 rad/s
PLL time constant TPLL 2.86 ms
DC bus voltage Udc 337.5 V
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Figure 11.9: FS-PSC: Simulated rated current step.
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Figure 11.10: Diagram of laboratory setup used to test the EV drive system.
constraints to this test environment. A list of these constraints follow:
1. The rated current of each VSD is limited to 73 A. The continuous current rating of the RSM is
140 A, thus full load tests are not possible. It is shown thus far in this thesis that the simulation
environment can be used quite accurately to investigate PSC methods and their performance on
RSMs. Measured results at 73 A can thus be used with the simulation results to show the PSC
capabilities of the evaluated RSM. Very valuable investigations are performed in the next chapter
to investigate the PSC startup torque capabilities of a traction RSM, thus filling the gap left by the
test bench constraints in this chapter.
2. The mechanical constraints of this test bench do not allow a load test at rated speed. The high speeds
of the evaluated RSM introduced troublesome mechanical vibrations. Some recommendations are
made in the final chapter regarding this problem. Load tests are limited to the low speed region in
this thesis. No-load tests are however performed at rated speed.
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The supply voltage of the VSDs is 400 V L-L. The available DC bus voltage is thus higher than that of the
Corsa battery pack. The magnitude of the reference voltage is however limited in the control algorithm,
to only use 337.5 V of the available DC bus voltage. This is accomplished by limiting the reference voltage
as to not exceed the relation in (11.1). The maximum phase voltage that can be applied with the space
vector modulation method is 57.5% of the DC bus voltage [196].√
((u∗d)
2 + (u∗q)
2) ≤ 0.866 ∗ 337.5 (11.1)
11.4.1 HFI-PSC
The control parameters as implemented on the RPS are listed in Table 11.6. The machine speed is
kept constant at 0.13 p.u by one of the speed controlled RSMs. Load is applied by the second position
sensorless controlled RSM by controlling its current. The HFI-PSC method is implemented and evaluated
on the current controlled RSM. The current of the position sensorless controlled RSM is limited to 70 A,
although the maximum current rating of the VSD drive is 73 A. This current limitation allows the speed
controlled RSM to keep the speed fixed at 0.13 p.u even when load is applied.
The current is ramped up in the current controlled RSM as seen in the measured torque in Fig. 11.11a.
The torque is ramped up slowly to comply with the mechanical and electrical constraints of the test bench
and to ensure that the speed is kept constant by the speed controlled RSM. Two measurements are made,
one with an encoder (SC) and one with the HFI-PSC method (PSC). It is shown in Fig. 11.11a that the
torque of the position sensorless controlled RSM correlates well with that of the RSM when controlled
with an encoder. The reference- and measured current of the position sensorless controlled RSM, during
the current ramp, are shown in Fig. 11.11b. The measured current vector is transformed to the rotary
reference frame with the measured electrical angle instead of the estimated electrical angle. This current
vector is not however used in the control structure. It is shown in Fig. 11.11b that the reference current
is tracked satisfactorily. The position estimation error is satisfactory small as shown in Fig. 11.11b.
The next test is a locked rotor test. Again it is shown in Fig. 11.12a that the torque delivered by the
position sensorless controlled RSM (PSC) correlates well with that of the RSM when controlled with an
encoder (SC). Finally a position sensorless controlled speed reversal test with a cascaded speed controller
at no load is implemented. It is shown in Fig. 11.12b, in blue, that a positive speed step is applied by
the RSM followed by a negative speed step. The reference current is shown in Fig. 11.12b in red. Very
small position estimation errors occur even during transient steps as shown in Fig. 11.12b
It is shown in this subsection that the EV RSM performs well with the HFI-PSC method with good
torque capabilities.
Table 11.6: HFI-PSC: RPS controller parameters for position sensorless speed controlled machine 7.
Current proportional gain kp 1.5708 V/A
Current time constant Ti 0.1 ms
PLL proportional gain kpPLL 60 rad/s
PLL time constant TPLL 0.7 ms
Current LPF LPFi 1000 rad/s
PLL LPF LPFPLL 500 rad/s
Injection voltage uc 66 V
Injection frequency ωc 6 x 10
3 rad/s
DC bus voltage Udc 337.5 V
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(a) Measured torque.
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Figure 11.11: HFI-PSC: Measured results of a current ramp at a constant speed of 0.13 p.u.
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(a) Measured locked rotor torque.
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(b) Measured speed, reference current and position esti-
mation error of the speed reversal test.
Figure 11.12: HFI-PSC: Measured results.
11.4.2 AI-PSC
The next SB-PSC method evaluated in the laboratory environment is the AI-PSC method. The control
parameters as implemented on the RPS are listed in Table 11.7. The current of the RSM is ramped up
to 70 A while the speed is kept steady at 0.13 p.u by the speed controlled RSM. The measured torque
delivered by the RSM when controlled with an encoder (SC) and with the AI-PSC method (PSC) are
compared in Fig. 11.13a. Again the torque of the position sensorless controlled RSM compares well with
that of the of the torque delivered by the RSM when controlled with a position sensor. The reference-
and measured current of the position sensorless controlled RSM during the current ramp are shown in
Fig. 11.13b. The reference current is tracked well by the current controller. It is also shown in Fig. 11.13b
that the position estimation error is satisfactorily small.
The results of the locked rotor test are shown in Fig. 11.14a. The torque delivered by the RSM, when
controlled with the AI-PSC method (PSC), compares well with that of the RSM when controlled with
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an encoder as shown in Fig. 11.14a. Finally a position sensorless controlled speed reversal test with a
cascaded speed controller at no load is implemented. A positive speed step is followed by a negative speed
step as shown in blue in Fig. 11.14b. The reference current is shown in red in Fig. 11.14b. The measured
position estimation error is satisfactorily small even during transients as shown in Fig. 11.14b.
Table 11.7: AI-PSC: RPS controller parameters for position sensorless speed controlled machine 7.
Current proportional gain kp 1.5708 V/A
Current time constant Ti 10 ms
PLL proportional gain kpPLL 0.8 rad/s
PLL time constant TPLL 0.255 ms
Current LPF LPFi 550 rad/s
Injection voltage uinj 30 V
DC bus voltage Udc 337.5 V
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(a) Measured torque.
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Figure 11.13: AI-PSC: Measured results of a current ramp at a constant speed of 0.13 p.u.
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(a) Measured locked rotor torque.
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mation error of the speed reversal test.
Figure 11.14: AI-PSC: Measured results.
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It is shown in this subsection that the EV RSM has good torque capabilities when controlled with the
AI-PSC method.
11.4.3 FS-PSC
The final stand alone PSC method evaluated in the laboratory environment is the FS-PSC method. The
RPS controller parameters are listed in Table 11.8. Measured steady state torque results at a constant
speed of 0.28 p.u are shown in Fig. 11.15a. The two torque measurements of the RSM with an encoder
(SC) and with the FS-PSC (PSC) method compare well. The steady state measured- and estimated speeds
of the position sensorless controlled RSM, of the test performed in Fig. 11.15a, are shown in Fig. 11.15b.
The corresponding position estimation error is also shown in Fig. 11.15b. There are some dominant speed
related oscillations present in θerror, as expected. The average position estimation error however, is ±0◦.
Finally a no load test is performed at the rated speed of the RSM with the FS-PSC method. The
results of this test are shown in Fig. 11.16. The estimated- and the measured speeds are a very close
match, as shown in Fig. 11.16a. The position estimation error, shown in Fig. 11.16b is satisfactorily
small. It is thus shown in this subsection that accurate position sensorless control of the EV RSM is
possible with the FS-PSC method. It is also shown that the method is able to estimate the electrical
angle of the machine at the high rated speed of the EV RSM.
11.4.4 HFI assisted hybrid PSC method.
The first of two evaluated hybrid PSC methods is the HFI assisted hybrid PSC method. Load tests of the
stand alone methods have already been investigated, hence are not repeated for the hybrid methods. The
Table 11.8: FS-PSC: RPS controller parameters for position sensorless speed controlled machine 7.
Current proportional gain kp 1.57 V/A
Current time constant Ti 30 ms
PLL proportional gain kpPLL 120 rad/s
PLL time constant TPLL 2 ms
DC bus voltage Udc 337.5 V
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Figure 11.15: FS-PSC: Measured steady state results.
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(b) Measured position estimation error.
Figure 11.16: FS-PSC: Measured results at rated speed without load.
changeover between estimation schemes is however the focus. The RSM is controlled position sensorless
with a cascaded speed controller. The speed is ramped up from standstill to rated speed while controlled
with the HFI assisted hybrid PSC method, as shown in Fig. 11.17a. It is shown in Fig. 11.17a that
the measured- and estimated rotor speeds are almost identical. The position estimation error, as shown
in Fig. 11.17a, shows no transients. The changeover between the two stand alone PSC methods is thus
seamless.
The second test is a no load speed reversal test. The measured speed and reference current of the
speed reversal test are shown in Fig. 11.17b. The measured speed is smooth during the entire test and
no effect of the changeover is noticeable. There is a transient in the reference current however, but this
effect is not visible in the measured speed or position estimation error. A large position estimation error
is present at 24 s. This estimation error is only momentarily and does not cause PLL desynchronisation.
11.4.5 AI assisted hybrid PSC method.
The final method to be evaluated in the laboratory environment is the AI assisted hybrid PSC method.
The RSM is controlled with a position sensorless cascaded speed controller. The results of a no load
rated speed ramp are shown in Fig. 11.18a. There is a good correlation between the measured- and the
estimated machine speeds. The position estimation error as shown in Fig. 11.18a, never exceeds |10◦| and
settles at ±0◦ at steady state.
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(a) No load speed step ramp from standstill to rated speed.
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(b) No load speed reversal test.
Figure 11.17: HFI assisted Hybrid PSC: Measured dynamic results.
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(a) No load speed step ramp from standstill to rated speed.
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(b) No load speed reversal test.
Figure 11.18: AI assisted Hybrid PSC: Measured dynamic results.
The final test is a no load speed reversal test. The results of this test are shown in Fig. 11.18b. It is
shown in Fig. 11.18b that there are no transients in the position estimation error. The sign of θerror
does change however, at the changeover between estimation schemes. This effect is not reflected in the
reference current or measured speed of the RSM as shown in Fig. 11.18b.
11.5 Summary
The position sensorless control (PSC) capabilities of a RSM, designed for a variable gear (VG) electric
vehicle (EV) drivetrain, are investigated in this chapter. The two core parts of this investigation are the
pull-away torque capabilities of the proposed RSM with two proposed saliency-based position sensorless
control (SB-PSC) methods and the effectiveness of the fundamental saliency position sensorless control
(FS-PSC) method at the rated speed of 4800 rev/min.
It shown through Simulink simulations that a combination of the higher current rating, larger current
angle and the simplification of the high frequency injection position sensorless control (HFI-PSC) method
prevents proper spectral separation of the HF carrier component from the fundamental current component
in the demodulation process. This problem is rectified by subtracting the low pass filtered q-axis current
from the unfiltered current to remove the fundamental q-axis current component. This decouples the HF
carrier components from the fundamental component. No additional filters are added to implement this
process, although this is in effect a band stop filter.
Rated continuous startup torque might not be required from an electric motor with a VG EV drive-
train. Nevertheless, this is still set as a requirement for the research described in this chapter. Test bench
limitations do not allow the proposed machine to be tested at rated continuous conditions due to the
VSDs not being able to deliver the rated current for the proposed EV RSM. However, a combination of
simulation- and measured results are used to show that it is possible to deliver rated continuous torque
with the proposed RSM at startup and in the low speed region with the two proposed SB-PSC methods.
It is shown in simulation that the low DC bus voltage, provided by the battery pack, does not prove to
be problematic for either of the two SB-PSC methods, at standstill and in the low speed region.
It is shown by simulation and measured results that accurate PSC is possible with the FS-SPC method
at the high rated speed of the proposed RSM. Only no load tests are possible at rated speed due to the
test bench limitations. Simulations are used however, to show that the RSM has good torque performance
at rated conditions when controlled with the FS-PSC method.
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Both hybrid PSC methods are also implemented and evaluated in the laboratory environment. The
focus of the hybrid test are the dynamics of the machine and the changeover between the estimation
schemes. Measured results show that the changeovers of both hybrid PSC methods are smooth and
effective. It is also shown that the changeover between estimation methods is not visible in the machine’s
speed response. It can thus be concluded from the work described in this chapter that the position
sensorless controlled RSM VG EV is a viable option.
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Chapter 12
Position Sensorless Controlled Mine
Scraper Winch
Scraper winches have been the primary component of underground cleaning system of ore-bearing rocks
in South African mines for the last couple of decades. Scraper winches are used to move these rocks from
the blast site to the ore pass. The mining scraper winch is discussed in this section. Some issues regarding
the operation and design of the scraper winch are also addressed. Finally, a revised scraper winch design
is proposed. The proposed scraper winch is tested and evaluated in this chapter.
12.0.1 The mine scraper winch
A typical scraper winch consists of two drums as shown in Fig. 12.1a. A single line start induction
machine (IM) is used to drive a central rotating shaft via a multi-stage gearbox. Force is transferred from
the central rotating shaft to each individual drum via a mechanical clutch system. The clutch system
allows each individual drum to “grip” on the central rotating shaft as shown in Fig. 12.1b. Being a line
start machine, the IM runs at rated electric frequency during the entire scraping operation even when
the drum clutches are not engaged. The central rotating shaft thus turns freely without force transfer if
the drum clutches are disengaged. The first important aspect to thus point out is that the scraper winch
does not operate at optimum efficiency due to the inefficient force transfer of the clutch system and the
IM’s inability to vary its speed when torque is not required.
Not only is the scraper winch not energy efficient, but its reliability is also brought into question.
Up to a 1000 scraper winches are used daily in a typical South African gold mine [197]. These scraper
winches require maintenance every 4 to 6 months [197]. Maintenance includes rewinding of the stator,
replacement of bearings and/or welding of the cage rotor. It is shown in [197] that high cage rotor currents
of the winch IM cause excessive heat which contributes to early bearing failure. A significant amount of
production time is lost during the repair of the scraper winches.
12.0.2 Operation of the scraper winch
A typical diagram of how the scraper winch is used underground is shown in Fig. 12.2a. The two drums
are named pull- and retrieval drums. A scraper, as shown in Fig. 12.2b, is connected to the pull drum
via a steel cable. The scraper is pulled towards the pull drum while the steel cable rolls up on the drum.
A winch operator sets the pull process in motion by pressing down on the clutch of the pull drum.
Another steel cable connects the scraper via pulleys in the rock face to the retrieve drum. The
steel cable rolls off the retrieval drum during the scraper pull process. The operator lightly clutches the
retrieval drum to prevent the cable from dragging on the ground and tethering. This process is referred
to as feathering of the retrieval drum. The pull process is halted when the scraper reaches the destination
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(a) (b)
Figure 12.1: Diagrams of the conventional scraper winch, courtesy of Oceantech.
Pull
Retrieve
Scraper
Rock
Face
(a) Scraper winch operation as viewed from top.
(b) Typical scraper used with the winch [198].
Figure 12.2: The scraper winch operation.
ore pass. The scraper is returned to the blast site by reversing the IM direction allowing the retrieval
drum to pull the scraper back to the ore site. This is known as the retrieval process. The pull drum is
feathered during the retrieval process. After this the pull process is initiated again.
12.0.3 Dangers associated with the operation of the scraper winch
It is stated in the safety, health & environmental bulletin of Anglo American in 2003 [199] that the scraper
winch operation qualifies as one of the higher risk areas of mining. The conditions are especially dangerous
for the winch operators. It is shown in Fig. 12.3 that the winch operators have to work very close to
the scraper winches in order to operate the clutch system. Injuries and even fatalities often occur during
scraping due to cables and/or pulley failure. The reason behind this failure rate is investigated in [200].
It is found in [200] that the IMs used in the scraper winches are designed with very large slip ratings.
This results in the IM delivering up to 3.5 times its rated torque when the scraper is overloaded or hits an
immovable object [200]. The winch operator interprets this as the winch having sufficient power to pull
the scoop [200]. The force on the cables and pulleys exceed its rated conditions thus causing it to fail.
12.0.4 Proposed RSM winch setup
It is proposed in [200] that a variable speed drive (VSD) be added to the conventional scraper winch to
limit the current drawn by the machine and therefore the torque of the machine. This will improve the
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(a) [201] (b) [202]
Figure 12.3: Scraper winch operation conditions.
safety of the winch during operation and its durability. A similar solution to this problem is proposed in
this chapter. The IM is replaced with two RSMs in the proposed scraper winch configuration. Each RSM
fits inside a drum of the winch. A planetary gearbox connects the machine directly to the drum allowing
each drum to be driven by its own machine without a clutch system. A diagram of the winch with the
gears, as seen from the side, are shown in Fig. 12.4a, courtesy of Oceantech (PTY) Ltd. A diagram of
the proposed RSM winch is shown in Fig. 12.4b.
The RSM will operate in its generating quadrant during the feathering process due to torque being
applied in the opposite direction of rotation. It is proposed to connect the DC buses of the two VSDs
together to circulate the regenerative power. Feathering can also easily be incorporated in the control
system of the machine, automating this process. The efficiency of the winch will thus be improved by the
following:
1. Use of a RSM with a comparable or even higher efficiency than the IM.
2. Connection of the RSM directly to the drum via a planetary gearbox. The inefficient clutch system
is thus omitted.
3. The VSD can be used to vary the speed of the drum or even stop it when not in use, unlike the line
start IM.
4. Power is generated by the RSM during the feathering process and circulated between the VSDs.
The introduction of power electronics and DSPs to the scraper winch system allows for an automation
process. The aim of the automation process is to have the winch automatically detect when it is overloaded,
or shut down and initiate retrieval. The overload detection will ensure that the drum pull force stays
within the designed specification ensuring that the cable force does not exceed the design limits of the
cables and pulleys. Finally a remote control device can allow the winch operator to start and stop the
winch operation, if needed, while standing at a safe distance.
It is essential that the proposed scraper winch system be robust to outlast the harsh environment of
the mines. The environment that the scraper winch operates in makes it non-negotiable for the system
to be position sensorless. The big challenge with this application is the high startup torque required
from the position sensorless controlled RSM. Up to rated torque can be required from the scraper winch
at standstill. It is shown in previous chapters that saliency based position sensorless control (SB-PSC)
methods can fail at high loads if the machine’s inductance saliency is too small. This application will
thus prove to be a good challenge for the two SB-PSC methods.
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(a) Planetary gearbox viewed from the side.
VSD VSD
Udc
RSM RSM
Pull RetrievalGearbox
(b) Proposed RSM winch setup.
Figure 12.4: Scraper winch operation conditions.
To conclude, the proposed scraper winch should be more efficient than the standard design. The vector
control structure will limit the torque produced by motors, thus reducing the risk of cable and pulley
failure. The safety of the winch operator is improved drastically by automating the entire pull and
retrieval process with remote control access from a safe distance. The RSM winch design is proposed and
supported by scraper winch manufacturer Oceantech (PTY LTD). The mechanical layout, drawings and
first prototype are provided by Oceantech.
12.1 The RSM Scraper Winch
Deriving specifications for the RSM designs is not an easy task as there is limited information available
regarding the torque required from the machines and their duty cycles. Field test results of a 37 kW
Scraper winch are provided in [200]. These results are used as a guideline to draw up specifications for
the winch RSMs. The pull drum forces, measured in [200] with the 37 kW scraper winch during face
cleaning, peaked just below 20 kN with an average force of 17.5 kN . The force on the retrieval drum,
during retrieval of the empty scraper, ranged between 1.5 kN and 3.5 kN . The RSM scraper winch
specifications are thus chosen as in Table 12.1.
The torque requirements of both machines are more or less the same, thus it is decided to use two
identical machines. This will not only simplify laboratory tests but is also attractive from a manufacturing
and production point of view. Two six pole RSMs, which are listed as machine 13 in Table 3.1, are designed
for the scraper winch tests. The design of these machines is not within the scope of this thesis. The RSM
specifications are listed in Table 12.2.
The design constraints of the RSM are not only determined by the torque and speed specifications of
the winch, but also by the available envelope. The outer diameter of the RSM stator is a fixed constraint
to fit into the drum as shown in Fig. 12.4a. The large fixed stator outer diameter however, results in a
RSM design with a very short active stack length. The winch RSM thus has very large end-windings as
shown in Fig. 12.5. The end-windings on both sides of the stator add up to more than double the active
length of the machine. Both winch RSMs thus have very large end-winding inductances.
It is found during testing that the voltage drop over the end-windings of the RSM is significant. The
voltage drop over the end-windings is so severe that rated current cannot be induced at rated speed in
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Figure 12.5: Stator of one of the winch RSMs with the end-windings visible.
Table 12.1: Design specifications for the proposed scraper winch.
Pull drum
Pull Force 21.36 kN
Drum Speed 37.03 rev/min
Drum Torque 8.199 kNm
Reduction Gear 27:1
Machine speed 1000 rev/min
Machine torque 303.67 Nm
Retrieve Drum
Pull Force 4.144 kN
Drum Speed 75 rev/min
Drum Torque 1.579 kNm
Reduction Gear 5.2:1
Machine speed 390 rev/min
Machine torque 303.65 Nm
Table 12.2: Winch RSM parameters.
Machine Parameters
Stator resistance Rs 0.135 Ω
Direct-axis inductance Ld 25.5 mH
Quadrature-axis inductance Lq 3.6 mH
Pole pairs Np 3
Rated speed 1000 rev/min
Continues current (rms) 62.4 A
Continuous torque 303.67 Nm
Continuous power 31.8 kW
Constant current angle φ 64o
Rated saliency ratio γ 0.48
Rated saliency shift ζ 18o
Drive Parameters
Switching frequency Fs 6.1 kHz
Sampling frequency fs 12.2 kHz
DC bus voltage udc 540 V
the laboratory environment where the VSD supply voltage is 400 V . The full load steady state speed of
the RSM is reduced to 750 rev/min in the laboratory environment. The typical supply voltage in the
mines is 525 V . Hence, the VSD will have a much larger DC bus voltage when used in a mine allowing it
to apply larger voltages and thus achieve rated load at rated speed. Laboratory testing will still however
prove to be valuable.
Not much literature exists regarding six pole RSM designs. An efficiency comparison is made in [12]
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between a six pole IM and a six pole RSM with a standard field oriented control structure and position
feedback. A six pole RSM is proposed and evaluated in [195] for a lathe application where good results
for torque ripple suppression and field weakening performance are reported. No literature could however
be found, showing experimental results of the performance of a six pole RSM when controlled position
sensorless. Literature on position sensorless controlled RSM traction drives, regardless of their number of
pole pairs, barely exist, as shown in Table A.1. In this chapter the novel implementation and evaluation
of the simplified HF injection PSC (HFI-PSC), arbitrary injection PSC (AI-PSC) and the fundamental
saliency PSC (FS-PSC) methods on a six pole traction RSM for a scraper winch application will be
investigated. Also the two investigated hybrid PSC methods will be implemented and evaluated.
12.2 Measured And Simulated Results
Tests performed during this research are part of a first implementation and evaluation phase and are
limited to the laboratory environment. The test bench used is shown in Fig. 12.6a. There are a few
important aspects to note regarding this test bench. The shafts of both winch RSMs are connected. This
allows the retrieve drum RSM to load the pull drum RSM, simulating the scraper filling up with rock and
ore. This also tests the feathering of the retrieve drum. A fan is connected on the shaft in the middle of
the two machines for cooling purposes.
The second important aspect of this test bed is the disc brake fixed to the shaft of the RSM on the
right of Fig. 12.6a. This disc brake works with a switch and is able to lock the RSM rotor at 310 Nm.
The disc brake is used to test the startup torque of the RSM while controlled with the SB-PSC methods.
Also the disc brake can be locked during operation to simulate the effect of the scraper being overloaded
or hitting an immovable object. A photo of the shaft connected motors and the disc brake are shown in
Fig. 12.6b.
Finally a position sensor is only measured by one rapid prototype system (RPS) as shown in Fig.
12.6a. This signal is used to determine the quality of the PSC methods and to measure the saliency shift
for the compensation curves. This signal is made available to the second RPS via a D/A and A/D bus.
Also, this bus creates the “master-slave” system needed for the automation process. The pull drum RSM
RPS acts as the master giving commands to the slave RPS on when the pull or retrieval process is active.
No torque sensor is used with this winch test bed. Not only is there not enough space for a torque
RSM
VSD RPS RPS
Udc
Power
RSM
θm
VSD
(a) Schematic of the winch test bed.
(b) Picture of the test bed with the pull- and retrieve drum
motors as well as the disc brake.
Figure 12.6: Laboratory winch test bed.
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sensor between the two RSMs, but instantaneous braking applied by the disc brake can cause device
failure. The torque is calculated oﬄine with a torque lookup table. The torque lookup table and flux
linkage maps of the winch RSM are created with the JMAG FE package. The current vector in the actual
rotor reference frame is calculated with the measured electrical angle and stored. This current vector
is not used in the feedback loop, but rather the current in the estimated rotor reference frame which is
calculated with the estimated electrical angle. The stored current vector values are used oﬄine with the
torque lookup table to calculate the machine torque.
It is shown in this thesis that accurate results are achieved with the FE- and flux mapping methods
developed in this thesis, hence the oﬄine calculated machine torque will give a good indication of the
machine performance. The FE lookup table as a function of id and iq is shown in Fig. 12.7. The torque
calculated oﬄine with the FE lookup table and measured current will be referred to as the measured
torque in the rest of this section.
Speed voltage decoupling, as shown in Figs. 2.5 and 2.6, is added to the RSM winch control structure
to reduce the effect of the large end-winding inductance. The flux linkage curves are extracted from the
flux maps of this machine. MATLAB is used to derive exponential equations for these curves to use for
the speed voltage decoupling in the RPS.
12.2.1 Locked rotor test
The startup torque capabilities of the position sensorless controlled winch RSM are evaluated with a
locked rotor test. A method of adapting the simplified HFI-PSC method to decouple the fundamental
q-axis current component from the HF current component in the demodulation process is described in the
previous chapter. This adapted method is also implemented for the winch RSM. The Simulink simulated
and measured locked rotor test results of the HFI-PSC method are shown in Fig. 12.8. Measured torque
results are calculated oﬄine with the torque lookup table and the measured current as described earlier
in this section.
The Simulink simulation and RPS control parameters are listed in Table 12.3. The machine current is
ramped up from 0.08 p.u to 1 p.u in 60 ms in the locked rotor test performed in Fig. 12.8. The minimum
current needed to saturate the q-axis flux linkage for position estimation 0.08 p.u. It is shown in Fig.
12.8a that rated torque is delivered successfully by the RSM when controlled with the HFI-PSC method.
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Figure 12.7: FE 3D torque lookup table.
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It is also shown that the simulated and measured torque correlates well.
The measured torque makes a dip at 0.8 s as shown in Fig. 12.8a. The current overshoot causes torque
overshoot which exceeds the maximum braking torque of the disc brake, causing it to slip. This result is
very important. The position estimation error varies as a function of the rotor position, thus results may
vary if the saliency shift compensation curve is measured wrongly. The rotor slip shown in Fig. 12.8a
thus shows that the HFI-PSC method works well at more than one different rotor position. It is shown
in Fig. 12.8b that both the simulated and measured position estimation errors are ±0◦ at steady state.
Also no transients are visible indicating that the PSC scheme is stable.
The second locked rotor test is done with the AI-PSC method. The simulation and RPS control
parameters are listed in Table 12.4. It is found that the response of the winch RSM, when controlled with
the AI-PSC method, is much slower than when controlled with the HFI-PSC method. A minimum current
ramp time of 1.25 s could be applied with the machine rotor locked. The simulated and measured results
of this test are shown in Fig. 12.9. The measured results show that there are large position estimation
errors at startup, as shown in Fig. 12.9b. This affects the measured torque as shown in Fig. 12.9a. The
simulated and measured torque does not match in the low load region due to the large position estimation
errors. Nevertheless rated torque is applied by the position sensorless controlled RSM.
Torque overshoot is present in the measured result, as with the HFI-PSC method, which results in the
disc brake slipping at 2.8 s, as shown in Fig. 12.9a. The disc brake slip shows that the AI-PSC method is
stable at various different rotor positions. To conclude, it is shown with simulation and measured results
that both evaluated SB-PSC methods are able to control the RSM at standstill up to rated torque. The
dynamic response of the two methods however, differ but are satisfactory for the application.
Table 12.3: HFI-PSC: Simulation and rapid prototype system controller parameters for position sensorless
current controlled machine 13.
Parameter Symbol Simulation RPS
Current proportional gain kp 8 4 V/A
Current time constant Ti 238.78 238.78 ms
PLL proportional gain kpPLL 20 20 rad/s
PLL time constant TPLL 41.84 41.84 ms
Current LPF LPFi 1260 1260 rad/s
PLL LPF LPFPLL 7540 7540 rad/s
Injection voltage uc 100 100 V
Injection frequency ωc 6.5×103 6.5×103 rad/s
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(b) Simulated and measured position estimation error.
Figure 12.8: HFI-PSC: Simulated and measured locked rotor test with a current ramp of 60 ms.
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(b) Simulated and measured position estimation error.
Figure 12.9: AI-PSC: Simulated and measured locked rotor test with a current ramp of 1.25 s.
Table 12.4: AI-PSC: Simulation and rapid prototype system controller parameters for position sensorless
current controlled machine 13.
Parameter Symbol Simulation RPS
Current proportional gain kp 15.7 6.28 V/A
Current time constant Ti 238.78 238.78 ms
PLL proportional gain kpPLL 3 4 rad/s
PLL time constant TPLL 33.33 33.33 ms
Current LPF LPFi - - rad/s
Injection voltage uinj 70 70 V
12.2.2 Effect of the end-winding inductance on the AI-PSC method
It is shown in the previous subsection that the AI-PSC method suffers from large position estimation
errors. The end-winding inductance is modelled in the Simulink simulations to explain its effect on
the AI-PSC method. The end-winding inductance voltage drop, uew is modelled in the stator voltage
equation as in (12.1). The end-winding inductance voltage drop is calculated with (12.2), where Lew is
the end-winding inductance. The effect of the end-winding inductance can thus be incorporated into the
simulation as in (12.3) and Fig. 12.10.
uss =
dψss
dt
+ rsi
s
s − uew (12.1)
uew = Lew
diss
dt
(12.2)
ψss =
∫
(uss − rsiss)dt+ Lewiss (12.3)
The isotropic voltage term, as derived in Chapter 5, thus changes to (12.4). The wrong voltage vector is
thus used to predict the isotropic current response and to calculate the isotropic impedance of the RSM.
uL = u
s
s − rsiss + uew (12.4)
Open loop AI-PSC simulations are used to investigate the effect of the end-winding inductance on the
accuracy of the AI-PSC method. The AI-PSC method only observes the states of the machine to estimate
the electrical angle without a compensation curve while the machine is controlled with the measured
electrical angle. An arbitrary value of 0.9 mH is chosen as the end-winding inductance for simulation
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purposes. The simulated position estimation error over current is shown in Fig. 12.11 with, and without
the end-winding inductance term. The results in Fig. 12.11 show that the end-winding inductance adds
a constant offset to the position estimation error. This constant offset can cause PLL desynchronisation.
The HFI-PSC method does not use the machine voltage vector to estimate the electrical angle, thus is
not affected by the end-winding inductance. It is thus suggested that the end-winding inductance of the
winch RSM be measured to compensate for in the AI-PSC method.
12.2.3 Low speed steady state tests
It is required that the speed of the pull drum be kept constant during the pull process, hence the speed
of the RSM must be controlled with a speed controller. A cascaded speed control structure, as shown in
Fig. 2.8, is implemented on the pull drum RSM while the retrieve drum RSM applies rated load. The
applied load on the pull drum RSM simulates the load on the scraper. The torque applied by the retrieve
RSM simulates the feathering process, although the torque required for feathering is probably much less.
No information is currently available regarding the torque requirements for the feathering process.
The two SB-PSC methods are tested and evaluated on the pull drum RSM with the cascaded speed
control structure. Measurements are limited to the low speed region as this is where the SB-PSC methods
are used for PSC. The HFI-PSC method is evaluated first at a pull drum RSM speed of 85 rev/min. The
measured results of this test are shown in Fig. 12.12. It is shown in Fig. 12.12a that the measured torque
oscillates around 1 p.u. This can be explained by a mechanical imbalance at the shaft connection of the
two machines. It is shown in Fig. 2.8 that the outer loop of the cascaded speed control structure is the
speed controller and the torque controller, or in this case current controller, the inner loop. The speed
controller thus varies the applied torque to keep the speed fixed and i.e. filter out the imbalance on rotor
shaft speed. The torque ripple also cause a ripple in the position estimation error, shown in Fig. 12.12b.
The position estimation error averages out at around ±0◦ however.
T
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-
issrs
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θe
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r
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Lookup Table
irs
T−1
iss
θe
Σ
+
+
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Figure 12.10: Simulation with end-winding inductance.
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Figure 12.11: Simulated comparison of the end-winding inductance effect on the AI-PSC method.
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The AI-PSC method is evaluated in Fig. 12.13 at a speed of 70 rev/min. The mechanical imbalance
is not as prominent at this speed hence the measured torque, as shown in Fig. 12.13a, is more or less
constant at ±1 p.u. The position estimation error shown in Fig. 12.13b also averages out at around ±0◦.
It is shown in this subsection, with measured results, that both evaluated SB-PSC methods are stable in
the low speed region with a cascaded speed control structure under full load conditions.
12.2.4 Medium speed steady state torque
The next test is a steady state full load test at a constant medium speed. Speed control is implemented
on the pull drum RSM while controlled with the FS-PSC method with the reference speed set to 750
rev/min. This test is performed at a speed of 0.75 p.u as it is explained earlier in this chapter that rated
torque cannot be applied by the winch RSM at rated speed due to the large end-winding inductance. The
pull drum RSM is loaded to 1 p.u by the retrieve drum RSM as shown by the measured torque in Fig.
12.14a. The average of the position estimation error, as shown in Fig. 12.14b, is ±0◦. This measured
result thus show that the winch RSM has good torque capabilities in the medium speed region when
controlled with the FS-PSC method.
12.2.5 Hybrid PSC startup
The two hybrid PSC methods developed in this thesis are tested on the pull drum RSM. A cascaded
speed control structure is used to control the speed of the pull drum RSM. The retrieve drum RSM is
programmed to simulate an inertia type load. This inertia load represents the scraper bucket filling up
with rocks and ore at startup as the pull drum starts to roll up the cable. The load applied by the retrieve
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Figure 12.12: HFI-PSC: Measured full load results at 85 rev/min.
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Figure 12.13: AI-PSC: Measured full load results at 70 rev/min.
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Figure 12.14: FS-PSC: Measured full load results at 750 rev/min.
drum RSM is ±0.8 p.u. Again this is also a good simulation of the feathering process.
It is shown in [200] that the average pull drum force is 17.5 kN . The applied load of ±0.8 p.u thus
correlates well with the average torque required from the pull drum RSM. Larger torques, which does not
exceed the RSM rating can still be applied by the RSM to get the pull drum up to its reference speed.
The results of the HFI assisted hybrid PSC method are shown in Fig. 12.15. The measured pull
drum RSM torque and speed are shown on the same graph in Fig. 12.15a. The red line, representing the
measured machine torque, shows that the machine is loaded at ±0.8 p.u at 10 s after which a speed ramp
is applied by the position sensorless controlled pull drum RSM. It is shown in 12.15a that the applied
torque surpasses ±0.8 p.u to reach the reference speed of 750 rev/min before settling at 20s. A slight
change in gradient of the measured speed is visible during changeover, but this does not raise any concern.
Some transients are present in the position estimation error, shown in Fig. 12.15b, during startup but
never exceeds |6◦| and averages out at ±0◦ during steady state.
The results of the AI assisted hybrid PSC method are shown in Fig. 12.16. The performance of this
method does not compare well with that of the HFI assisted hybrid method. This is mainly due to the
large position estimation errors of the AI-PSC method between 0-6 s as shown in in Fig. 12.16b. The
large position estimation errors are caused by the large end-winding inductance, as explained earlier in
this section. The changeover between the estimation methods is clearly visible in the speed response, as
shown in Fig. 12.16a. The reference speed of 750 rev/min is still reached however.
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Figure 12.15: HFI assisted hybrid PSC: Startup with load.
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Figure 12.16: AI assisted hybrid PSC: Startup with load.
12.2.6 Automation process
The automation process of the two winch motors are tested. This process simulates an event where the
scraper hits an immovable or large object during the pull process. Instead of applying more torque to
move the object, as with the conventional winches, it is required that the scraper winch shuts off and the
retrieval motor retrieves the scraper. The disc brake is locked during operation to simulate the scraper
colliding with an immovable object. The rotor is locked instantaneously. This test is much harsher than
the actual event of the scraper hitting an immovable object, hence this is a very good evaluation of the
stability of the PSC methods.
It is shown earlier in this section that the performance of the AI assisted hybrid PSC method does
not compare well to that of the HFI assisted hybrid PSC method. The AI assisted hybrid PSC method is
unstable when the disc brake is locked while the pull proses is active. It is believed that this is due to the
low pass filtering of the estimated speed. The machine locks instantaneously, hence the low pass filtered
estimated speed is very slow to react to this large variation in speed causing the PLL to desynchronise.
The measured results of the pull drum RSM during the automation test are shown in Fig. 12.17. It is
shown in Fig. 12.17a that the pull drum RSM is loaded by the retrieve drum RSM at startup as with the
tests in the previous subsection. The machine speed increases and settles at 750 rev/min while loaded.
The disc brake is locked at 35 s. The measure speed in Fig. 12.17a clearly shows that the machine rotor
is locked almost instantaneously. Large transients occur momentarily in the position estimation error as
shown in Fig. 12.17b, but the PLL stays synchronised. It is shown in Fig. 12.17a that rated torque is
applied by the RSM at standstill after the rotor is locked.
The RPS of the pull drum RSM shuts down the winch after rated torque is applied for a couple of
seconds and the torque drops to zero, as shown in Fig. 12.17a. This shut down time is predefined and
can be modified easily. The disc brake is released manually as the scraper winch is now inactive. After
a couple of seconds (allowing enough time for the brake to be released), the RPS of the pull drum RSM
signals the RPS of the retrieve drum RSM to initiate the retrieve procedure. This is shown in Fig. 12.17a
as the negative speed measurement. After a predefined number of machine revolutions (again this can
easily be modified) the RPS of the pull drum RSM signals the second RPS to halt the retrieve process.
The pull process is now ready to restart.
It is clear that the HFI assisted hybrid PSC method is very successful in controlling the RSM during
these harsh tests. Also it is shown that, unlike the current winches, the applied torque does not exceed
rated torque. Finally it is shown that an overload automation process is successfully implemented.
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Figure 12.17: HFI assisted hybrid PSC: Automation test.
12.3 Summary
A new scraper winch concept is proposed in this chapter for a mining application. The aim of the proposed
design is to improve on the safety, durability and energy efficiency of the existing scraper winches used in
gold mines in South Africa. A single line start induction machine connected to a central rotating clutch
system is replaced by two six pole RSMs fitted inside the two drums of the winch.
It is important that the entire winch system operate without position sensors to endure the harsh
environment of the mines. The challenge with this implementation is the large startup torque required
from the RSMs while controlled with the saliency based position sensorless control (SB-PSC) methods.
In this chapter results of the novel implementation of the simplified HFI-, AI- and the FS-PSC methods
on a six pole RSMs are shown. Also the two hybrid PSC methods are evaluated on the six pole RSM for
the first time.
It is found that performance of the AI-PSC method is affected by the large end-winding inductance of
the winch RSM. This also affects the AI assisted hybrid PSC method. Nevertheless it is shown that both
RSMs can deliver rated torque when controlled with both SB-PSC methods. At 300 Nm this is, as far as
could be determined, one of the largest documented torque delivered by a position sensorless controlled
RSM at standstill.
It is shown that the HFI assisted hybrid PSC method works very well with the winch RSM with good
torque capabilities. Finally an automation process test shows that the proposed winch design improves
on the current design by limiting the applied torque, when overloaded. An overload automation process
also shows that the winch is able to shut off and retrieve the scraper when an immovable object is hit
or overload occurs, allowing the winch operator to stand clear of the scraper winch. This improves the
safety conditions of the winch operator.
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Conclusion
In this thesis the possibility of using position sensorless controlled reluctance synchronous machines in
industry applications where variable- and dynamic torque is required, is investigated. The work in this
thesis shows that the RSM is overall well suited for position sensorless control (PSC). It is shown that the
RSM’s saliency ratio is large compared to that of permanent magnet machines. This allows the position
sensorless controlled RSM to deliver high startup torque. The following key aspects stem from the work
done in this thesis:
Hybrid position sensorless control scheme for reluctance synchronous machines
A hybrid PSC method with a hysteresis changeover scheme is proposed and implemented. The proposed
method allows each individual method to operate with its own optimum controller parameters. Also,
speed ripples in the changeover region do not cause variable switching between the low- and high speed
estimation methods. Finally, phase locked loop (PLL) synchronisation allows for seamless changeover
between position estimation methods. The proposed hybrid PSC method allows for a new low speed
and standstill extension of the fundamental saliency PSC (FS-PSC) method. Novel extensions of the
simplified high frequency injection- (HFI-PSC) and the arbitrary injection PSC (AI-PSC) methods are
made with the FS-PSC method to operate in the entire rated speed region.
Design and construction of a zero current position sensorless controlled reluctance syn-
chronous machine
It is shown through finite element (FE) simulations that the ideal rotor RSM configuration has favourable
saliency-based PSC (SB-PSC) characteristics at zero reference current. A novel epoxy resin cast design
is proposed and implemented to create an ideal rotor RSM to improve on the SB-PSC performance of
the lateral rib rotor RSM at zero reference current. Also it is shown that the efficiency of the ideal rotor
RSM is superior to that of the lateral rib rotor RSM due to it always operating on the maximum torque
per ampere curve.
Saliency-based position sensorless control performance evaluation and comparison of syn-
chronous machines
Established saliency ratio and saliency shift equations are used for a novel SB-PSC comparison of three
different types of synchronous machines on a per unit scale. It is shown that, although the saliency
characteristics of the investigated field intensified permanent magnet (FI-PM) machines are superior to
that of the field weakening interior permanent magnet machine at full load, they do not compare to that
of the investigated RSMs. It is shown through FE simulations that the surface mounted FI-PM machine
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does not have sufficient saliency ratio at zero to ±0.5 p.u current for SB-PSC. It is also shown through FE
simulations that the FI-PM machine with flux barriers suffers from significantly less saliency shift than
the the FI-PM machine without flux barriers.
Industry application 1: Reluctance synchronous wind generator with an inverter output LC
filter
A robust high speed position sensorless controlled reluctance synchronous wind generator with a inverter
output filter is proposed, tested and evaluated. The proposed generator setup allows the power electronics
converter to be stationed in the turbine tower instead of the nacelle, reducing the nacelle weight. A new
stator quantity estimation method is derived to estimate the stator quantities of the generator to avoid
using additional sensors on the machine side of the LC filter. It is shown that the injection frequency of
the HFI-PSC method can be chosen in the vicinity of the resonance frequency of the inverter output filter
to boost the HF current response which allows the magnitude of the injection voltage to be reduced. In
this thesis results of a novel implementation and testing of the HFI-assisted hybrid PSC method with an
inverter output filter and a RSG with the derived stator quantity estimation method are shown. Good
measured maximum power point tracking results of the position sensorless controlled generator are shown.
Industry application 2: Variable gear electric vehicle
A RSM is proposed for a variable gear (VG) electric vehicle (EV) drivetrain. A combination of simulation-
and measured results are used to show that the proposed RSM can deliver rated continues startup torque
with the two proposed SB-PSC methods. It is also shown through simulations that the low battery pack
voltage does not prohibit SB-PSC in the low speed region. Both developed hybrid PSC methods are
implemented and tested successfully.
Industry application 3: Mine scraper winch
A novel scraper winch design is proposed for the mining industry. This design improves on the operating
safety, durability and energy efficiency of the conventional scraper winch design. The traction RSM used
in the proposed winch design is able to operate position sensorless with rated startup torque capabilities.
Also a overload automation proses is implemented. The 304 Nm position sensorless controlled startup
torque of the winch RSM is one of the largest documented, as shown in Table A.1.
Effect of medium power range machines on the position sensorless contol methods
A 1.1 kW machine is used in literature to derive and test the AI-PSC and the FS-PSC methods on RSMs.
It is shown in this thesis that these methods do not exhibit adverse effects when used with RSMs with
higher power ratings. It is shown however, that the simplified HFI-PSC method does suffer from adverse
effects when implemented on machines with higher current ratings. A method is derived in this thesis
to reduce the effect of the fundamental current harmonic in the demodulation scheme without adding
any additional filters to the control or estimation scheme to allow successful position estimation with the
simplified HFI-SPC method on machines with higher current ratings.
The following contributions also stem from the work done in this thesis:
• A simplified HFI-PSC method is introduced in Chapter 4. The main advantages are reduced time
delay, reduced phase shift, less signal magnitude decrease and improved control structure dynamics.
It is also shown that the current LPF’s, which already form part of the control structure, can be
used to decouple the fundamental current component from the HF component to provide spectral
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separation in machines with high current ratings. No delay or filters are added by the decoupling
process.
• A new measured maximum torque as a function of speed comparison of the HFI-, AI- and the
FS-PSC is shown in this thesis.
• An investigation in this thesis regarding the effect of rotor skewing on the SB-PSC performance of
the RSM shows that a full slot pitch skew has little to no effect.
• It is shown through FE simulation results that the saliency shift of the RSM can be reduced by
increasing the number of flux barriers per pole and increasing the width of the stator slot opening.
• It is shown through simulations that the AI-PSC method is quite sensitive to the size of the end-
winding inductance.
• New implementation and testing of the simplified HF-, AI- and the FS-PSC methods on a six pole
RSM. Also a new evaluation of the hybrid PSC methods on a 6 pole RSM.
Recommendations for future work
The following recommendations are made regarding future work that is to stem from this thesis:
• It is recommended that the position sensorless controllability of the EV RSM be measured at full
power with a larger variable speed drive. Also this drive should be used to measure its saliency ratio
as well as that of the field intensified permanent magnet machines to confirm measured results.
• Each of the investigated industry applications should be subjected to field tests outside the labora-
tory. The reluctance synchronous generator should be tested on a wind site, the EV RSM should be
tested in the electric Opel Corsa and the scraper winch should be tested underground in the mines.
• The active flux method is not considered in this thesis. The active flux method should also be
investigated and compared to the FS-PSC method. This method should also be extended to operate
in the entire rated speed range by flux linkage stabilisation methods.
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Appendix A
Data Collection of Types and Sizes of
Position Sensorless Control Synchronous
Machines as Portrayed in Literature
Summarised in Table A.1 are the type and size of machines used in literature to evaluate PSC methods.
Table A.1: Data summary of literature.
Machine type Power (kW) Reference
RSM 0.086 [203]
RSM 0.086 [204]
PMSM 0.1 [39]
RSM 0.15 [205]
ALA RSM 0.3 [83]
IPMSM 0.4 [38]
IPMSM 0.5 [6]
RSM 0.56 [206]
IPMSM 0.7 [59]
IPMSM 0.7 [58]
PMSM 0.7 [55]
IPMSM 0.75 [45]
RSM 1 [207]
ALA RSM 1 [149]
RSM 1 [81]
PMSM 1 [46]
RSM 1.1 [28]
PMSM 1.1 [151]
RSM 1.1 [2]
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Machine type Power (kW) Reference
RSM 1.1 [3]
ALA RSM 1.5 [80]
SMPSM 1.2 [30]
SMPSM 1.2 [32]
RSM 1.5 [208]
PMSM 1.57 [54]
PMSM 1.7 [44]
IPMSM 1.8 [72]
PMSM 2 [41]
PMSM 2.2 [78]
PMSM 2.2 [35]
PMSM 2.2 [68]
PMSM 2.2 [37]
PMSM 2.2 [168]
PMSM 2.2 [69]
PMSM 2.3 [36]
PMSM 3 [136]
SMPMSM 3.4 [40]
PMSM 3.4 [42]
ALA RSM 3.75 [61]
ALA RSM 3.75 [209]
SMPMSM 4 [66]
IPMSM 4 [76]
SMPMSM 4.4 [47]
PMSM 5 [163]
RSM 5 [210]
ALA RSM 5.8 [211]
RSM 5.8 [212]
IPMSM 6 [74]
IPMSM 6 [64]
RSM 6.7 [213]
PMSM 7.5 [152]
PMSM 10 [150]
SMPMSM 11 [31]
SMPMSM 11 [33]
PMSM 15 [153]
PMSM 12 [56]
PMSM 13.3 [67]
IPMSM 15 [185]
PMSM 34.6 [188]
IPMSM 36 [43]
PMSM 37 [65]
PMSM 50 [70]
PMSM 52 [157]
IPM 70 & 15 [186]
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Appendix B
Data Collection of Commercially
Available HEVs and EVs
A summary of the different machines used in HEV and EVs is shown in Table B.1 [171,176].
Table B.1: Data summary of commercially available EVs and selected HEV’s.
Model Power (kW) Motor type
Tesla Model S 225: Rear mounted IM
Tesla Roadster 215: Rear mounted IM
Lightning GT 150 X 2: Rear mounted PM
Mercedes-Benz SLS AMG Elec-
tric Drive
138 X 4 PM
Venturi Ftish 220: Central rear mounted PM
BWM Mini E 150 IM
BYD e6 160 + 40: 4 Wheel drive PM
Mitsubishi i-MiEV 47: Rear mounted PM
Ford Focus Electric 100 PM
Ford transit connect EV 50 IM
Nissan Leaf 80: Front mounted PM
Renault Fluence Z.E. 70 Wound rotor synchronous
Renault ZOE 65: Front mounted Wound rotor synchronous
Smart electric drive 30: Rear mounted PM
Think City 34 IM
Hyundai blue on 61 PM
Tata indica 55 PM
Kangoo express Z.E 44 Wound rotor synchronous
Fiat Doblo 43 IM
Peugeot iOn 25 PM
REVAi 13 IM
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Model Power (kW) Motor type
Citroen C zero 49 PM
Gordon Murray T-27 49 PM
Wheego whip life 15 IM
Citroen C1 30 IM
Micro-Vett Fiat Panda 15 IM
Micro-Vett Fiat 500 15 IM
Tazzario Zero 15 IM
Lumeneo SMERA 30 PM
Stevens Zecar 13 x 2 IM
AC Propulsion eBox 150 IM
ZAP! Obvio 828E 120 IM
Kewet Buddy 13 DC
ZAP Xebra 5 DC
NICE Mega City 4 DC
Commuter Cars Tango 21 X 2 DC
Cree SAM 11.6 PM
G-Wiz 4.8 DC
General Motors EV1 102: Front mounted IM
Ford Ranger EV 45 IM
Peugeot Partner 28 DC
Nissan Hypermini 24: Rear wheel mounted PM
Myers Motor NmG 20 DC
Peugeot 106 20 DC
Toyota RAV4 EV 115 IM
GEM Car 9 DC
CitiCom Mini-EI 9 PM
GM S-10 85 IM
Nissan Altera 62 PM
Honda EV Plus 49: Front mounted DC
Citroen Berlingo 28 DC
Citroen Saxo 28 DC
Subaru minivan 200 14 DC
Solectria Sunrise 50 IM
Chrysler TEVan 27 DC
Citroen AX 20 DC
VW Golf CityStromer 17.5 PM
Ford Ecostar 56 IM
Bertone Blitz 52 DC
Chevrolet Spark EV 97 PM
Fiat 500e 83 PM
Honda Fit 92 PM
Toyota Prius 28 + 50: Hybrid PM
Toyota Highlander is a SportU-
tility vehicle
123: Front Wheel + 50: Rear
wheel Hybrid
PM
Honda Civic Hybrid 85: Hybrid PM
Peugeout 307 16: Hybrid PM
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Appendix C
Pictures
Construction of the ideal rotor RSM
(a) Lamination used for ideal rotor RSM. (b) Laminations being stacked on the end-cap.
(c) Finished rotor filled with epoxy.
Figure C.1
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Winch RSM
(a) One of the winch RSMs disconnected.
(b) Rotor of the winch RSM lifted into the stator with a
crane.
(c) Disc brake on the side of the RSM. (d) Laboratory testing space with drives and RPSs.
(e) Switch used to activate the disc brake.
Figure C.2
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